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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation studies the connection between the flute, in its materiality and 

function, and ideas on Brazilianness. A question permeates the narrative I propose: why has 

the flute become an instrument so representative of Brazilian culture? By presenting a 

general overview of discourses on Brazilian musical nationalism in relation to social, 

political, and racial configurations, I analyze how the always-shifting concept of 

Brazilianness was transformed throughout history, and how the flute can be understood as 

one of its most distinctive symbols. To this end, I offer several perspectives from modernist 

authors such as Mário de Andrade to contemporary scholars such as Maria Eugênia 

Boaventura. 

Drawing on ideas proposed by music scholars such as Melanie Plesch, Raymond 

Monelle, and Michael Klein with regard to topic theory, I analyze how the flute and its 

sonority appear represented and/or used in Brazilian iconography, literature, and musical 

practices from colonial times up to the 1940s, also paying attention to issues of class, race, 

and politics. Through this broad cultural analysis, I build a network of signs, a code for what 

I call the Brazilian Flute Topic. Although the study of the Brazilian Flute as a cultural unit is 

an end in itself, I also develop analyses of three twentieth-century works for flute solo by 

composers deemed as nationalist: Melopéias n.3 (1950) by César Guerra-Peixe (1914-
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1993); Fantasia Sul América (1983) by Claudio Santoro (1919-1989); and Improviso (1974) 

by Osvaldo Lacerda (1927-2011). My goal is to explore the ways in which we can interpret 

such works through the cultural code I develop, suggesting new perspectives for their study, 

and with it, illustrating the potential of topic theory and semiotics in the study of Brazilian art 

music. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Something in the Wind 

 

Flauta e violão na trova da rua 

que é uma trova rolando da montanha 

fazem das suas. 

Não há garrucha que impeça: 

A música viola o domicílio 

e põe rosas no leito da donzela. 

 

The flute and the guitar from the ballad in the street 

That is a ballad falling down the mountain 

are plotting. 

There is no pistol to impede: 

The music breaks into the house 

and lays roses on the maiden’s bed. 

 

Carlos Drummod de Andrade 

 

 

 This excerpt is part of the poem Seresta, written in the 1970s by Mineiro poet and 

writer Carlos Drummond de Andrade (1902-1987). The way the flute and its sonority appear 

so often in cultural artifacts like this has always fascinated me. At this point, I find it difficult 

for me to know if I became a flutist by choice or because of growing up surrounded by its 

symbolic use in propaganda, visual arts, literature, and in many Brazilian musical genres. 

Perhaps this is what Drummond means when he writes that, ―music violates the home,‖ 

meaning how the sound of this instrument and its imaginary invades one‘s mind, taking the 

center of the stage when it comes to a sense of identity, of Brazilianness.  
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 At first, this project aimed to answer two questions: why did the flute become an 

instrument so representative of Brazilian culture? Why do the instrument and its sonorities 

participate in a broad variety of musical practices—such as choro, church music, baile 

funk—we nowadays understand as Brazilian music?  

 

Brazilianness, Culture, and Race in Context 

 The term Brazilianness first appeared in a discussion on Brazilian nationalism. In art, 

and specifically in music, it became a trend around the 1920s during a time when 

intellectuals were preoccupied with discourses on modernism. For instance, Mário Raul de 

Morais Andrade (1893-1945) criticized patterns of representation and theorized on the idea 

of national identity in Brazilian musical production. This preoccupation was central, or 

perhaps the motivation of the often-discussed 1922 Week of Modern Art. However, even 

though we nowadays acknowledge that this event was not a starting point for nationalism in 

Brazilian art, many artists and intellectuals that participated in this event—such as Villa-

Lobos and Osvald de Andrade— became influential in the propagation of such narratives, 

especially given their involvement with the Estado Novo regime of President Getúlio Vargas 

in the 1930s. 

 In order to expand this discussion to artistic and musical practices before the 1920s, I 

embrace in my work a broader approach to the understanding of Brazilianness through the 

lens of what William Beezley calls cultural nationalism. About this concept, Eric Taylor 

Woods comments: 

In sum, if political nationalism is focused on the achievement of political autonomy, 

cultural nationalism is focused on the cultivation of a nation. Here the vision of the 

nation is not a political organization, but a moral community. As such, cultural 

nationalism sets out to provide a vision of the nation‘s identity, history, and destiny. 
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The key agents of cultural nationalism are intellectuals and artists, who seek to 

convey their vision of the nation to the wider community. The need to articulate and 

express this vision tends to be felt most acutely during times of social, cultural, and 

political upheaval resulting from an encounter with modernity. Cultural nationalism 

often occurs in the early phase of a national movement, sometimes before an 

explicitly political nationalism has appeared. But it can also periodically recur in 

long-established national states.
1
 

 

In this sense, Woods establishes that cultural nationalism does not need to coincide with an 

explicitly articulated idea of the nation in a political sense, and more important, that there can 

be different and various moments through history in which such cultural nationalism could 

manifest. For instance, on examining the rise of cultural nationalism in dramatic production 

in Latin America, Beezley argues that: 

the arts had two primary functions: when financed by the court they could proclaim 

the power and grandeur of the monarchy, while for the educated commoner and the 

nobility, they were a forum for social criticism and a mirror of society…Music, 

however, did develop its own propagandistic and nationalistic function, towards 

political or religious ends, especially certain forms of vernacular sacred and theatrical 

music. ―They taught indigenous peoples especially to sing and to play musical 

instruments in order to perform European church music. Accomplishing these goals, 

they developed instruments, adapted local tunes, and composed songs.‖
2
 

 

Music had always had a function, and this function was tied to a sense of difference, but 

more important, to the development of new local expressions.   

 Within his discussion, Beezley also observes the continuity of Brazilian musical 

production, as well as the racial composition of such an economy. ―In Brazil, performances 

occurred during the eighteenth century, apparently developing from Puppet Theater (called 

presépio), at times using life-size puppets, dating from 1719. The programs had enough 

success that an opera house was built in Rio de Janeiro in 1763…Theaters were also built in 

                                                           
1 Eric Taylor Woods, ―Cultural Nationalism,‖ in The SAGE Handbook of Cultural 

Sociology, ed. David Inglis and Anna-Mari Almila, (Thousand Oaks: SAGE, 2016), 1. 

2 William Beezley, Cultural Nationalism and Ethnic Music in Latin America 

(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2018), 6.  
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Minas Gerais and the Northeast region. Brazilian composers and actor-singers during this era 

were African or mulatto men and women.‖
3
 Later on, the author also mentions Carlos Gomes 

Il Guarani as an opera that explores the Portuguese-Tupiguarani relations, pointing and how 

in the 1880s there was a redefinition of nationalist discourses with the rise of costumbrism 

(local, especially folkloric, traditions).
4
  

 In my discussion of Brazilianness, I am therefore interested in understanding how 

intellectuals and artists expressed national elements throughout musical production and how 

the flute, as an object and as a sonority, participated in this narrative. Instead of focusing, as 

Wood said, only on the moment where ―cultural and political upheaval resulting from an 

encounter with modernity in Brazil,‖—which in this case coincides with the artistic 

modernist movement—I focus on other historical moments and movements that participated 

in the articulation of nationalist narratives, explicitly or not, paying attention to the signs that 

arise from those.  More specifically, in my study, these are framed and influenced by the 

colonial period, the post-independence Imperial Brazil, the Estado Novo, the Good Neighbor 

Policy, and the advent of communist parties. In analyzing these power shifts, I also pay 

attention to the changes in Brazilian conceptions of race. As Lidiany Cristina de Oliveira 

affirms:  

We can think that this idea ran parallel to the conception of whitening as an unfolding 

of racial theories, because conceiving the country as a nation where there are 

opportunities for everyone, regardless of their ethnicity, somehow exempted the 

authorities (to the disappointment of the abolitionists) from any reparation to former 

slaves for the damage caused during the period of slavery at the same time when the 

blame for the non-access of blacks to the labor market, for example, fell back on the 

                                                           
3 Beezley, Cultural Nationalism and Ethnic Music in Latin America, 11. 

4 Beezley, Cultural Nationalism and Ethnic Music in Latin America, 14-15. 
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old racist conceptions of ―laziness‖, of ―vagrancy‖, attributed to their ―natural‖ 

inferiority, thus leaving few gaps for possible contestations by blacks.
5
 

 

The myth of miscegenation will also influence narratives on music nationalism. On saying 

that ―the non-access of blacks to the labor market, for example, fell back on the old racist 

conceptions,‖ the author points out an important aspect also observed in the artistic field: the 

exclusion of African Brazilians from discourse on Brazilian nationalism. Specifically, in the 

case of the cultural unity of the flute, I will discuss case studies of African Brazilian 

composers and flutists who participated actively in the construction of ideas on Brazilianness 

but are barely mentioned in important texts on music nationalism. 

 

Significance and Methodology  

 The flute as the subject of study appears with frequency in Brazil. There, more than 

two hundred theses and dissertations centered on the instrument have been written. Such a 

body of works could be categorized into four main trends: 1) Pedagogy of the instrument; 2) 

Composer-piece analysis, 3) Acoustic of the instrument; and 4) Historical accounts of the 

instrument, usually focused on an area or performer. Works that approach the didactical 

aspect of the flute such as ―Metáforas como Estratégia de Ensino em Aulas de Graduação em 

                                                           
5 Lidiany Cristina de Oliveira, ―As Teorias Raciais e o Negro do Pós Abolição às 

Primeiras Décadas doSéculo XX‖(graduate thesis, University of Campinas, 2005), 37, 

https://repositorio.unicamp.br/Busca/Download?codigoArquivo=511259. ―Podemos pensar que 

essa idéia corria paralela à concepção de branqueamento como um desdobramento das teorias 

raciais, pois conceber o país como nação em que há oportunidades para todos, independente de 

sua etnia, de certo modo eximia as autoridades (para a decepção dos abolicionistas) de qualquer 

reparo aos ex-escravos pelos danos causados no período da escravidão ao mesmo tempo em que a 

culpabilidade pelo não acesso do negro ao mercado de trabalho, por exemplo, recaía sobre as 

antigas concepções racistas de ―preguiça‖, de ―vadiagem‖, atribuídas a sua ―natural‖ 

inferioridade, deixando assim, poucas brechas para possíveis contestações por parte dos negros.‖ 

https://repositorio.unicamp.br/Busca/Download?codigoArquivo=511259
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Flauta Transversal no Brasil: Dois Estudos de Caso,‖
6
 ―O Processo de Tomada de 

Consciência no Estudo da Flauta Transversal: Uma Autoinvestigação,‖ 
7
 and ―A Iniciação 

Infantil à Flauta Transversal a Partir do Pífaro: Repertório, Aspectos Técnicos e Recursos 

Didáticos,‖
8
focus on developing strategies to innovate the way students learning and develop 

skills in the instrument. Other dissertations such as ―Três Choros para Flauta de Belini 

Andrade: Morena Marta, Estrambótico e Uma Flauta Doce,‖
9
 ―As Melopéias para Flauta de 

César Guerra-Peixe: Um Estudo Interpretativo,‖
10

 and ―Três Obras de Câmara de Heitor 

Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) Analisadas sob o Ponto de Vista da parte da Flauta à Luz dos 

Manuscritos do Museu Villa-Lobos: Choros nº 2 (1924), Quinteto em Forma de Choros 

(1928), e Bachianas Brasileiras nº 6 (1938)‖—
11

, discuss the ways in which certain works 

should be interpreted by means of a comprehensive analysis of style and structure.  

                                                           
6 Gina Arantxa Arbeláez Hernández, ―Metáforas como Estratégia de Ensino em Aulas de 

Graduação em Flauta Transversal no Brasil: Dois Estudos de Caso‖ (doctoral dissertation, 

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, 2022). 

7 Wolfgang Adary Ferreira Ribeiro, ―O Processo de Tomada de Consciência no Estudo da 

Flauta Transversal: Uma Autoinvestigação‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of Bahia, 

2019). 

8 Alberto Sampaio Neto, ―A Iniciação Infantil à Flauta Transversal a Partir do Pífaro: 

Repertório, Aspectos Técnicos e Recursos Didáticos‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of 

Minas Gerais, 2005). 

9 Marcela Nunes Abreu, ―Três Choros para Flauta de Belini Andrade: Morena Marta, 

Estrambótico e Uma Flauta Doce‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of Minas Gerais, 

2012). 

10 Diogo Artur Bianco Navia, ―As Melopéias para Flauta de César Guerra-Peixe: Um 

Estudo Interpretativo‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of Minas Gerais), 2012. 

11 Rubem Eloy Schuenck, ―Três Obras de Câmara de Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) 

Analisadas Sob o Ponto de Vista da Parte da Flauta à Luz dos Manuscritos do Museu Villa-

Lobos: Choros Nº 2 (1924), Quinteto em Forma De Choros (1928), e Bachianas Brasileiras Nº 6 

(1938)‖ (doctoral dissertation, Federal University of Minas Gerais), 2017. 
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 In the acoustic category, researchers have been interested in discussing the physical 

possibilities of the instrument taking into consideration aspects of construction and material, 

like in the case of ―Estudo Acústico de Tubos de Dimensões Idênticas e Materiais Diferentes 

Utilizando Bocais de Flauta Doce e Flauta Transversal.‖
12

 Also, they have analyzed the 

behavior of sound in a variety of techniques such as ―O Vibrato na Flauta Transversal: 

Análise da Forma da Onda‖.
13

 In the case of the historical approach to the instrument, 

researches usually focus either on a specific performer such as ―João Dias Carrasqueira: Um 

Mestre da Flauta,‖
14

 or on a collection of pieces like in the case of ―A Flauta Solista na 

Música Contemporânea Brasileira: Três Propostas de Análise Técnico-interpretativas.‖
15

 

 In my research, I take a different approach to the study of the instrument, one that 

derives from topic theory. I am interested in exploring the place and function of the 

instrument in its image and sound within what we could consider Brazilian Culture. In other 

words, how the flute in this context signifies Brazilianness. To examine the topical potential 

of the Brazilian Flute, I adopt and adapt the methodologies of Melanie Plesch
16

 in her study 

                                                           
12 Juliherme Francisco Piffer, ―Estudo Acústico de Tubos de Dimensões Idênticas e 

Materiais Diferentes Utilizando Bocais de Flauta Doce e Flauta Transversal‖ (master dissertation, 

Federal University of Espirito Santo, 2011). 

13 Rodrigo Manoel Frade, ―O Vibrato na Flauta Transversal: Análise da Forma da Onda‖ 

(master dissertation, Federal University of Minas Gerais), 2018. 

14 Marta Regina Ozzeti, ―João Dias Carrasqueira: Um Mestre Da Flauta‖ (master 

dissertation, Federal University of Minas Gerais), 2006. 

15 Cassia Carrascoza Bomfim, ―A Flauta Solista na Música Contemporânea Brasileira: 

Três Propostas de Análise Técnico-interpretativas‖ (master dissertation, University of São 

Paulo), 2009. 

 16 Melanie Plesch, ―The Topos of the Guitar in Argentina,‖ The Musical Quarterly 92, n. 

3/4 (Latin American Music 2009). 
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of the Argentinean Guitar, Raymond Monelle
17

 in his application of the idea of the cultural 

unit to the study of musical topics, and Michael Klein
18

 in his application of ideas on 

intertextuality and semiotics to the study of meaning in music.    

 The concept of the cultural unit is important to my discussion. Raymond Monelle 

mentioned that for Umberto Eco ―every attempt to establish what a referent of a sign is 

focuses us to define the referent in terms of an abstract entity which moreover is only a 

cultural convention.‖
19

 On developing the concept of cultural unity, Monelle observes that 

―Music topics mean by virtue of their correlation to cultural units, this meaning it is not 

referential. Cultural units combine to form a culture, as words combine to form a language. 

Cultural defines society and society operates within history.‖
20

 My goal in this research, then, 

is to consider the Brazilian Flute as a cultural unit. For this, my study goes beyond music into 

the study of Brazilian society, and consequently, history. 

 Plesch adopts Monelle‘s understanding of a topic as a cultural unit to research the 

meanings of the guitar in Argentine culture.
21

 By analyzing the representation of the 

instrument in the visual arts, literature, and music, she argues that the guitar became a symbol 

of Argentinidad within a nationalist‘s ideology. For that reason, I follow Plesch‘s 

methodology in analyzing the ways in which the flute appears or participates in local visual 

                                                           
 17 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (New Jersey: Princeton 

University Press, 2000). 

 18 Michael Leslie Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2005). 

19 Humberto Ecco, 66 in Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays, 23. 

20 Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays, 26. 

21 Melanie Plesch, ―The Topos of the Guitar in Argentina,‖ The Musical Quarterly 92, 

no. ¾  (Latin American Music 2009): 243, http://www.jstor.org/stable/27751863. 
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arts, literature, and musical practices. By doing this I do not want to paint any fixed 

interpretation, but to discuss how the flute has been part of the articulation of distinct, yet 

interrelated ideas on nationalism in Brazil, broadly speaking.  

 Based on my analysis, the code I propose for the Brazilian Flute can be understood as 

structured around three main sub-codes: primitivism, popular urban genres, and Northeastern 

regionalism. Primitivism will be discussed first in relation to the encounter between natives 

and colonizers, later the romanticized and exoticized narratives based on the European gaze, 

and later as adapted by modernist intellectuals during and after the 1920s. Northeast 

regionalism appears also at the beginning of the colonization and later in the 1930s, when 

musicologists and intellectuals began exploring the area‘s folklore, something that was used 

in a propagandist fashion during the radio era. Popular urban genres, especially after the 

beginning of the twentieth century, are mainly discussed in relation to the African Brazilian 

population. This sub-code is in itself the most complex, as it arises from multiple and plural 

musical practices that simultaneously respond to a number of changes in Brazilian society 

post-imperialism, post-abolition, and in the context of the myth of miscegenation. There are 

two main reasons for this. First, during the post-abolition period, despite hostility and racism, 

the African Brazilian society was able to legitimately occupy professional art venues not 

available before. Second, once Brazil cut ties with Portugal, new laws slowly and 

progressively acknowledge the role of the masses in the construction of the Nation, as 

opposed to just the agro-literate society that dominated the cultural discourse during Imperial 

Brazil. This allowed for more intricate political, social, economic, and cultural dynamics.  
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Race Ideologies and Popular Urban Genres  

The racist ideologies of the time hid the enormous contribution of African Brazilians 

in the construction of Brazilianness. Regarding race, Agda Marina Moreira observes that 

―even with the end of slavery in the country, black people still remained in an unequal space, 

given the fact that the abolition of slavery did not produce any rise to the one that now would 

be free. However, such freedom was nothing more than a concept, which did not produce a 

job opportunity, housing, access to education, or any other right, guaranteed to the majority 

of Brazilians.‖
22

 On top of that, since the end of the nineteenth century, European racial 

theories were gaining popularity among Brazilian intellectuals, which eventually led to the 

propagation of the myth of miscegenation.
23

 According to Moreira, this had two main 

implications: on the one hand, it was used as a reason for the alleged underdevelopment of 

Brazilian race without any positive value and authenticity. On the other hand, it functioned as 

a way to promote progressive whitening and with it, to eradicate indigenous and African 

traits.
24

 Abolitionists such as Joaquim Nabuco and Jose do Patrocinio mentioned that 

―miscegenation would gradually and inexorably whiten and thereby upgrade the Brazilian 

                                                           
22 Agda Marina Moreira, ―Democracia Racial no Brazil: Mito ou Realidade?,‖ in 

Diferença Étnico-Racial e Educação Profissional, Científica e Tecnológica no Sertão 

Pernambucano, ed. Herlon Bezerra and Edivânia Oliveira (Maceio: Editora Olyver, 2021), 27. 

―Mesmo com o fim da escravidão no pais, o negro ainda se manteve num espaço desigual, dado 

que a abolição da escravidão não produziu nenhuma ascensão ao memso que agora seria livre. 

Entretanto tal liberdade não passou de um conceito, que não produziu oportunidade de trabalho, 

nem moradia, nem acesso a educação ou qualquer outro direito, garantido a maioria dos 

brasileiros.‖ 

23 For instance, the apropriation of Darwin‘s On the Origin of Species by Means of 

Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life (1859) to social 

Darwinism where each race would have specific characterisitcs.  

24 Agda Marina Moreira, ―Democracia Racial no Brazil: Mito ou Realidade?,‖ 29. 
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population.‖ 
25

 Although in the 1920s, those narratives became fashionable within the 

modernist context, the young generation did not take many actions to change the situation. 

Thomas Skidmore offers an insightful view regarding intellectuals of this era: 

The 1920s and 1930s in Brazil saw a consolidation of the whitening ideal and 

its implicit acceptance by the idea makers and social critics. The doubts about 

race expressed by the elite in earlier years lost any tone of absolute conviction 

in this period. Interestingly, most writers did not come out and state 

unambiguously that race made no difference and that therefore the question 

should be ignored. Rather, they said that Brazil was progressively whitening, 

and therefore the problem was being solved.
26

 

 

  In 1930, historian Gilberto Freyre, among other authors such as Euclides da Cunha 

and Sérgio Buarque de Holanda, consolidated the myth of racial democracy, outlined in his 

book Casa Grande e Senzala (1933), a work that defends a balance between Natives, 

Africans, and European. One repercussion of this idea is that colonization was indeed 

beneficial to those races. For these authors, ―[…] there would be a racial pluralism that 

would allow equality to the dominated and, with that, Brazil would be an example of 

tolerance. However, the fact that this discourse integrates the most diverse political and 

social spectrums, including defenders and militants of the rights of the black population, 

makes their consequences more serious and more difficult to combat.‖
27  In analyzing 

important works, for instance, Casa-Grande e Senzala by Gilberto Freyre (1933- 1995) and 

                                                           
 25 Thomas Skidmore, Aline Helg, and Alan Knight, The Idea of Race in Latin America, 

1870-1940, Edited by Richard Graham (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990), 9. 

 26 Skidmore, Helg, and Knight, The Idea of Race in Latin America, 1870-1940, 19 

27 Douglas Vinícius Souza Silva, ―O Racismo no Brasil É Velado: O Discurso da 

Miscigenação e a Ocultação do Óbvio,‖ Temáticas 29, no. 57 (2021):133. ―[…] haveria  um  

pluralismo  racial  que  permitiria  igualdade  aos  dominados  e,  com isso, o Brasil seria um 

exemplo de tolerância. Porém, o fato de esse discurso integrar os mais diversos espectros 

políticos e sociais, incluindo defensores e militantes dos direitos da população negra, faz com que 

suas consequências  sejam  mais  graves  e  mais  difíceis  de  combater.‖ 
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Macunaíma by Mário de Andrade, Yvonne Maggie points out the difficulty of these authors 

on fighting the idea of miscegenation. She adds that ―the ideas of modernist Brazilianness of 

Mário and Oswald de Andrade, Paulo Prado and Sérgio Buarque de Holanda, Gilberto 

Freyre, and Di Cavalcanti, Tarsila do Amaral, and Anita Malfati are suspicious. All the 

efforts were undertaken in the 1930s to make miscegenation positive seem to be 

crumbling.‖
28

  

 As it is evident through the study of the Brazilian Flute as a cultural unit, race played 

a big role in terms of how intellectuals decided, particularly during the 1920s and 1930s, to 

ignore many of the popular musical practices as part of the construction of national identity. 

In other words, many of these intellectuals were not acknowledging how African Brazilian 

musicians and composers were long before participating in the creation of the cultural 

phenomenon we call Brazilianness by performing, publishing, and recording works that were 

certainly recognized as such. To address this issue, I bring into the discussion various case 

studies on African-Brazilian composers and flutists and how they influence the musical 

discourse on certain genres we now consider national.  

 

 

 
                                                           
 28 Yvonne Maggie, ―Mário De Andrade Ainda Vive? O ideário modernista em questão,‖ 

Revista Brasileira de Ciencias Sociais 20, no. 58 (2005): 6, https://doi.org/10.1590/S0102- 

69092005000200001. ―O ideário de brasilidade modernista de Mário e Oswald de Andrade, de 

Paulo Prado e Sérgio Buarque de Holanda, de Gilberto Freyre e Di Cavalcanti, de Tarsila do 

Amaral e Anita Malfati está sob suspeita. Todo o esforço empreendido nos anos de 1930 para 

positivar a mestiçagem parece estar sendo posto a baixo.‖ 
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Popular x Art Music in Brazil 

 Another related issue that arises as we consider popular urban genres is the 

unsustainable separation between popular and art music. Far away from trying to point out 

the exact time when this separation was articulated or to establish what counts as what, I 

demonstrate how the flute (and flutists) strongly participated in both categories. On 

developing a timeline of when popular and art music started to merge, Luciana Rosa and 

Silvia Berg see the genre Modinha as a strong case of the genre that initially had its roots in 

Brazil around the mid-eighteenth century but soon transported, assimilated, and transformed 

by the Portuguese audience.  Portuguese classical composers treated the genre under 

influence of Italian arias, to sophisticate the genre. When the Royal family moved to Brazil, 

the modinha returned as an elaborated genre that suited more the art concert field than the 

popular environment.
29

 Later in the twentieth century, the authors mention the reception and 

transformation of the European dance Polka and the influence on the choro genre. They 

conclude that ―we realize how much the transits between music considered erudite and 

popular provided the musical development in the country as one all […] However, the 

distinction between erudite and popular persisted and still persists to the present day, causing, 

throughout history, problems for composers and discrepancies in acceptance and in the 

development of national styles.‖
30

 

                                                           
29 Luciana Rosa and Silvia Berg, ―Entre o Erudito e o Popular: Aproximações e 

Distanciamentos na Formação da Música Urbana Brasileira,‖ Revista Da Tulha 4, no. 1 (2018):  

71-74, https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2447-7117.rt.2018.145105 

 30 Luciana Rosa and Silvia Berg, ―Entre o Erudito e o Popular: Aproximações e 

Distanciamentos na Formação da Música Urbana Brasileira,‖ 87. ―percebemos o quanto os 

trânsitos entre a música considerada erudita e a popular proporcionaram o desenvolvimento 

musical no país como um todo. […] No entanto, a diferenciação entre erudito e popular persistiu 

https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2447-7117.rt.2018.145105
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 Pablo Palomino observes how the conception of popular music as a new 

categorization in art took a distinct direction in Latin America, and I observe that this is the 

case in Brazil, as well. While in Europe, the term popular music shows up with the advance 

of capitalism and globalization and the dissemination of new commercial music, Latin 

American folk, art, and popular music participated in the building of national symbols: 

In Latin America, to the contrary, the three categories—nationalist art music, folklore 

research, and urban commercial music—developed almost synchronically and 

consolidated in the 1930s. Marginal urban commercial genres became, through 

multiple interactions with art and folklore music, national symbols. Hence, popular 

legitimacy turned this music into national music—música del pueblo, do povo, 

popular—exactly when the very idea of Latin American music was taking shape. The 

―people‖ were identified with each specific nation and at the same time evoked as a 

wider regional cultural source—a wider regional, transnational Volk not yet 

politically organized.
31

 

The European model of national music (where only folk and art music participated), in 

addition to the racial concerns, might be the reason why the discourses of musicologists were 

indecisive about including or excluding popular urban genres as nationalist music. The code I 

propose for the Brazilian Flute will highlight this conflict and will also shed light on how 

composers might have negotiated these tensions in their works.  

 

Chapter Description 

 In Chapter 2, I situate the ideas on Brazilian nationalism theorized and appropriated 

by intellectuals during the 1920s, within a larger process. I first provide a brief overview of 

Brazilian political history from colonial times to the 1940s, paying attention to how ideas on 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
e ainda persiste até os dias atuais, ocasionando ao longo da história problemas para compositores 

e discrepâncias na aceitação e no desenvolvimento de estilos nacionais.‖ 

31 Pablo Palomino, The Invention of Latin American Music: A Transnational History 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 16. 
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the ‗national‖ were formulated and reformulated. This is followed by the discussion of four 

case studies on music following certain chronological order: 1) The research of Francisco 

Curt Lange on the so-called Barroco Mineiro; 2) The modernist reception of Carlos Gomes‘s 

indianismo as manifested in his opera O Guarani; 3) Heitor Villa-Lobos‘ relationship with 

the regime of Getulio Vargas in the 1930s and the implementation of Canto Orfeônico; and 

4) The discourse of Grupo Música Viva in the 1940s.  Through these, I address how political 

and social changes influenced the creation and reception of artworks we can consider 

national, as well as the discourse and work of intellectuals and composers.  

 Chapters 3 and 4 are interconnected, as they jointly serve as the basis for the Brazilian 

Flute as a cultural unit I propose in this dissertation. I begin Chapter 3 by laying down the 

theoretical basis for my study, which derives from the sub-field of topic theory. This includes 

a review of how topic theory has been applied to Brazilian repertoires by Brazilian scholars. 

In the second part of the chapter, I then induce the code for the Brazilian Flute by analyzing 

its representation and function within examples from Brazilian iconography and literature. I 

further focus the discussion within these two broad categories in three main sub-categories: 

primitivism, popular urban genres, and Northeast regionalism. For each example, I discuss 

not only the way the flute appears represented, but also what are the political, racial, and 

social ramifications attached to it.  

 Chapter 4 follows a similar sequence in terms of chronology and sub-categories, but it 

focusses on the sonority of the flute in musical practices. Meaning, how the flute was either 

part of musical practices considered that could be considered Brazilian or how it was used to 

allude to that very same idea of Brazilianness in different contexts. Departing from the model 

of Chapter 3, I also include four case studies on Brazilian flutists and composers: 1) Joaquim 
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Calado, considered the father of choro; 2) Patápio Silva, the flutist that popularized the 

sonority of the flute through the radio; and 3) Pixinguinha, who divulgated popular urban 

genres in Europe and expanded the choo genre by focusing on sophisticated arrangement for 

musical bands; and Benedito Lacerda, who highlighted the flute in the public sphere by 

recording genres—especially choro and samba. The purpose of these cases studies is first, to 

show the complexity of the interactions of different musical practices and spaces (such as 

theaters, cinemas, radio, rodas de choro, sambas, etc.), and second, to highlight the 

importance of the contribution of African Brazilians.   

 In Chapter 5, I develop an analysis of three twentieth-century pieces for flute solo 

that, although written in different decades, were all by composers active in the nationalist art 

music scene in Brazil in the 1940s. These are Melopéias no. 3 by César Guerra-Peixe, 

Fantasia Sul América by Claudio Santoro, and Improviso by Osvaldo Lacerda. Through the 

analysis, I drew from the cultural unit of the Brazillian Flute I developed in Chapters 3 and 4 

to suggest ways in which one can hear in them certain Brazillianess. In Melopeias 3, I focus 

my analysis on the rhythmic aspect, arguing how it relates to the improvisatory practices of 

certain urban genres and to Northeast folklore. In Fantasia Sul América, by taking into 

consideration biographical information from the composer, I discuss how the piece can be 

read as a metaphor for the composer‘s ambivalence towards serialism and nationalism, and 

what signs might point to his negotiations. In Improviso, I focus my analysis on pitch 

content, specifically modal and non-tonal collections, rhythmic development, and form, and 

how the interactions of these elements point to the myth of Northeastern nationalism in 

relation to ruralness and exoticism.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 BRAZILIAN NATIONALISM IN PERSPECTIVE 

 

The Myth of Brazilian Musical Nationalism 

 The publication of Mário de Andrade‘s Ensaio Sobre a Música Brasileira in 1928 

represented an important milestone for the theorization of Brazilian musical nationalism.  In 

it, Andrade argued that ―the current criteria for Brazilian music should not be philosophical 

but social.‖
1
 It is noteworthy that since the beginning of the 1920s, a group of intellectual 

modernists led by Andrade—especially those involved in the Week of Modern Art (1922)—

were concerned with the ―declaration of independence for Brazilian culture (on the centenary 

of political independence) and a successful break with an artistic heritage considered 

exhausted of its potential.‖
2
 As a consequence, a preoccupation over the social function of art 

was always present in Andrade‘s writings, whether in historical studies, folkloric 

investigations, journalistic polemics, or musical criticism. It became Andrade‘s leitmotiv.
3
  

Most artists involved in the Week of Modern Art were engaging in a project that 

surpassed aesthetics concerns. In a retrospective assessment, twenty years after, Andrade 

pointed out that the main principles of such a modernist movement were: ―an inalienable 

right to aesthetic experimentation, the modernization of Brazilian artistic thought, and the 

                                                           
1 Mário de Andrade, Ensaio Sobre a Música Brazileira, 3rd edition (São Paulo: Martins, 

1972), 19. ―O critério atual de Música Brasileira deve ser não filosófico mas social.‖ 

2 Sarah, Tyrrell, ―M. Camargo Guarnieri and the Influence of Mário de Andrade‘s 

Modernism,‖ Latin American Music Review / Revista de Música Latinoamericana 29, no. 1 

(2008): 44, http://www.jstor.org/stable/29739144. 

3 Albert Luper, ―The Musical Thought of Mário de Andrade (1893-1945),‖ Anuario 1 (1965): 

4, https://doi.org/10.2307/779799. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/29739144
https://doi.org/10.2307/779799
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stabilization of a creative national.‖
4
 According to the author, these three principles could be 

found in other intellectual or artistic movements before the 1920s. However, those were just 

―episodic moments in the life of the spirit, and in any case, always individualistic.‖
5
 For 

Andrade, the national and the modern were inseparable ideas.  

However, during the populist authoritarian regime of Getúlio Vargas (1930-1945), 

musical nationalism became a tool for political propaganda and legitimation. For instance, 

during the 1930s both, composer Heitor Villa-Lobos and musicologist Andrade assumed 

official positions in influential musical institutions in Brazil.
6
 One of the projects that 

followed such a political agenda was Canto Orfeônico, led by Villa-Lobos. According to 

Pablo Palomino this choral project ―aimed at forming a new citizen, at once aesthetically 

sensitive and emotionally Brazilian, by ritually singing together at school and in massive 

gatherings of school communities.‖
7
  

In the first sentences of the introduction to his Ensaio, Andrade also articulates an 

understanding of nationalism in relationship to race. ―Until recently, Brazilian art music has 

been divorced from our racial identity. […] The artists of an undefined race have become as 

                                                           
4 Mário de Andrade and Richard Correll, ―The Modernist Movement,‖ Portuguese 

Studies 24, no. 1 (2008): 104, http://www.jstor.org/stable/4110528. 

5 Mário de Andrade and Richard Correll, ―The Modernist Movement,‖ 105. 

6 Heitor Villa-Lobos assumed the direction of SEMA (Superintendência de Educação 

Musical e Artística) in 1934 and Mário de Andrade assumed the position of the dean of the 

Department of Culture in São Paulo at the same year.  

7 Pablo Palomino, The Invention of Latin American Music: A Transnational History 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 108.  
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undefined.‖ 
8
 For Andrade, a truly nationalist movement could not have occurred before a 

true understanding, through a modernist lens, of the Brazilian race. This is confirmed in 

Evolução Social da Música no Brasil, where he states that ―in its general development, 

Brazilian music obediently follows, therefore, the social evolution of any other civilization: 

first God, then love, then nationality.‖
9
 In saying this, he adhered to a teleological narrative 

that situates his own time as the moment in which the national, the modern, and the Brazilian 

finally merged. Arnaldo Contier points out that this pedagogical indoctrination can be found 

in many of his publications, including Compêndio Sobre a Música Brasileira, Evolução 

Social da Música no Brasil, and O Banquete and Música Doce Música.
10

  

In a more nuanced reading, still sympathetic to Andrade, Achille Picchi argues that 

―there have been two nationalist musical attempts in Brazil: thematic nationalism and 

popular-inspired nationalism. For him, that distinction differentiates the ―national idealized‖ 

and the ―national realized.‖
11

 In his argument, nineteenth-century Brazilian composers only 

idealized the national through quotation of folkloric melodies, while composers after 

                                                           
8 Mário de Andrade, Ensaio Sobre a Música Brazileira, 13. ―Até há pouco a música 

artística brasileira viveu divrociada da nossa entidade racial. […] Os artistas de uma raça indecisa 

se tornaram indecisos que nem ela.‖ 

9 Mário de Andrade, Evolução Social da Música no Brasil (São Paulo: Editora Guaíra, 

1941), 15. ―Em seu desenvolvimento geral a música brasileira segue, pois, obedientemente a 

evolução social de qualquer outra civilização: primeiro Deus, depois o amor, depois a 

nacionalidade.‖ 

10 Arnaldo Daraya Contier, ―O Nacional na Mùsica Erudita Brasileira: Mário de Andrade 

e a Questão da Identidade Cultural,‖ ArtCultura 15, no. 27 (2013): 106, 

https://seer.ufu.br/index.php/artcultura/article/view/29338 

11 Achille Picchi, ―Mário de Andrade e a Invenção do Nacional na Música do Brasil,‖ 

Mimesis 30, no. 1 (2009): 104, 

https://secure.unisagrado.edu.br/static/biblioteca/mimesis/mimesis_v30_n1_2009_art_06.pdf . 

―De modo em geral, houve duas tentativas Músicais nacionalistas no Brasil: o nacionalismo de 

investimento temático e o nacionalismo de inspiração popular.‖ 

https://secure.unisagrado.edu.br/static/biblioteca/mimesis/mimesis_v30_n1_2009_art_06.pdf
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Andrade were able to assimilate the essence (goal) of specific folk and popular genres, 

transforming it into a piece of art.  

In any case, Andrade‘s idea that musical nationalism in Brazil was only crystallized 

through the modernist movement is suspicious. In fact, authors such as Ruy Castro and Maria 

Eugenia Boaventura point out that the importance and influence of the Week of Modern Arts, 

and therefore of the modernist movement, were only highlighted starting in the 1970s, during 

military regimes. Castro observes—―In 1972, newspapers, magazines, radio stations, and TV 

channels manipulated the Modern Art Week festivities, with reports, articles, and euphoric 

testimonies, naively embodying the patriotic outbursts of the time.‖
12

 In terms of collective 

memory, Castro observes that for fifty years after 1922, there was no celebration of this 

event. The books published by Andrade and his comrades were only available in their first 

editions, and only after 1972, they were frequently re-edited
13

  

Nowadays, we also know that the search for some sort of Brazilianness including in 

music has been continuous since colonial times. For instance, German musicologist 

Francisco Curt Lange‘s argued in the 1950s that the colonial music of Minas Gerais (what he 

called Barroco Mineiro, composed by African and mixed-race musicians) was the first 

                                                           
12 Maria Eugenia Boaventura, ―Semana de Arte Moderna: O Que Comemorar?,‖ Remate 

de Males 33, no. 1&2 (2013): 27, 

https://periodicos.sbu.unicamp.br/ojs/index.php/remate/article/view/8636444.  ―Em 1972, 

jornais, revistas, rádios e televisões ecoavam a manipulação dos festejos da Semana de Arte 

Moderna, com reportagens, artigos e testemunhos eufóricos, encampando ingenuamente arroubos 

patrióticos da época.‖ 

13 Ruy Castro, ―Como a Semana de 22 Virou Vanguard Oficial Depois de 50 Anos 

Esquecida,‖ Folha de São Paulo, February 5, 2022. https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/fac-

simile/2022/02/06/ 

https://periodicos.sbu.unicamp.br/ojs/index.php/remate/article/view/8636444
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original music of the Americas.
14

 About this, Pablo Palomino states: ―Brazilian musicians 

and intellectuals had invented musical nationalism in the context of the empire and continued 

it through folkloric research during the republic. They documented Brazilian musical roots to 

sustain a Brazilian cultural identity that would recognize the African and, to a lesser extent, 

the Indigenous history of Brazil.‖
15

  

With this in mind, I present in this chapter a general overview of ideas on musical 

nationalism in Brazil in relation to social and political circumstances and discourses.  For 

this, I separate the discussion into two main sections. First, I provide some detail on the ever-

changing political environment in Brazil since the eighteenth century to the 1940s, paying 

attention to how the ideas of ―the national‖ were formulated.  In the second section, I present 

a series of emblematic case studies on music following loosely the narrative discussed in the 

first part. These case studies are not solely meant to be summaries: that has already been 

done. Instead, I aim to present them through various perspectives, most of them in relation to 

modernist thinking. Before that, however, I will briefly discuss and contextualize some key 

terminology for this chapter. 

 

 

 

                                                           
14 Francisco Curt Lange was born in Eilenburg, Germany, on December 12, 1903 and 

after the First World War came to South America in 1923. ―His intense performance as educator, 

researcher and supporter of cultural activities during practically all of the twentieth century took 

place within a rather broad geographical area, so that he became one of those most responsible 

for the advancement of Latin-American musicology, and especially for the development of the 

Brazilian historical musicology.‖ Biographical note on Francisco Curt Lange, Curt Lange 

Archive, Federal University of Minas Gerais, accessed in December 19, 2022: 

https://curtlange.lcc.ufmg.br/iguia_pgs/iguia03.htm 

15 Pablo Palomino, The Invention of Latin American Music, 35. 
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On the National, Nationalism, and Brazilianness 

Before delving into the discussion of nationalism in Brazil, it is important to clarify 

and conceptualize the following terms for the purposes of this study: nationalism, national 

identity, and Brasilidade (or Brazilianness).
16

According to Arnaldo Daraya Contier, the word 

―nationalism‖ in Andrade‘s discourse was substituted by the word ―national‖ toward the end 

of the 1930s, because the term ―nationalism‖ was constantly being used by Nazis and Fascist 

regimes.
17

 However, more than just a shift of name, Picchi observes a conceptual difference 

between Andrade‘s uses of both terms. Regarding the term ―national‖ Picchi states: 

It [national] refers to the concept of the nation more concerned with the people as a 

traditional process, that is, a tradition in general: customs, religion, cuisine, dances, 

general songs (including work songs), handcrafts in a general utilitarian and 

decorative way, musical instruments, etc. It is what could be called popular culture, 

including in the sense given to it by Mário de Andrade and ethnomusicology.
18

 

 

                                                           
16 The term Brazilidade is translated as Brazilianness throughout this dissertation. 

17 He observes that ―with the advance of Nazism and Stalinism in several European 

countries, Mário replaced, in the late 1930s, the word ―nationalism‖ with the adjective ―national.‖ 

The relationship between fascism and nationalist music was clearly perceived by Mário de 

Andrade. Arnaldo Daraya Contier, ―O Banquete: O Nacional na Música Erudita Brasileira e o 

Estado Novo,‖ Revista Mackenzie Educação, Arte e História da Cultura 1, no. 1 (2001): 13. In 

Achille Picchi, ―Mário de Andrade e a Invenção do Nacional na Música do Brasil,‖ Mimesis, 30, 

no.1, (2009): 104, 

https://secure.unisagrado.edu.br/static/biblioteca/mimesis/mimesis_v30_n1_2009_art_06.pdf  

―Com o avanço do nazismo e do stalinismo em diversos estados europeus, Mário substituiu, nos 

fins dos anos 30, a lexia ―nacionalismo‖ pelo adjetivo ―nacional‖[...] A relação do fascismo com 

a música nacionalista foi percebida, com nitidez, por Mário de Andrade.‖ 

18 Achille Picchi, ―Mário de Andrade e a Invenção do Nacional na Música do Brasil,‖ 

105, 

https://secure.unisagrado.edu.br/static/biblioteca/mimesis/mimesis_v30_n1_2009_art_06.pdf . 

―O nacional refere-se ao conceito de nação mais em relação ao povo enquanto processo 

tradicional, ou seja, tradição em geral: costumes, religião, culinária, danças, cantos gerais 

(incluindo os de trabalho), artesanato de modo em geral utilitário e decorativo, instrumentos 

Músicais, etc. É o que se poderia chamar de cultura popular, inclusive no sentido que lhe 

empresta Mário de Andrade e a etnomusicologia.‖ 

https://secure.unisagrado.edu.br/static/biblioteca/mimesis/mimesis_v30_n1_2009_art_06.pdf
https://secure.unisagrado.edu.br/static/biblioteca/mimesis/mimesis_v30_n1_2009_art_06.pdf
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About the term ―nationalism‖ Picchi says:  

 It refers to the political-ideological concept of a nation that involves territory, the 

conceptualization of state, laws, language (which actually acts politically as a 

territorial unit), official religion and/or not, external image, and manifestations of the 

people as a unit integrated into the aforementioned concept. Popular music, to use the 

term that Mário de Andrade always places allied with folklore, fits into another 

reference key depending on the context in which one speaks, that is, both national and 

nationalism.‖
19

 

 

Sirlei Silveira observes that in ―the debate on the construction of Brazilianness—synthesis of 

the country's soul—two problems manifest themselves in the context of concrete reality: the 

extension and geographic diversity of the territory national; and the ethnic and social 

multiplicity of the country's population.‖
20

 Picchi understands that ―Brazilianness‖ is a term 

referred to by Mário de Andrade as an adjective (the Brazilian), loaded with semantics 

attached to the national, which he attaches to the idea of Brazilian race.‖
21

 

 In my dissertation in general, I focus more on searching for Brazilianness, especially 

when discussing the cultural unity of the Brazilian flute. However, the terms national and 

                                                           
19 Picchi, ―Mário de Andrade e a Invenção do Nacional na Música do Brasil,‖ 105. 

―Refere-se ao conceito político-ideológico de nação que envolve território, conceituação de 

Estado, leis, língua (que na verdade atua politicamente como unidade territorial), religião oficial 

e/ou não, imagem externa, manifestações do povo enquanto unidade integrada à conceituação 

acima referida. A música popular, para empregar o termo que Mário de Andrade sempre situa 

aliado a folclore, encaixa-se numa tanto quanto noutra chave de referência dependendo do 

contexto donde se fala, isto é, tanto o nacional como o nacionalismo.‖ 

20 Sirlei Silveira, ―A Brasilidade Marioandradina,‖ In  XXVII Congreso de la Asociación 

Latinoamericana de Sociología. VIII Jornadas de Sociología de la Universidad de Buenos Aires. 

Asociación Latinoamericana de Sociología, Buenos Aires: Universidad de Buenos Aires, 2009, 

3, https://www.aacademica.org/000-062/1234. ―No debate sobre a construção da brasilidade - 

síntese da alma do país - dois problemas manifestam-se no âmbito da realidade concreta: a 

extensão e a diversidade geográfica do território nacional; e a multiplicidade étnica e social da 

população do país.‖ 

21 Picchi, ―Mário de Andrade e a Invenção do Nacional na Música do Brasil,‖105. 

―Brasilidade é termo referido por Mário de Andrade como adjetivação (o brasileiro), carregado 

das semânticas adstritas ao nacional, que ele apõe à idéia de raça brasileira.‖ 

https://www.aacademica.org/000-062/1234
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nationalism will almost be used interchangeably, especially within discussions on Brazilian 

politics.  

 

Nationalism and Politics: From the Colony to the Estado Novo 

The fact that nationalism allegedly reached its climax in the 1930s can be seen as a 

reaction to the social, political, and economic moments in which Brazil was inserted at that 

time in the context of world wars, fascist regimes, and American Imperialism. More 

specifically, the nationalism of Latin America was different from its European counterparts. 

In Latin America, the condition of colonization already presented much more diversity in 

terms of ethnicity compared to Europe. As the state was dominated by elites, the masses were 

not included in political institutions. Another factor was the territorial issue. Miguel Centeno 

argues that ―while Europe had geographically defined potential ethnicities over which a new 

pattern of borders had been overlaid, in Latin America such regional distinctions were largely 

destroyed by the Conquest. What the Independence movement produced was not states 

overlapping distinctive groups, ‗but states encompassing societies whose internal ethnic 

differences were greater than those between the various 'nations' they sought to represent.‖
22

 

The case of Brazil within the Latin American context is rather unique. Right after its 

independence in 1822, Brazil adopted an imperial regime, only becoming a republic in 1889. 

However, instead of pursuing republican ideals, this new government preserved the 

institution of slavery and installed a monarchy by nominating a Portuguese Crown on the 

                                                           
22 Miguel Angel Centeno, ―War and Memories: Symbols of State Nationalism in Latin 

America,‖ Revista Europea de Estudios Latinoamericanos y Del Caribe / European Review of 

Latin American and Caribbean Studies  66 (1999): 77, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25675821. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/25675821
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throne instead of incorporating the industrialization and institutional models from the 

European revolutionary waves.
23

  

The nineteenth-century Brazilian society, even after independence, was agro-literate 

rather than industrial.
24

 ―An agro-literate polity is a kind of society which has been in 

existence some five millennia or so and which, despite the variety of its forms, shares certain 

basic features. The great majority of its citizens are agricultural producers, living in inward-

turned communities and they are dominated by a minority whose chief distinguishing 

attributes are the management of violence, the maintenance of order, and the control of the 

official window of the society, which is eventually enshrined in the script.‖
25

 In terms of 

politics, the parliamentarian system allowed the agrarian elite to centralize economic and 

cultural power. Pedro Oliveira de Paula remarks: ―The state ends up hijacking the entire 

political process. The state is in all forms divorced from the nation. The entire public 

structure is concentrated in the hands of an aristocracy perpetuated in power.‖
26

 In fact, in 

1870 the Brazilian Institute of History and Geography was founded with the purpose of 

crafting a national narrative, one told from the perspective of the ruling class rather than on 

                                                           
23 Carlos Lessa, ―Nation and Nationalism Based on the Brazilian Experience,‖ Estudos 

Avançados 22, no. 62 (2008): 237, https://doi.org/10.1590/S0103-40142008000100016. 

24 For a detailed discussion on how  nationalism developed in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries and the contrast between agro-literate and industrial societies see: Ernest 

Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press), 1983. 

25 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, 14. 

26 Pedro Oliveira de Paula, ―Elementos do Desenvolvimento do Nacionalismo Brasileiro 

no Império‖ (theses, University of Brazilia, 2016), 81, 

https://bdm.unb.br/bitstream/10483/14825/1/2016_PedroAugustoOliveiradePaula.pdf. ― O 

Estado acaba por sequestrar todo o processo político. O Estado está de toda forma divorciada da 

nação. Toda a estrutura pública esta concentrada nas mãos de uma aristocracia que se perpetua no 

poder.‖ 

https://bdm.unb.br/bitstream/10483/14825/1/2016_PedroAugustoOliveiradePaula.pdf
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studies of Brazilian culture. Even if it is considered elitist, there was already a prevailing 

nationalist sentiment in the making. De Paula further observes then, that: 

It [nationalism] is a direct product of a political-bureaucratic state. Unlike the process 

by which the state emerges as a unit that links sovereignty to culture, in Brazil a 

culture, the ―Brazilian,‖ emerges as a unit that links sovereignty to a State. The 

individual does not claim participation in the political-administrative unit, this is 

imposed on him. The wish to be national, of belonging to a culturally homogeneous 

political unit, is not an element of Brazilian nationalism, in the way it was created. 

And this birth defect will directly influence the role of nationalism in Brazilian 

society.
27

  

 

The Brazilian political system changed from Empire to the Old Republic. This period, 

although called the First Brazilian Republic, was first a military regime (1889-1894) and then 

an Oligarchic Federal Presidential Republic (1894-1930). Minas Gerais and São Paulo, the 

economic centers, held most of the power.  It is in this context that two main political groups 

emerged: the Jacobins (1890) and the Nation Social Action (1920). These two groups were 

both middle-classes based, and both were articulated as alternatives, ideologically and 

socially, to the government during this period.
28  

Both groups, however, conceptualized nationalism differently. Inspired by the French 

Revolution, the Jacobins believed that the republic, as a form of government, would bring 

social and material progress to Brazil. Steven Topik points out that ―Jacobin nationalism was 

closely related to the desire of the middle class for expanded economic and political 

                                                           
27 Pedro Oliveira de Paula, ―Elementos do Desenvolvimento do Nacionalismo Brasileiro 

no Império,‖ 80. ―Ele é um produto direto do estamento político-burocrático. Ao contrário do 

processo pelo qual o Estado surge como uma unidade que liga uma soberania a uma cultura, no 

Brasil uma cultura, o ―brasileiro‖, surge como uma unidade que liga a soberania a um Estado. O 

indivíduo não pleiteia a participação na unidade político-administrativa, essa lhe é imposta. A 

vontade de ser nacional, vontade de pertencer a uma unidade política culturalmente homogênea, 

não é um elemento do nacionalismo brasileiro, no formato como ele foi criado. E esse defeito de 

nascença influenciará diretamente o papel do nacionalismo na sociedade brasileira.‖ 

28 Steven Topik, ―Middle-Class Brazilian Nationalism, 1889-1930: From Radicalism to 

Reaction,‖ Social Science Quarterly 59, no. 1 (1978): 93. http://www.jstor.org/stable/42859869. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/42859869
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opportunity and careers open to talent rather than birth, mobility that they equated with 

republicanism.‖
29

 Nationalism for the Acão Social Nacional (ASN), on the other hand, was 

based on order and progress in their relation to religious imposition, fascism, and Riverism.
30

 

Catholicism was the official religion, and many members of the church were politically 

involved in the party. Epitacio Pessoa, Brazil's president at the time (1919-1922) was ASN's 

honorary president, and later President Arthur Bernardes (1922-1926) also endorsed the 

movement. Ronald Chilcote defines the platform of the group as ―a return to agrarian society 

while opposing materialism and individualism‖ and ―ultimately sided with the dominant 

class.‖
31

  

The Revolution of 1930 
32

 and the establishment of the Estado Novo terminated the 

regional oligarchical rule of the Old Republic—the ―coffee and milk‖ politics dominated by 

São Paulo and Minas Gerais.
33

 By centralizing his government in Rio de Janeiro, President 

Getúlio Vargas, who ruled from 1930 to 1934 and 1937 to 1945 through an authoritarian 

regime, aimed for the consolidation of Brazil‘s regions into a cohesive nation. During this 

time, energy, petroleum, and other natural resources were nationalized. Nationalist aesthetics 

                                                           
29 Topik, ―Middle-Class Brazilian Nationalism, 1889-1930, 95. 

30 Miguel Primo de Rivera y Orbaneja served as Prime Minister of Spain from 1923 to 

1930. He led a Mussolini-inspired military coup on 13 September 1923. As he was a dictator, he 

chose to remain in power for seven years. 

31 Ronald Chilcote, Intellectuals and the Search for National Identity in Twentieth-

Century Brazil (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 57. 

32 The Revolução de1930 ended the First Brazilian Republic. The armed insurrection was 

initiated by political elites in the states of Minas Gerais, Paraíba and Rio Grande do Sul. A 

collapse in the price of coffee caused economic instability and the disagrements in the military 

also weakened the oligarchy. The revolution prevented the inauguration of President–elect Júlio 

Prestes, and installed Getúlio Vargas as the new president. 

33 Estado Novo can be translated as New State, the regime in Brazil after the Revolução 

de 1930. 
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became a great tool to embrace the idea of the Estado Novo and nation.  Many members of 

the modernist movement were in alignment with this new government‘s platform and even 

became directly involved with it. In terms of music, Andre Egg comments: 

Except for Mário de Andrade, the nationalists tended to associate the notion of the 

new Brazil, a result of the revolution, with that of new music – which would 

correspond to the nationalist modernism that the new regime should have supported. 

Various nationalists came to occupy official positions or to advise Vargas‘s 

government, which they saw as a landmark in State action in favor of national 

music.
34

 

 

In collaboration with Vargas, composers, musicologists, and performers assumed 

positions in the country‘s main institutions, especially those related to education, musical 

production, and dissemination. Egg observes that ―Art music served this project, coinciding 

with its conservative bias, by favoring values such as order and discipline and by promoting a 

paternalistic view of popular class music.‖
35

  

 A great example of the collaboration between the state and artists is Villa-Lobos. The 

composer—who had already been introduced during the Week of Modern Art as a key 

nationalist figure—was tasked right after returning from France in 1931 with a singing 

project called Canto Orfeônico.
36

 Starting in São Paulo in 1932, Villa-Lobos conducted a 

                                                           
34 Andre Egg, ―O Debate no Campo do Nacionalismo Musical no Brasil dos Anos 1940 e 

1950: O Compositor Guerra-Peixe‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of Parana, 2004), 24. 

―Com exceção de Mário de Andrade, os nacionalistas tenderam a associar a noção de Brasil 

novo, criada com a revolução, à de música nova – que corresponderia ao modernismo 

nacionalista que deveria ser apoiado pelo novo regime. Vários nacionalistas passaram a ocupar 

cargos ou assessorar o governo Vargas, que viam como um marco da atuação do Estado em favor 

da música nacional.‖ 

35 Egg, ―O Debate no Campo do Nacionalismo Musical no Brasil dos Anos 1940 e 1950. 

3. ―A música de concerto servia a este projeto, coincidindo com seu viés conservador, ao 

favorecer valores como ordem e disciplina, e ao promover uma visão paternalista da música das 

classes populares.‖ 

36 Palomino‘s analysis of the state musical policies in Latin America shows that using 

choral singing as a political tool is a phenomenon not exclusive to Brazil but also happened in 
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group of approximately 12,000 voices, among them, teachers, workers, sudents, and others. 

In 1934, as the composer was appointed the director of SEMA (Superintendência de 

Educação Musical e Artística), the project expanded into Rio de Janeiro, and in the same 

year became a mandatory subject in all schools in Brazil.
37

 By choosing Villa-Lobos to 

implement collective singing in Brazil, Vargas was not only offering patronage to the 

―national‖ music project at the time but also using music as a political tool.
38

 This double 

purpose was openly articulated by the composer in a letter from 1932:
39

  

I also ask your permission to remind Your Excellency that it is indisputably music as 

a universal language, which will be able to make the most effective propaganda 

abroad, especially if it is launched by genuinely Brazilian elements because in this 

way the national personality will be better preserved, a process that better defines a 

race, even if it is mixed and does not have an old tradition.
40

 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
many countries of Latin America in the 30s‘and throughout the history of European musical 

practice. ―From the Festivals of the Supreme Being under the rule of Robespierre in 

revolutionary France, to Schiller‘s poem Ode to Joy at the end of Beethoven‘s Ninth Symphony, 

created as a musical celebration of the European ―concert of nations‖ in 1824 and later on 

adopted by Socialists, Nazis, Apartheid South Africa, and finally as the hymn of the European 

Union. In Germany, collective singing was key to nationalists and to the union and youth 

organizations of the social democratic movement between 1870 and 1939, providing sociability 

and symbolism to working and middle-class Germans.‖ Palomino, The Invention of Latin 

American Music,103 

37 David Appleby, Heitor Villa-Lobos : A Bio-Bibliography. Bio-Bibliographies in Music: 

No. 9 (Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1988), 6-7.  

38 As Palomino observes ―singing, and more generally practicing music, as a policy—

ideologically grounded, financed through the public budget, intended as an inclusive mechanism, 

and inspired in transnational exchanges of musicological expertise across political and 

ideological boundaries. Palomino, The Invention of Latin American Music, 104.   

39 The letter is about a Villa-Lobos memorial, delivered to Getúlio on February 12, 1932, 

requesting support for the arts and Brazilian artists.  

40 Heitor Villa-Lobos, ―Apelo ao Chefe do Governo Provisório da República Brasileira,‖ 

Presença de Villa-Lobos, no. 7, (1972): 85-87  in Pedro Belchior, ―O Maestro do Mundo: Heitor 

Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) e a Diplomacia Cultural Brasileira‖ (doctoral dissertation, Fluminense 

Federal University, 2019), 159, https://www.historia.uff.br/stricto/td/2110.pdf Peço ainda 

permissão para lembrar a Vossa Excelência que é incontestavelmente a música, como linguagem 

universal que melhor poderia fazer a mais eficaz propaganda do Brasil, no estrangeiro, sobretudo 

se for lançada por elementos genuinamente brasileiros, porque desta forma ficará mais gravada a 

https://www.historia.uff.br/stricto/td/2110.pdf
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During Vargas's time as President the relationship between Brazil, other Latin 

American countries, and the United States was affected by the Good Neighbor Policy, 

established by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933. This proposed a new era of foreign 

policy in which the United States would act as an ally in the region (politically and 

economically) and would refrain from armed interventions.
41

 This not only resulted in social 

and economic investment in the region but also in new ways of conceiving art, a process of 

cultural Americanization. According to Greenberg and Tota ―The objective was to impede 

the increase in trade influence of the Axis in the subcontinent. To achieve this, the United 

States would have to adjust its policies concerning the rising nationalist movement instead of 

fighting them.‖
42

 In other words, instead of eradicating nationalist impulses that could lead to 

Axis influence, they manipulated and appropriated Latin American nationalist discourses in 

order to secure allyship.  From this perspective, it is possible to say that the nationalism 

championed by Andrade in the 1930s was embedded within an Americanization project.  

 More or less parallel to the Estado Novo, two oppositional political parties emerged: 

The Brazilian Communist Party (PCB) and the National Liberation Alliance (ANL). Those 

would greatly influence composers during the 1940s‘. The PCB was founded in 1922. During 

its initial years, it did not hold much influence in the cultural field, as members were still 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
personalidade nacional, processo este que defina uma raça, mesmo que esta seja mista e não 

tenha tido uma velha tradição 

41 Daniel Joseph Greenberg and Antônio Pedro Tota, The Seduction of Brazil : The 

Americanization of Brazil during World War II, 1st ed. LLILAS Translations from Latin 

America Series (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2009), 11. 

42 Greenberg and Tota. 2009. The Seduction of Brazil, 27. 
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learning and adapting Marxist ideas.
 43

 In 1928 there was a reformulation in the leadership of 

PCB modeled after the USSR. At that point, famous personalities, including some of those 

involved in The Week of Modern Art—Osvald de Andrade, Tarsila do Amaral and Jorge 

Amado—joined the party. This certainly influenced artistic production. The literature in 

Brazil, for instance, focused on socialist realism and experienced ―a boom period in the 

country with great growth in the editorial production, mainly of social literature and Marxist 

texts – in general from Russian Marxism, but also some attempts to the Marxist interpretation 

of Brazilian reality.‖
44

 

 In 1935, the ANL (National Liberation Alliance) was founded to fight fascism and 

Vargas‘ dictatorship. The alliance included many artists also affiliated with the PCB. At this 

point, many intellectuals already perceived Vargas as a dictator and decided to join the 

opposition. The authoritarian government persecuted and eliminated political opposition.45
 As 

                                                           
43 Egg observes that contrary to what happened in Europe, the party was not the result of 

Marxist tradition. It can be said that it was the very foundation of the party that initiated the 

studies of Marxism in Brazil, as demonstrated by Evaristo de Moraes Filho. In Egg, ―O Debate 

no Campo do Nacionalismo Musical no Brasil dos anos 1940, 53. 

44 Egg, ―O Debate no Campo do Nacionalismo Musical no Brasil dos anos 1940 e 1950, 

54. ―A literatura viveu um período de grande expansão, no país com um grande crescimento da 

produção editorial, principalmente de literatura social e textos marxistas – em geral do marxismo 

russo, mas também algumas tentativas de interpretação marxista da realidade brasileira.‖ 

45 ―The first government of Getúlio Vargas, 1930 to 1945, combined mechanisms of co-

option and repression to the press, through a Press Department and Propaganda, inspired by the 

molds of government authoritarians of the time. At the same time that newspapers had to rely on 

the presence of censors in newsrooms, there were also incentives for favorable vehicles to the 

government. The repression was justified by a speech by protection of Brazil against a 

―communist danger‖, many sometimes with xenophobic tones, mainly in the repression of 

working press, which had a large presence of immigrants.‖ Maria Luiza Carneiro, A imprensa 

confiscada pelo Deops, 1924-1954, (São Paulo: Ateliê Editorial, 2003), 202. In José Ismar 

Petrola Jorge Filho, ―Da censura na imprensa alternativa à pós-censura na comunicação em rede 

e as fake news,‖ In Comunicação, Mídias e Liberdade de Expressão no século XXI: modos 

censórios, resistências e debates emergentes. Edit by Nara Lya Cabral Scabin e Andrea Limberto 

Leite (São Paulo: Intercom e Gênio Editorial, 2021), 296. ―O primeiro governo de Getúlio 

Vargas, de 1930 a 1945, combinou mecanismos de cooptação e repressão à imprensa, por meio 
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I will discuss in the second part of this chapter, this environment will also play an important 

role in the music field between the Nationalists and the group Music Viva. 

This moment in history where the Estado Novo coexisted with the PCB and ALN 

caused some contradiction in the artistic activities in Brazil. On the one hand, the government 

offered support to many artistic projects—especially those of nationalist tendencies—that 

aligned with the state‘s values. Many intellectuals critical of the old republic, from left and 

right parties, found in the Estado Novo a space for their projects. On the other hand, the 

government would try to stop any kind of opposition.
46

 The climax of this unbalanced 

scenario in Brazilian music politics will reflect in the 40s when the Group Music Viva will 

initially share more similarities with the left movements and the nationalists will be more 

aligned with the Estado Novo.
47

 During World War II, Vargas maintained neutrality until 

1941, when the United States' intervention convinced some Latin American countries to align 

with the country in case of an external attack. In 1943, Vargas and Roosevelt created 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
de um Departamento de Imprensa e Propaganda, inspirado nos moldes dos governos autoritários 

europeus da época. Ao mesmo tempo em que jornais tinham de contar com a presença de 

censores nas redações, também havia incentivos para veículos favoráveis ao governo. A 

repressão era justificada por um discurso de proteção do Brasil contra um ―perigo comunista‖, 

muitas vezes com tons xenófobos, principalmente na repressão à imprensa operária, que tinha 

grande presença de imigrantes.‖ 

46 In 1935, the communist militaries organized a rebellion in Rio de Janeiro, Natal, and 

Recife. This rebellion was not only banned quickly but also contributed to the coup d‘état in 

1937. From 1935 on the PCB tried to survive clandestinely. The main leaders were imprisoned, 

killed, or exiled. The DIP —The Press and Advertisement Department — was created to control 

the news and any artistic activity. Throughout this department, Vargas was able to control even 

more any artistic activity in Brazil. 

47 After years of repression, the PCB was officially inscribed in 1943. Many intellectuals 

— most of them not legally affiliated with the party — contribute to their publications and 

artistic activities. This is the case of Koellreutter, Claudio Santoro, Guerra-Peixe, and other 

members of the group Música Viva. In 1948, because of the Cold War, their activities were 

forced into clandestinity. Egg, ―O Debate no Campo do Nacionalismo Musical no Brasil dos anos 

1940, 64. 
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an expeditionary group (BEF) that was sent to fight in Italy. Once Brazil was supporting 

democracy and fought dictatorship in the war, Vargas‘ authoritarian regime became 

inexcusable. Egg observed, ―this political realignment led to a new situation in the 

relationship with intellectuals, who started to openly defend the transition to a democratic 

regime.‖
48

  

 The way nationalism was formulated, adopted, and recontextualized through various 

periods makes it clear that at least since Brazil‘s independence, there was a desire to 

articulate, through various spheres, a sense of national identity.  The shifts in power within 

the contrasting political dynamics in Brazil highlight the reasons why the idea of nation-

building became necessary once Brazil became an independent country. At first, this idea 

was articulated in relation to the ruling elite. This elite was mostly attached to Portugal even 

after independence, which makes Brazil's nationalism even more specific than Latin 

America, as the independence functioned more as a protocol than a system.  Then, in relation 

to the general population, after Brazil finally politically detached from its colonizer, Portugal, 

sentiments slowly started in the republic and finally reached their climax in the Estado Novo. 

As a result, those aspirations, during various periods, have influenced aesthetics, especially in 

relation to art music production.  

 

Case Studies on Nationalism in Music 

In this section, I will review four case studies that loosely follow the sequence I 

outlined in the first part of this chapter.  These are Colonial Music in Minas Gerais, 

                                                           
48 Egg, ―O Debate no Campo do Nacionalismo Musical no Brasil dos anos 1940, 58. 

―Este realinhamento político levou a uma nova situação na relação com os intelectuais, que 

passaram a defender abertamente a transição para um regime democrático.‖ 
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Indianismo in the context of romantic nationalism, Modernism in relation to the Estado 

Novo, and Grupo Música Viva. The first case puts into perspective the claim that the first 

national music was potentially produced in Minas Gerais at a moment when Brazil was still a 

Portuguese colony. The second case shows the reception of Gomes‘ Indianist opera Il 

Guarany in 1870 but also discusses reasons why modernist authors saw an attempt at 

nationalism as a failure. I then transition between romantic nationalism and modernism to 

show some nuances in the discussion of romantic nationalism from the modernist 

perspective. The third case will focus on Villa-Lobos‘s aesthetics based on European and 

political influences. Finally, the last case shows the process in which young composers 

engaged with and subsequently broke apart from the group Música Viva. This rupture 

propelled, once again, a new desire for national aesthetics. Through these cases, I will 

contextualize musical aesthetics, reception, and conceptions of Brazilianness. Rather than 

defining and summarizing each case as belonging to an especially aesthetic era, I intend to 

discuss perspectives, mostly from modernist views and current authors, in order to 

deconstruct the idea of a unique nationalism. Instead, I propose that each case study shows 

different and contrasting attempts at the idea of Brazilianness which was only possible by the 

multiplicity of the political and demographic aspects of the country.  

 

On Latin America’s “First National Music:” Francisco Curt Lange and the Barroco 

Mineiro 

 In 1944, musicologist Francisco Curt Lange conducted research in the historical cities 

of Minas Gerais including Diamantina, Sabará, Ouro Preto, Mariana, and São João del-Rei. 

As a result of that fieldwork, he claimed that the music composed by African Brazilians and 
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Europeans in eighteenth-century Minas Gerais was the first original music composed in 

Brazil and, by extension, in Latin America.
49

 His argument contradicts other claims that 

establish the modinha and lundu as the first original Brazilian genres.
50

 

Lange‘s research in Brazil centers on the so-called Baroco Mineiro, a cultural 

movement manifested in music, painting, and architecture in the region during the eighteen 

century.   This was the result of a shift in the economic relationship between Portugal and the 

colony.
51

 According to Lange: 

 

The Portuguese musician from the clergy, mostly from the Order of Saint Peter and 

then from the monastic Orders, not only brought his knowledge, acquired in the 

famous Schools of Évora, Vila Viçosa, Elvas, Coimbra, Portoalegre and the Lisbon 

Metropolitan Cathedral, but also—continued cultivating in the best possible way, 

perceiving the great talent of native Brazilians and, in particular, that of the growing 

mulatto breeds.
52

 

                                                           
49 Pablo Palomino, The Invention of Latin American Music, 113. 

50 Mário de Andrade, for instance, persuaded patiently the Modinhas e Lundus in the 20s‘ 

and published the Modinhas Imperiais (1930) and in 1944 approached the Lundu in his last essay 

for the Revista Brasileira de Música. In both claims, the African Brazilian demographics, appear 

as something in common in the search for nation-building. In the Brazilian nationalist discourses, 

―mulatismo stood as proof of the natural process of Brazilianization that the fusion of European 

and African transatlantic flows took in the country since colonial timesReily, Suzel Ana Reily, 

―Reconceptualizing ‗Musical Mulatismo‘ in the Mining Regions of Portuguese America,‖ The 

World of Music 2, no. 2 (2013):26,  http://www.jstor.org/stable/24318147. 

51 The search for gold and diamond became a priority for the Portuguese court as the 

growing plantations in English and Dutch Caribbean colonies dominated the sugar market. At the 

end of the seventeenth century, Minas Gerais became the most important region in Brazil as 

explorers discovered an enormous amount of gold and diamond in the mountains of that area. 

Parisina Malatesta, James Patrick Kiernan, and Jorge Provenza, ―The Glitter of Brazil‘s Baroque 

Boom,‖ Americas 51, no.1 (1999): 43. 

52 Francisco Curt Lange, ―Um Fabuloso Redescobrimento (Para Justificação da 

Existência de Música Erudita no Período Colonial Brasileiro),‖ Revista de História 54, no.107 

(1976): 52, https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2316-9141.rh.1976.78550. ―O músico português 

pertencente ao clero, na sua maioria da Ordem de São Pedro e logo das Ordens monásticas, não 

trazia apenas o seu saber, adquirido nas famosas Escolas de Évora, Vila Viçosa, Elvas, Coimbra, 

Portoalegre e na Sé Metropolitana de Lisboa mas continuava cultivando da melhor forma 

https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2316-9141.rh.1976.78550
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When colonizers focused their attention on Minas Gerais, developing an economy around 

gold and diamond extraction, the transference of a European lifestyle to the region, including 

musical practices, intensified.   

The most obvious evidence of the artistic dialogue between Minas Gerais and Europe 

is architecture, particularly in Catholic churches. The Portuguese invested a huge number of 

resources in, churches, cathedrals, and monasteries in Ouro Preto (then, named Vila Rica) 

and its surrounding areas. James Hogan notes ―slave labor erected the buildings, and gold 

from the nearby hills provided the interior ornamentation. Craftsmen from all parts of the 

empire flocked to Ouro Preto, where commissions were easy to come by and life was 

pleasant. Architects, sculptors, and painters were held in high esteem.‖
53

 Following similar 

aesthetic trends, natives and African Brazilian communities also had their own churches and 

participated in specific Catholic brotherhoods where they could attend.
54

  

                                                                                                                                                                                    
possível, percebendo o grande talento dos brasileiros natos e muito particularmente, o da 

crescente greidos mulatos.‖ 

53 James Hogan, ―Antonio Francisco Lisboa, ‗O Aleijadinho‘: An Annotated 

Bibliography,‖ Latin American Research Review 9, no. 2 (1974): 83, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2502724. 

54 ―The population as a whole is segmented into different brotherhoods using the racial 

criterion establishing social differentiation. So, we have, for example, the brothers of the Order 

Terceira de São Francisco de Assis and Nossa Senhora do Carmo, formed by white elements; the 

brotherhoods of Mercês and São José, of mulattos; and the brotherhoods of Nossa Senhora do 

Rosário, São Benedito and Santa Ifigênia, of blacks.‖ In Cristina Avila, and Maria do Carmos 

Gomes, ―O negro no barroco mineiro: o caso da Igreja do Rosário de Ouro Preto. Belo 

Horizonte,‖ Revista do Deptº de História 4, no.6 (1988): 70, 

http://www.variahistoria.org/edies/g1dhhu3rwjphf33kelsm9tmcrtg404. ―Segmenta-se o conjunto 

da população em diferentes irmandades com o critério racial estabelecendo a diferenciação 

social. Assim temos, por exemplo, os irmãos da Ordem Terceira de São Francisco de Assis e 

Nossa Senhora do Carmo, formadas por elementos brancos; as irmandades das Mercês e de São 

José, de mulatos; e as irmandades de Nossa Senhora do Rosário, São Benedito e Santa lfigênia, 

de negros.‖ 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2502724
http://www.variahistoria.org/edies/g1dhhu3rwjphf33kelsm9tmcrtg404
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The syncretism at display in these churches and popular festivities (religious 

processions) shows how cross-cultural encounters played an important role in Brazilian art 

during this time. About this, Alex Augusto observes: ―The importance of the Third Orders 

and Brotherhoods formed basically by secular people and, being one of the main vehicles of 

popular Catholicism, where a syncretism with African religions, Candomblé, and Umbanda, 

mainly, brought up something closer to Afro traditions within Catholicism itself.‖
55

 

It is noteworthy that Curt Lange‘s research in 1944 coincided with the rise of a 

populist government interested in building a particular national identity.
56

 In fact, Lange‘s 

research was sponsored by the governor of Minas Gerais, Juscelino Kubitschek, who tasked 

the musicologist with, as Palomino notes, ―rescuing colonial music sheets that had been 

forgotten in the region‘s many churches.‖
57

 According to Lange, it took him thirty-two years 

to develop his arguments, as many musicologists of that time could not accept the fact that an 

                                                           
55 Alex Augusto de Souza, ―Cultura e Religião: Tramas e Narrativas do Barroco Mineiro‖ 

(master dissertation, State University of Maringá, 2009), 108. Accessed in July 2022, 

http://www.pgc.uem.br/arquivos-dissertacoes/alex-augusto-e-souza.pdf. ―É indiscutível a 

importância das Ordens Terceiras e Irmandades formadas basicamente por leigos e, sendo um 

dos principais veículos do catolicismo popular, onde um sincretismo com as religiões africanas, 

candomblé e umbanda, principalmente, trouxeram à tona algo mais próximo das tradições afro 

dentro do próprio catolicismo.‖ 

56 Although Lange is often a prime reference on the Baroco Mineiro, modernists at the 

beginning of the twentieth century were also invested in this topic. In 1919, Mário de Andrade 

traveled for the first time to Minas Gerais and in 1928 published an essay titled ―Aleijadinho‖ 

Antonio Francisco Lisboa, the Aleijadinho, was the son of an African and Portuguese. His artistic 

output was enormous. He designed the beautiful Igreja do São Francisco in Ouro Preto, and in 

the little town of Congonhas, he built his greatest magnus opus. There, in the open-air sanctuary 

of the church of Bom Jesus do Matosinhos, he carved the magnificent ten-foot-high statues of the 

twelve Prophets. Andrade claimed that Aleijadinho was the only national genius among all the 

Brazilian artists. Ana Cecilia Obnos offer an interesting perspective by observing a shift from the 

typical nationalist narrative, one that considers the ―national‖ starting with Brazil‘s 

independence, to one that could be conceived during the eighteenth century. Ana Cecília Olmos, 

―O Aleijadinho: duas perspectivas,‖ Travessia 25 (1992): 223, 

https://periodicos.ufsc.br/index.php/travessia/article/view/17042.  

57 Palomino, The Invention of Latin American Music, 113. 

http://www.pgc.uem.br/arquivos-dissertacoes/alex-augusto-e-souza.pdf
https://periodicos.ufsc.br/index.php/travessia/article/view/17042
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art music scene had occurred in Minas Gerais (instead of in Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo) and 

more importantly, that such music could have been composed mainly by Afro-Brazilians, 

referred to as ―mulatos‖ at the time. The African Brazilians were not necessarily part of the 

church and sometimes they weren‘t even Catholics: they were hired as freelance musicians.
58

 

At the time Lange made his argument—between the 1940s and 1970s—São Paulo and Rio de 

Janeiro represented the most urbanized cities in Brazil. Therefore, it was expected that they 

would also claim their pioneering in national production. Adding to it, there was the fact that 

national historians, according to Lange, would expect that only clergypeople would be in 

charge of religious music production.
59

 This resistance emphasizes the racist tendencies of 

Brazilian history at that time. 

The musical scene in Minas Gerais was prolific not only in Vila Rica, the capital but 

also in surrounding villages such as Glaura and São Bartolomeu. In all of those places, 

musicians were hired for religious and civic performances.
60

 Because of the high demand and 

                                                           
58 ―Even more resistance, including in Minas Gerais, found my statement that they were 

mulattos, for two or more centuries, those who devoted themselves with virtual "racial" 

exclusivity, especially in Minas, to the professional practice of music erudite, in their recognized 

condition as teachers of the art of music. Salomão de Vasconcellos and Eduardo Frieiro belonged 

to the group that did not believe in my assertions, until they were overcome by comprehensive 

documentation.‖ In  Lange, ―Um fabuloso redescobrimento (Para justificação da existência de 

música erudita no período colonial brasileiro),‖ 45. ―Ainda  mais  resistência,  inclusive  em  

Minas Gerais, encontrou a minha afirmação de terem sido mulatos, durante doisou  mais  séculos,  

os  que  se  dedicavam  com  virtual  exclusividade  "racial", muito  especialmente em Minas,  ao 

exercício  profissional  da música  erudita,  na  sua  reconhecida  condição  de  professores  da  

arte  damúsica.  Salomão  de  Vasconcellos  e  Eduardo  Frieiro  pertenciam  ao grupo  que  não  

acreditava  nas  minhas  asserções,  até  serem  vencidospor  documentação  contundente.‖ 

59 Lange, ―Um Fabuloso Redescobrimento (Para Justificação da Existência de Música 

Erudita no Período Colonial Brasileiro),‖ 45. 

60 According to the Book of bills of the Portuguese Court found only in 1982 by Lange, 

in São Bartolomeu a musician would get paid thirty and two-eighths of gold in 1723, in Glaura in 

the year 1728 they spent three hundred eighths of gold for one year of service, and in Vila Rica, 

they would spend around five hundreds of eights of gold with music for the Holy Week 

festivities. Francisco Curt Lange, ―Algumas Novidades em torno à Atividade Musical Erudita no 
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the abundance of gold in the area, musicians could dedicate themselves exclusively to 

studying and performing in chamber groups and ensembles for three main kinds of 

ceremonies: masses, royal events, and funeral events. This also triggered a migration of 

musicians to the region from other parts of Brazil and Portugal.  As mentioned before, the 

demand for performers provided an opportunity for Afro- Brazilian and native communities. 

Studies show that most of the positions of performers, chapel masters, teachers, and tuners 

for the organs were occupied by Afro-Brazilians. Robervaldo Linhares, for instance,  

mentions that ―in these musical practices of the eighteenth century, the vast majority of 

instrumental ensembles active in theatrical, religious and festive functions, in general, were 

performed by slaves and free mulatos.‖
61

  

When Andrade reflects on Brazilian music from the past, he put in conflict his and 

modernists' assertiveness regarding national music, ―what matters is knowing whether the 

work of these artists could be considered of national value. I think indisputably it should. 

This verification even seems idle but for the Brazilian modernist environment I know that it 

is not‖
62

 In this sense, to use Andrade‘s own reasoning, one can say that at this time, this 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
Período Colonial de Minas Gerais,‖ Latin American Music Review / Revista de Música 

Latinoamericana 4, no. 2 (1983): 265. 

61 Robervaldo Linhares, ―Como É Bom Tocar um Instrumento: Presenca dos Pianeiros na 

Cena Urbana Brasileira- dos Anos 50 do Imperio aos Anos 60 da República‖ (doctoral 

dissertation, University of Brasilia, 2012), https://repositorio.unb.br/handle/10482/10745. 

―Nessas práticas Músicais coloniais do sec. XVIII, a grande maioria dos conjuntos instrumentais 

atuantes em funções teatrais, religiosas e festivais em geral era realizada por escravos e mulatos 

livres.‖ 

62 Andrade, Ensaio Sobre a Música Brasileira, 13. ―O que importa é saber si a obra 

desses artistas deve ser contada como valor nacional. Acho incontestavel que sim. Essa 

verificação até parece ociosa mas para o meio moderno brasileiro sei que não é. 

https://repositorio.unb.br/handle/10482/10745
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music was composed and performed by Brazilians. Therefore, it can and should be 

considered national.  

An example of a Colonial Brazilian piece is the Antifona de Nossa Senhora, 

composed by José Joaquim Emerico Lobo de Mesquita in 1787. The piece is for SATB, 

string, and basso continuo. The most recent performance of this work is based on a 

restoration made by Lange himself in 1950. This was based on the autograph manuscript 

found in 1950 in the public archives of Minas Gerais,
63

  as shown in Figure 2.1. The 

performance forces are relatively small. The text in Latin confirms that Afro-Brazilians were 

not only trained in music but also in languages. The music synthesizes elements from both, 

seventeenth and eighteenth-century European music. The proportion of the phrases (four-bar 

phrases) and the balance between accompaniment and voices are characteristics of this time. 

The syllabic text and the homophonic and homorhythmic chorus also emphasize symmetry. 

The music contrasts with the heavily ornamented baroque architecture of the churches.  Even 

if this music follows the European Rococo style, it was composed by Brazilians. 

Acknowledging the existence of national production in earlier eras amplifies our perspectives 

on the construction of Brazilianness in music. 

                                                           
63 Information published in the National Historic and Artistic Heritage Institute, Boletim 

do SPHAN 19,(July/August, 1982): 2. 
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Figure 2.1 - Manuscript Antiphona de Nossa Senhora‘s cover by Lobo de Mesquita found in 1950 by Curt Lange. 

 

Romantic Nationalism in Perspective: Gomes, Indianismo, and the Modernist Critique 

Around 1780, after almost one century of exploitation, gold started to be scarce.
64

 At 

this time, the economic focus switched from Vila Rica to Rio de Janeiro. In the nineteenth 

century, after Brazil‘s independence, the Portuguese royal family moved to Rio de Janeiro, 

triggering a transformation of the city according to mostly European values. ―The 

implementation project of a new and powerful Empire on this side of the Atlantic was 

intrinsic to the restructuring of Rio de Janeiro as a new court similar to Lisbon. After all, 

from 1808, the city became the residence of the Bragança Dynasty.‖
65

 After all, Brazilian 

                                                           
64 ―According to Francisco Andrade and Dejanira de Rezende the peak and crisis of 

exploration resulted from the situation and the depletion of the mines or, more precisely, from the 

technological backwardness and the irrational exploitative practices that were observed at the 

time. Francisco Andrade and Dejanira de Rezende, ―Estilo de Minerar Ouro nas Minas Gerais 

Escravistas, Século XVIII,‖ Revista História 168 (2013):online. 

https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2316-9141.v0i168p382-413. ―…o auge e a crise das explorações 

resultaram da situação e do esgotamento das lavras ou, mais precisamente, do atraso tecnológico 

e das práticas exploradoras irracionais que então se observavam.‖ 

65 Juliana Gesuelli Meirelles, Política e Cultura No Governo de Dom João VI: Imprensa, 

Teatros, Academias e Bibliotecas (1792-1821), online, (São Bernardo do Campo : Editora 

UFABC, 2017), 9, https://doi.org/10.7476/9788568576878 ―O projeto de implatacao de um novo 

e poderoso imperio deste lado do Atlantico era intrinseco a reestruturacao do Rio de Janeiro 

https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2316-9141.v0i168p382-413
https://doi.org/10.7476/9788568576878
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national institutions remained intrinsically connected to Europe. This, as expected, 

influenced the arts.   

By the mid-nineteenth century, European discourses on nationalism reached Brazil, 

which coincided with the founding of the National Opera. The Portuguese language started to 

be featured in songs and arias, the lifestyle of the indigenous—or at least the colonizers‘ 

fantasies about it—, and the abolition of slavery became the main topic in the arts.   

One of the ways in which nationalism was esthetically conceptualized at this time 

was through Indianismo. As a cultural movement focused on native folklore, Indianismo was 

―an imported substitute for a national cultural tradition denied to the country by 

colonialism.‖
66

 In this sense, and from the perspective of the dominant class, indigenous 

people could adapt their ―savage behavior‖ to fit a predominantly white society. According to 

Durval Cesetti, Indianismo ―sought to forge a national identity by glorifying Brazil's natives - 

following Rousseau's idea of the Noble Savage - and by fantasizing that the only way to 

achieve this identity was through miscegenation.‖
67

  

In music, perhaps the most-cited manifestation of this trend is Carlos Gomes‘ opera Il 

Guarany, based on José de Alencar‘s novel O Guarani. The plot put emphasis on the 

interracial love of the Native and the white Portuguese woman—Peri and Cecilia. Through 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
como uma nova corte a semelhanca de Lisboa. Afinal. A partir de 1808, a cidade tornava-se a 

residencia da dinastía de Braganca.‖ 

 66 David Treece, Exiles, Allies, Rebels: Brazil's Indianist Movement, Indigenist Politics, 

and the Imperial Nation-State (London: Greenwood Press, 2000), 5 in Durval Cesetti, ―Il 

Guarany for Foreigners: Colonialist Racism, Naïve Utopia, or Pleasant Entertainment?,‖ Latin 

American Music Review / Revista de Música Latinoamericana 31, no. 1 (2010): 109, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/40800954. 

67 Durval Cesetti, ―Il Guarany for Foreigners: Colonialist Racism, Naïve Utopia, or 

Pleasant Entertainment?, 103. 
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the romanticized concept of the noble savage, Peri protects his beloved Portuguese colonizers 

from the Spaniards, which in this case were plotting against the Portuguese. The stories take 

place in sixteenth-century, Rio de Janeiro. The opera will be addressed in more detail in 

Chapters Three and Four.  

Gomes‘ opera premiered at La Escala in Milan in 1870, and the reception was mixed. 

Critic Antonio Ghinslanzoni criticized the libretto but praised the composer's inventiveness‖ 

Filipo Filippi, one of the main critics in Milan in that time, was disappointed at the ―mediocre 

Libretto,‖ and had qualms with the way savagery was portrayed in the score. As recounted by 

Olga Silva: 

Filippi complains that he went to the theater surprised by the novelty of the theme, 

expecting to see ―extraordinary scenes, throbbing situations, tremendous passions‖, or 

at least terrifying scenes of anthropophagy, with Il Guarany cut into pieces and 

served with fricassee. But he came across a disappointing libretto, which brought 

together ―all the scenic and poetic conventions of the old melodrama‖, full of 

common phrases and structures. Filippi notes that ―with the introduction of the wild, 

indigenous element, Gomes aimed at a powerful, new, original intonation, but the 

concept fails in its execution.‖ The critic recalls that Meyerbeer, in his Africana, had 

already created a new type of ―wild style‖ with his instrumentation and that it would 

be inevitable for Gomes not to imitate him. It is also regretted that the Brazilian was 

not able to sustain the ―savagery‖ any longer and that he did not completely master 

the ―painting of wild music‖ in the third act.
68

 

                                                           
68 Olga Silva, ―Il Guarany de Antônio Carlos Gomes: A História de uma Ópera Nacional‖ 

(master dissertation, Federal University of Parana, 2011), 135, 

https://acervodigital.ufpr.br/bitstream/handle/1884/34996/R%20-%20D%20-

%20OLGA%20SOFIA%20FREITAS%20SILVA.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y. ―Filippi 

reclama que fora ao teatro surpreso com a novidade do tema, esperando ver ―cenas 

extraordinárias, situações palpitantes, paixões tremendas‖ ou pelo menos aterrorizantes cenas de 

antropofagia, com o Guarany cortado em pedaços e servido fricassé. Mas se deparou com um 

libreto decepcionante, que reunia ―todas as convenções cênicas e poéticas do velho melodrama,‖ 

cheio de frases e de estruturas comuns. Filippi nota que, ―com a introdução do elemento 

selvagem, indígena, Gomes teve como intuito uma entonação potente, nova, original, mas o 

conceito falha na sua execução‖. O crítico lembra que Meyerbeer, em sua Africana, já havia 

criado um novo tipo de ―estilo selvagem‖ com a sua instrumentação, e que seria inevitável a 

Gomes não imitá-lo. Lamenta-se, ainda, que o brasileiro não tenha conseguido sustentar a 

―selvageria‖ por mais tempo, e que não tenha completamente dominado a ―pintura da música 

selvagem‖ no terceiro ato.‖ 

https://acervodigital.ufpr.br/bitstream/handle/1884/34996/R%20-%20D%20-%20OLGA%20SOFIA%20FREITAS%20SILVA.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://acervodigital.ufpr.br/bitstream/handle/1884/34996/R%20-%20D%20-%20OLGA%20SOFIA%20FREITAS%20SILVA.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
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Later in the same year, the opera traveled to Rio de Janeiro. There, Gomes was portrayed as a 

national hero, and the performance was even scheduled as part of the celebrations of the 

Emperor‘s birthday:  

OPERA GUARANY. The Italian lyrical company will take to the stage on December 

2nd, Anniversario Natalício de S. M. o Imperador, the great opera-baile by Brazilian 

conductor Antonio Carlos Gomes, known as the Guarany. It is open at the home of 

Messrs. Castellões & C., Address: Rua do Ouvidor nº116, a signature for the first 

three recitals [...]. the big ones the expense of mise-en-scène that that score claims 

and the wishes it has to present it in a way that is worthy of the day and the premiere 

of the first Brazilian opera that goes up to the stage, force it to mark the prices below 

declared. The company hopes that the [...] public from Rio de Janeiro will help it to 

face the task it has taken.on his shoulders, remembering that it is a Brazilian 

enterprise that provides him with the opportunity to applaud the production of the 

young master, who returns to his homeland crowned with laurels by the first theater 

in Italy.
69

  

 

The comparison of these contrasting receptions is telling. In Italy, critics were expecting 

from Gomes a more ―Brazilian‖ or even ―savage‖ treatment of sounds in the score and the 

entire production. In Brazil, in a post-he was praised for his success in Europe.  

 Despite Gomes's popularity during the nineteenth century as a nationalist (Brazilian) 

composer, his work, ideology, and esthetics were questioned during the 1920s and 1930s by 

modernist intellectuals who publicly attacked him in speeches and letters, denying any 

national features in his music. For instance, Mennoti del Picchia, argued that ―the devil was 

Carlos Gomes and Alencar who invented the so-called Peri, an Indian who knows harmony 

                                                           
69 Olga Silva, ―Il Guarany de Antônio Carlos Gomes,‖ 143. ―OPERA GUARANY. A 

companhia lírica italiana levará á scena no dia 2 de Dezembro, anniversario natalício de S. M. o 

Imperador, a grande opera-baile do maestro brasileiro Antonio Carlos Gomes, o Guarany. Está 

aberta em casa dos Srs. Castellões & C., Rua do Ouvidor nº116, uma assignatura para as três 

primeiras recitas [...]. As grandes despezas de mise-en-scène que reclama aquella partitura e os 

desejos que tem a empreza de apresenta-la de um modo condigno ao dia e á estréa da primeira 

opera brazileira que sobe entre nós á scena, forção-a a marcar os preços abaixo declarados. A 

empreza espera que [...] o publico fluminense lhe auxiliará a fazer face á tarefa que tomou sobre 

seus hombros recordando-se que é uma empreza brazileira que vem proporcionar-lhe o ensaio de 

applaudir a produção do jovem mestre, que volta à sua pátria coroado de louros pelo primeiro 

theatro da Itália.‖ 
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and counterpoint and who, like a nightingale, gurgles naked and feathered in the most 

complicated international arias. That was bad propaganda, a disservice.‖
70

 In 1922, Osvald de 

Andrade said that Gomes did not even know how to imitate the serious masters, preferring to 

join Italian melodic decadence. Later on, he published an article titled ―Carlos Gomes versus 

Villa-Lobos,‖ where he stated how horrible the opera composer was in relation to the rising 

Villa-Lobos. 

Carlos Gomes is horrible. We've all knew it since we were kids. But since it's family 

pride, we swallow the humming of Il Guarany and Schiavo, inexpressive, fake, 

nefarious. And, when we are told about the absorbing genius of Campinas, we have a 

trapdoor smile, as if to say: – It's true! I wish he hadn't written anything... A talent! 

[...] Now, while in Germany, the aesthetic renovation was formidably announced by 

Wagner and, in France, Cesar Frank preceded Debusy, our Carlos Gomes, with the 

baton in hand, sensational hair, look of an American beast, he believed in Ponchielli. 

[...]Around here, at the news that a national conductor was guiding his finely tuned 

cantimpanchi troupes – traditional holders of the human stupidity record – there was a 

national syncope. The rest everyone knows. From success to success, our man 

managed to deeply defame his country, making himself known through the Peris in 

gourd-colored bathing suits and flashy feather dusters on their heads, screaming 

indomitable forces in terrible scenarios.
71

 

                                                           
70 Menotti del Picchia, O Gedeao do Modernismo: 1920-22 (Rio de Janeiro: Civilização 

Brasileira. São Paulo: Secretaria do Estado e da cultura, 1983), 123-124. In Lutero R Silva, 

―Carlos Gomes, um tema em questão: a ótica modernista e a visão de Mário de Andrade‖ 

(doctoral dissertation, University of São Paulo, 2009), 173, 

https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27157/tde-26102010-163812/pt-br.php ―O diabo 

foi Carlos Gomes e Alencar inventarem o tal do Peri, o indio romántico que conhece harmonia e 

contraponto e, que como um rouxignol,garganteia un e esplumado nas mais complicadas arias do 

teatro lirico nacional. Foi uma pessima propaganda essa, um mau servicio.‖ 

71 Oswald de Andrade, ―Glórias de Praça Pública,‖ In Ubiratan Brasil, ―Carlos Gomes é 

horrível', afirmou Oswald de Andrade,‖ Estadão, August 20, 2022,  

https://www.estadao.com.br/cultura/literatura/carlos-gomes-e-horrivel-afirmou-oswald-de-

andrade/ ―Carlos Gomes é horrível. Todos nós o sentimos desde pequeninos. Mas, como se trata 

de uma glória da família, engolimos a cantarolice toda do Guarany e do Schiavo, inexpressiva, 

postiça, nefanda. E, quando nos falam no absorvente gênio de Campinas, temos um sorriso de 

alçapão, assim como quem diz: – É verdade! Antes não tivesse escrito nada... Um talento! (...) 

Ora, enquanto na Alemanha se procedia à renovação estética formidavelmente anunciada por 

Wagner e, na França, César Franck precedia Debussy, o nosso Carlos Gomes, batuta em punho, 

cabelo sensacional, olhar de fera americana, acreditava em Ponchielli. (...)Por aqui, à notícia de 

que um maestrino nacional guiava com obra suas afinadas trupes de cantimpanchi – detentores 

tradicionais do recorde de bestice humana – houve uma síncope nacional. O resto todos sabem. 

https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27157/tde-26102010-163812/pt-br.php
https://www.estadao.com.br/cultura/literatura/carlos-gomes-e-horrivel-afirmou-oswald-de-andrade/
https://www.estadao.com.br/cultura/literatura/carlos-gomes-e-horrivel-afirmou-oswald-de-andrade/
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Certainly, there were tensions between public opinion and statements like this. For 

instance, during a speech in the context of the Week of Modern Art, Graça Aranha was 

booed by the audience as he criticized Gomes. According to pianist Ernani Braga, this 

triggered an enormous tumult, and the speech had to be paused for a moment.
72

 In general, 

modernist intellectuals were not opposed to the idea of indianismo found in Gomes‘s work 

(regardless of the preferred term), they just proposed a different approach to it, one where 

indigenous art could be thoroughly ―studied‖ as opposed to transformed. This approach to 

primitivism, however, was not without problems.  As Luis Quesada argues, the 1920s were 

not inclusive either for natives or for African Brazilians. Instead, they intellectualized and 

appropriate the ―other culture‖ without taking into account their original meanings for the 

sake of modern aesthetics. 

In Brazil, the modernist appropriation of the ―primitive‖ emerged through 

two main strands: Anthropophagy used in the Manifesto Oswald de Andrade's 

Cannibal (1928) – where the poet subverts the Tupinambá anthropophagy ritual to 

create a metaphor of legitimizing the use of avant-garde European modernist 

aesthetics by an elitist and intellectualized bourgeoisie; and the second aspect, from 

the novel Macunaíma, by Mário de Andrade, also published in 1928 – both refer to 

the notion of ―being Brazilian‖ and are inspired by indigenous cultures to forge the 

potential construct of this subversive ―national identity‖! After the Week of Modern 

art, it is the works of these two authors that will consolidate the ontological and 

epistemological pillars of intellectual production and artistic of the country.
73

  

                                                                                                                                                                                    
De êxito em êxito, o nosso homem conseguiu difamar profundamente o seu país, fazendo-o 

conhecido através dos Peris de maiô cor de cuia e vistoso espanador na cabeça, a berrar forças 

indômitas em cenários terríveis.‖ 

72 Lutero Silva, Carlos Gomes, um tema em questão, 182. 

73 Luis Quesada, ―Artivismo indígena e indigenista‖ (doctoral dissertation, State 

University of São Paulo, 2019), 12, https://repositorio.unesp.br/handle/11449/190791 ―No Brasil, 

a apropriação modernista do ―primitivo‖ surgiu através de duas vertentes principais: a 

Antropofagia utilizada no Manifesto Antropófago de Oswald de Andrade (1928) – onde o poeta 

subverte o ritual de antropofagia tupinambá para criar uma metáfora de legitimação do uso da 

estética modernista europeia de vanguarda por parte de uma burguesia elitista e intelectualizada; 

https://repositorio.unesp.br/handle/11449/190791
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Andrade‘s relationship with Gomes is more complicated. As musicologist Lutero R. 

Silva points out, when it comes to the appreciation of Gomes‘ work, Andrade went from 

rejection to reticent praise, and from this to a full admiration that took on different shades as 

the author's aesthetic-ideological priorities changed.‖
74

 For instance, in 1922, the year of The 

Week of Modern Art, he mentioned in a speech that ―Carlos Gomes must consider himself an 

Italian musician. The simple fact that at one time or another, he remembered national themes 

that were more literary than musical, does not nationalize him. The Ethos of your music is 

Italian.‖
75

 However, in 1924, in an article, he states: ―Even the United States can, from this 

point of view, be considered inferior to us, since a Mac Dowell that emerged there cannot be 

compared to our Carlos Gomes, neither in the historical importance nor in the value of 

musical creation.‖
76

 In 1941, he even showed more admiration for Gomes, as he stated: ―In 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
e a segunda vertente, proveniente do romance Macunaíma, de Mário de Andrade, publicado 

também em 1928 – ambos remetem à noção de ―ser brasileiro‖ e insipiram-se em culturas 

indígenas para forjar o constructo potencial desta ―identidade nacional‖ subversiva! Após a 

Semana de 22, são as obras desses dois autores que consolidarão os pilares ontológicos e 

epistemológicos da produção intelectual e artística do país.‖  

74 Lutero R Silva, ―Carlos Gomes, os Modernistas e Mário de Andrade,‖ Revista 

Brasileira de Música 24, no.1 (2011): 123, https://doi.org/10.47146/rbm.v24i1.29328. ―Vai da 

rejeição ao elogio reticente, e deste à plena admiração que adquire matizes diferentes conforme 

mudam as prioridades estético-ideológicas do autor.‖ 

75 Mário de Andrade‘s speech in the occasion of graduation in the Conservatório 

Dramático e Musical de São Paulo. Correio Paulistano, March 9, 1923. in Flavia Toni, 

―Natureza e modernismo: Mário de Andrade e Villa-Lobos antes da Semana,‖ Estudos 

Avançados 36, no. 104 (2022): 172, https://www.revistas.usp.br/eav/article/view/194931. ― 

Carlos Gomes deve considerar-se músico italiano. O simples fato duma ou outra rara vez se ter 

lembrado de termos nacionais, mais literários que Músicais, não o nacionaliza. O ethos de sua 

música é italiano.‖ 

76 Mário de Andrade, ―A Situação Musical no Brasil,‖ Ariel: Revista de Cultura Musical 

9 (1924): 316. In Lutero Silva, ―Carlos Gomes, um tema em questão,‖ 208. ―Mesmo os Estados 

Unidos podem, sob este aspecto, considerar-se como inferiores a nós, pois um Mc Dowell que lá 

surgiu não se pode comparar ao nosso Carlos Gomes nem na importância história nem no valor 

estritamente Musical de criação.‖ 

https://doi.org/10.47146/rbm.v24i1.29328
https://www.revistas.usp.br/eav/article/view/194931
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any case, Carlos Gomes, with his two Brazilian operas, assumed a respectable social-national 

purpose, echoing, although romantically Indianist, of the abolition movement.‖
77

 

This change in opinion over Gomes and his indianista work reflects an ideological 

shift within the modernist movement more broadly. According to Aracy Amaral, and in 

contrast to the myth perpetuated later in the century, it was only after the 1924 Paulist revolt 

that a national objective clearly emerged among its proponents. At this point, the group 

awakened to a political conscience, in fact following European tendencies on an indigenous-

inspired decorative tradition.
78

 This shift, however, created a divide between the intellectuals 

associated with the week of Modern Art. Osvald de Andrade developed the Manifesto 

Antropofagico (1928)
79

 while Plinio Salgado and Menotti del Picchia founded Integralismo 

Verde e Amarelo (1926).
80

   

                                                           
77 Mário de Andrade, ―Evolução Social da Música no Brasil,‖ (São Paulo: Editora Guaíra, 

1941),  26. ―Em todo caso, Carlos Gomes, com as suas duas operas brasilicas, assumiu uma 

finalidade social-nacional respeitavel, fazendo-se o eco, embora romanticamente indianista, do 

movimento pela aboliçao. E que esse eco era conciente, o prova a dedicat6ria do "Escravo". In 

the Compendio História da Música, for instance, Andrade lists Gomes among the composers that 

show nationalist traits, naming him as one of the most melodists of the nineteenth century, a 

genius of the dramatic style. In terms of rhythm, for instance, Andrade even points out that his 

melodies have rhythm and accentuations that don‘t fit the Italian opera style. Mário de Andrade, 

Compendio de História da Música,  (São Paulo: Cupolo, 1929), 157-158. 

78 Aracy Amaral, ―Artes Plásticas da Semana de 1922,‖ 5th edition (São Paulo: Editora 

34, 1998), 221. 

79 Manifesto Antropofágico published by Osvald de Andrade in 1928.  In Oswald de 

Andrade, ―Manifesto antopofago,‖ Revista de Antropofagia no.1 (1928): 3-7. 

80 Antropafagia leaned towards the political left while Integralismo to the extreme right. 

Still, despite their political differences, both groups focused on a re-conceptualization of the 

relation with the indigenous. While Integralismo focused on the peaceful integration of the native 

into the white colonizer‘s culture, Antropofagismo recognized the violence of colonization and 

praised the indigenous culture before the arrival of the Portuguese. It is important to notice that 

Del Picchia, the one who criticized many times the opera o Guarany, later became part of the 

Neo-indianista movement. Osvald de Andrade, however, keep criticizing Gomes Indianismo 

until the end of his life.  
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Mário de Andrade—who did not affiliate with either group—continued by himself 

after 1928. Already since the beginning of the decade, he had developed an interest in folk 

and popular culture. In 1924, for instance, he went on a trip to Minas Gerais with French poet 

Blaise Cendrars to investigate the region‘s popular culture, and in 1927 he went on his first 

ethnographic trip to Amazonas, Pará, and Peru. This trip influenced his book Macunaima: O 

Herói sem Nenhum Caráter,
81

 a book in which the author searches for a national identity 

through the journey, from the Amazonas to São Paulo, of native character (Macunaima).
82

 In 

the end, for Andrade as for Gomes, the native character still played an important role in the 

search for a national identity.  

 

A Parenthesis between Romantic and Modern Nationalism 

Before I move to the next case studies that focus on Villa-Lobos, I want to make a 

brief comment on two composers that precede modernism. Even though the modernists focus 

their attention on Gomes as they sought to legitimize their own nationalist discourse, other 

composers have also been producing what today we name the romantic nationalism style. 

                                                           
81 The original title, Macunaíma, Um Herói Sem Nenhum Carater, was translated by E. 

A. Goodland in 1994 with the title Macunaíma. 

82 About this, Martha Vieira observes that: ―the concern of the modernist Mário de 

Andrade with the theme of national identity appears in the book Macunaíma and can be seen in 

the mixture of cultural and religious elements from different regions of the country, and in the 

wanderings that the character makes through various parts of the Brazilian territory, calling 

attention to the geographical and historical particularities of the states of the federation.‖ Marta 

Vieira, ―Macunaíma e o caráter nacional brasileiro:acultura desgeograficada,‖ Revista de 

História Da UEG 4, no. 2 (2015): 16. Accessed in  

https://www.revista.ueg.br/index.php/revistahistoria/article/view/4499. ―A  preocupação do  

modernista Mário de  Andrade com  o  tema  da  identidade  nacional aparece no livro  

Macunaíma e pode ser observada na mistura de elementos culturais e religiosos  de diferentes 

regiões do país, e nas andanças que o personagem faz por várias partes do território brasileiro, 

chamando  atenção  para  as  particularidades  geográficas  e  históricas  dos  Estados  da 

federação.‖ 

https://www.revista.ueg.br/index.php/revistahistoria/article/view/4499
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Alberto Nepomuceno—Villa-Lobos‘ music mentor—and Alexandre Levy, are two names 

that appear in research as precursors of nationalism. Renato Almeida, for instance, in History 

of Brazilian Music considered these composers the ones that made the first efforts into 

national music and call them the pathfinders.
83

 The musicologist Bruno Kiefer attributes 

Nepomuceno the title of founder of Brazilian music and pioneer in Brazilian folkloric 

research.
84

 Levi would have felt and desired the national in music due to his interest in 

modernity, especially after his trip to Europe in 1887. In analyzing some of Levy‘s works 

Villela emphasizes the composer‘s interest in folkloric studies ―Levy not only wanted to 

create Brazilian music but also took some steps towards it. The Variations on a popular 

Brazilian theme represent the first attempt in this search: the theme is worked in different 

ways, but it is avoided to depart too much from its initial character.‖ 
85

 Meanwhile, O 

Batuque composed by Nepomuceno ― is a work often cited as an example of alleged 

historical anticipation. Also, under an immediate chronological continuity, the historical role 

of Nepomuceno was often reduced to that of a precursor of Heitor Villa-Lobos.‖
86

 

                                                           
83 Renato Almeida, História da Música Brasileira, (Rio de Janeiro: F. Briguiet & comp, 

1926), 56. 

84 Bruno Kiefer, História da Música Brasileira: Dos Primordios ao início do sec. XX, 

(Porto Alegre: Editora Movimento, 1976), 214. 

85 Henrique Villela, ―O Nacionalismo de Alexandre Levy em suas Variations sur un 

Thême Populaire Brésilien,‖ Orfeo 1, no.1 (2016): 39, 

https://doi.org/10.5965/2525530401012016025. ―Levy  não  só  almejava  a  criação  de  uma  

música  brasileira,  como  também  deu  alguns passos em sua direção. As Variações sobre um 

tema popular brasileiro representam uma primeira tentativa nessa busca: o tema é trabalhado de 

diversas formas mas evita-se afastar demasiadamente de seu caráter inicial.‖ 

86 Rodolfo Souza, ―Aspectos de Modernidade na Música de Nepomuceno Relacionados 

ao Projeto de Tradução do Harmonielehre de Schoenberg,‖ Em Pauta 17, no. 29 (2016): 68, 

https://seer.ufrgs.br/EmPauta/article/view/7472. ―O Batuque de Alberto Nepomuceno é outra 

obra citada freqüentemente comoexemplo de uma pretensa antecipação histórica. Também em 

virtude da continuidade cronológica imediata, o papel histórico de Nepomuceno foi muitas vezes 

reduzido ao de um precursor de Heitor Villa-Lobos.‖ 

https://doi.org/10.5965/2525530401012016025
https://seer.ufrgs.br/EmPauta/article/view/7472
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Mário de Andrade also emphasizes the national pioneer of both composers: 

 

"It does not seem occasional that precisely in the newly discovered land of São 

Paulo's promise, the first musical nationalist, Alexandre Levy. nor does it seem 

occasional that immediately afterward, Alberto Nepomuceno descends from its 

northeast, the largest conservative mine of our popular traditions, to locate himself on 

the Rio. ... and it really is these two men, Alexandre levy and Alberto 

Nepomuceno, the first erudite confirmations of our collective state of consciousness 

that was formed in the social evolution of our music, the nationalist.
87

 

 

At the time Andrade published this comment about Levy and Nepomuceno, he was already 

more flexible in his ideas regarding romantic composers. However, when analyzing 

publications of the 1920s by writers associated with the modernist movement, it shows in 

their comments a necessity to distance the precursors to the nationalism considered more 

authentic to them. Ultimately, one can understand that although both composers‘ aesthetics 

were considered close to the idea of nationalism in the 1920s, there was no interest for 

intellectuals to split the spotlight between them and Villa-Lobos: 

…if on the one hand, composers like Nepomuceno and Levy were removed from 

their generation and brought closer to the modernists for the similarity between the 

nationalist projects, on the other hand, it was necessary to vilify information and 

historical events that diminished the impact and originality of the new music, in a 

way, also keeping Nepomuceno and Levy away from Villa-Lobos and Gallet…
88

 

                                                           
87 Mário de Andrade, ―Evolução Social da Música no Brasil,‖ 28. ―Nem parece ocasional 

que imediatamente em seguida, Alberto Nepomuceno desc;a do seu Nordest e, maior mina 

conservadora das nossas tradic;oes populares, para se localizar no Rio, cidade que, emprest ada 

para capital do pais, principiava se divertindo mais largamente com as primeiras mesadas 

satisfat6rias que lhe chegaravam da terrada-promissao. E realmente São estes dois homens, 

Alexandre Levy e Alberto Nepomuceno, as primeiras conformac;oes eruditas do novo estado-de-

conciencia coletivo que se formava na· evolução social da nossa Música, o nacionalista.‖ 

88 Rogério de Moura, ―Recompondo o Passado: Alberto Nepomuceno sob a Batuta 

Modernista‖ (doctoral dissertation, PUC- Rio de Janeiro, 2009),  

https://doi.org/10.17771/PUCRio.acad.13039 . ―…se por um lado compositores como Alexandre 

Levy e Alberto Nepomuceno foram afastados de sua geração e aproximados dos modernistas 

pelas similitudes entre os projetos nacionalistas, por outro, foi necessário vilipendiar informações 

e acontecimentos históricos que diminuissem o impacto e a ―originalidade‖ da ―nova música‖, de 

certa forma, afastando também Nepomuceno e Levy de Villa-Lobos e Gallet…‖ 
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 The fact that Nepomuceno also influence Villa-Lobos‘s compositions at least until his 

first trip to Paris, also tells us that romantic nationalist composers were engaged in the 

national production.  

 

Modernism, Nationalism, and Universality in Villa-Lobos 

Villa-Lobos is the most well-known Brazilian composer outside Brazil.  His ability as 

a musician and entrepreneur made it possible for his music to be acclaimed around the 

Western world. He was also the only Brazilian composer directly involved with the Week of 

Modern Art; therefore, his music was always related to discourses on innovation. Despite 

this, however, he was not entirely happy with being labeled a modernist. As he once 

commented: ―my art is mine and no one can identify it with that poison called modernism 

and which has a pathologically intoxicating effect.‖
89

 It is also noteworthy that, despite his 

relationship with the modernist circle, he faced criticism in France during his first trip in 

1923. As explained by Gabriel Moreira, Villa-Lobos‘ compositions in Paris did not point 

towards modernism, on the contrary, they were considered retrogressive as they would sound 

more post-romantic and impressionist: 

When playing one of his compositions for Jean Cocteau —the mentor of the Le Six 

group, the epitome of interwar contemporary art in France, — Villa-Lobos would 

have been accused of charlatanism by Príncipe Frívolo, because his composition 

―was nothing more than an emulation of the styles of Debussy and Ravel.‖
90

 

                                                           
89 Audrey Sampson and Lisa Margaret Peppercron, Villa-Lobos (Rio de Janeiro: Ediouro, 

2000), 55. 

90 Gabriel Moreira, ―A Construção da Sonoridade Modernista de Villa-Lobos por Meio 

de Processos Harmonicos‖ (doctoral dissertation, University of São Paulo, 2014), 24, 

https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27157/tde-20052014-124330/pt-br.php ―Ao tocar 

uma de suas composições para Jean Cocteau —o mentor do grupo Le Six, epítome da arte 

contemporânea, de Entreguerras na França— Villa-Lobos teria sido acusado de charlatanismo 

https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27157/tde-20052014-124330/pt-br.php
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Paulo Guérios argues that the reason for these various conceptions and understanding of 

modernist aesthetics happened as ―Villa-Lobos viewed the different musical aesthetics in 

terms of the landscape sketched by his predecessors: the ‗antiquity‘ and ‗nobility‘ of Italian 

opera, the ‗modernity‘ of Wagner and Saint-Saëns, and the ‗revolutionary‘ aesthetics of 

Claude Debussy.‖
91

  

Musicologist Alejandro Madrid defines modernism as an esthetical discourse that 

embraces modernity, while modernity is the set political, economic, and social modes of 

organization that originated in Europe from the seventeenth century onward.
92

 In Latin 

America, however, the process of modernization happened differently, as it was framed by a 

post-colonial condition.  The fact that Villa-Lobos‘ music was taken differently in various 

contexts, reveals ―the implicit contradictions of the supposed universality of the project of 

modernity.‖
93

 In Brazil, Villa-Lobos's compositions from 1909- 23 were considered modern 

not because of their similarities to Stravinsky or the Second Viennese School—models that 

would be considered modern in Europe—but because he experimented with Brazilian folk 

melodies and popular music. In other words, because he was concerned with developing a 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
pelo Príncipe Frívolo, pois sua composição ―não passava de uma emulação  dos estilos de 

Debussy e Ravel.‖ 

91 Paulo Guérios, ―Heitor Villa-Lobos and the Parisian Art Scene: How to Become a 

Brazilian Musician,‖ Translated by David Allan Rodgers, Mana Estudos de Antropologia Social 

1 (2006): 4, http://socialsciences.scielo.org/scielo.php?script=sci_abstract&pid=S0104-

93132006000100002. His predecessors, Leopold Miguez and Alberto Nepomuceno were in 

charge of Villa-Lobos Musical education at the National Institute of Music and they both studied 

in Europe at a moment when Debussy and Wagner were considered the main figures of 

modernity in the European Musical scenario.  

92 Alejandro L Madrid, Sounds of the modern nation: music, culture, and ideas in post-

revolutionary Mexico (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2008), 5. 

93 Madrid, Sounds of the modern nation, 7. 

http://socialsciences.scielo.org/scielo.php?script=sci_abstract&pid=S0104-93132006000100002
http://socialsciences.scielo.org/scielo.php?script=sci_abstract&pid=S0104-93132006000100002
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national musical language, ―Villa-Lobos would claim to have crossed the whole of Brazil‘s 

interior, including the Amazon and Xingu rivers, on a canoe. Not by chance, these 

improbable accounts surfaced precisely after Villa-Lobos became a ‗national‘ musician. 

Today it seems more likely that the composer invented these stories to legitimate his claim to 

be the great ‗national‘ musician, one who knew all the Musical forms and styles found in his 

country.‖
94

 This was manifested in works such as Danças Características Africanas: Danças 

características de índios Mestiços do Brasil, Op. 47 (1914), Prole do Bebê no.1 (1918), and 

Lenda do Caboclo (1920). 

The interpretation of Villa-Lobos‘ music as a product of his Brazilian identity became 

unequivocal after his first trip to Paris. The works he composed after his first trip are 

considered by scholars such as Ricardo Tacuchian, as ―an updated of Brazilian Culture, until 

then very tied to European canons.‖
95

 Simon Wright claimed that ―Villa-Lobos drew on the 

styles and forms of popular urban folk music, with the exoticism of indigenous melody and 

atmosphere added […] demonstrating a fitful transition from Europeanized Romanticism to a 

savoury, rather eccentric but very Brazilian style of writing in which lush orchestral or 

instrumental textures supported melodies and harmonies of recognizable national nature‖
96

 

Paulo Guérios also points outs that ―soon after returning from Paris, in 1924, he also 

researched indigenous songs, visiting the National Museum to listen to phonograms recorded 

                                                           
94 Guérios, ―Heitor Villa-Lobos and the Parisian Art Scene,‖ 5. 

95 Ricardo Tacuchian, ―Vila-Lobos, Uma Revisão,‖ Brasiliana 29 (2009): 9, 

https://abmusica.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/ABM-Revista-Brasiliana-no-29.pdf.  ―… 

uma atualização da cultura brasileira, até então muito presa aos cânones europeus, e a primeira 

proposta americana de um universo sonoro inteiramente novo para o mundo.‖ 

96 Simon Wright, ―Villa-Lobos: Modernism in the Tropics,‖ The Musical Times 128, no. 

1729 (1987): 133. https://doi.org/10.2307/964493. 

https://abmusica.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/ABM-Revista-Brasiliana-no-29.pdf
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by Roquette Pinto, during the Rondon expedition in 1908. Several of his subsequent 

compositions used sections of these songs. Debussy's aesthetic was abandoned, and his use of 

the orchestra began to be inspired by the 'primitive' Stravinsky of The Rite of Spring.‖
97

  

It is not surprising that indigenismo and primitivism played an important role in the 

nationalist narrative around Villa-Lobos music. However, it is important to note that in his 

case, he was not only interested in that aesthetics because of their value within the modernist 

discourse in Brazil, but also because of the external expectations of him as a Latin American 

composer in the European modernist context.  For instance, when discussing his Três 

Poemas Indigenas performed in Paris in 1927, Chelsea Burns‘ comments about his alleged 

experience with a cannibal tribe in Brazil.  

Although the story is surely apocryphal, Villa-Lobos must have been thrilled by the 

ink it received. An aggressive self-promoter covetous of international audiences and 

his reputation, by this time he accepted, and even encouraged depictions of himself as 

a kind of Brazilian wild man. He performed regularly in Paris during the period, and 

attention-grabbing press of this nature could spur ticket sales.
98

 

 

Villa-Lobos constantly negotiated his position as a composer, which is manifested in the 

many ways in which he portrayed himself: as a modernist, a nationalist, or as a primitive 

man.  About this, Flavia Toni commented that ―the composer's biography is quite nebulous 

about some issues due to one characteristic: Villa-Lobos was very much a liar.‖
99

 

                                                           
97 Paulo Guérios, ―Heitor Villa-Lobos and the Parisian Art Scene,‖ 13. 

98 Chelsea Burns, ―‗Musique cannibale‖: The Evolving Sound of Indigeneity in Heitor 

Villa-Lobos‘s Tres poêmas indigenas,‖ Music Theory Spectrum 43, no. 1 (2021): 92, 

https://doi.org/10.1093/mts/mtaa019 

99 Flavia Camargo Toni, ―Mário de Andrade e Villa-Lobos,‖ Revista Instituto de Estudos 

Brasileiros da USP 27 (1987): 44, https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2316-901X.v0i27p43-58. ―A 

biografia do compositor em alguns pontos é bastante nebulosa, graças a uma característica do 

artista: Villa-Lobos era muito mentiroso.‖ 

https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2316-901X.v0i27p43-58
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 In the 1930s, Villa-Lobos experienced Brazil a new social and political scenario. The 

political rupture between the old republic and the Revolucao de 1930 opened new avenues 

for the composer. At that point, he became an important figure in the context of the New 

State in the Vargas leading the implementation of Canto Orfeônico. As director of the 

Superintendência de Educação Musical e Artística (SEMA), he was also in charge of 

arranging concerts and composing patriotic works for the government‘s propaganda. At this 

time, the composer‘s relationship with Mário de Andrade, an admirer, and promoter of Villa-

Lobos early 1920s changed.
100

 In his letter to Prudente de Moraes in 1933, Andrade criticizes 

the aesthetics of the Quarteto no.5, which according to him had a cheap melody and 

establishes relations within the structure only to please the listeners.
101

 This estrangement 

between the two could also be the result of Villa-Lobos's support for what many considered a 

dictatorship. Although, in 1944 Andrade—who at that point followed Marxist ideologies—

was more sympathetic to the reasons why Villa-Lobos adopted a ―simpler‖ musical language 

to reach and educate the popular masses in Brazil.
102

 

 

Against Nationalism? Grupo Música Viva in the 1940s 

In the 1940s‘ Brazil‘s musical establishment changed with the Groupo Música Viva, 

led by a German flutist Hans-Joachim Koellreutter (1915-2005). Koellreutter arrived in 

Brazil in 1937 after his own family, who sympathized with Nazism, denounced him to 

                                                           
100 According to Flavia Toni, when the composer arrived in Brazil, he realized the 

opportunity to compose a hymn for Julio Prestes, which, with minor alterations, became the 

victory hymn of Getúlio. Toni,― Mário de Andrade e Villa-Lobos, 48‖ 

101 Toni,― Mário de Andrade e Villa-Lobos,‖ 49. 

102 Toni,― Mário de Andrade e Villa-Lobos,‖ 49. 
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Gestapo
103

 because he engaged with a Jewish woman.
104

 The members of Música Viva were 

initially musicians, composers, and musicologists already engaged with modernist 

nationalism—such as musicologist Luiz Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo and composer Villa-

Lobos. Later on, because of Koellreutter‘s particular ideas regarding compositional 

innovation, especially the twelve-tone techniques, and his critique of Brazil‘s musical 

education system (Canto Orfeônico) some of those nationalists disassociated from the group. 

Still, a young generation of composers and instrumentalists such as Claudio Santoro, Guerra-

Peixe, Camargo Guarnieri, Eunice Katunda, and Edino Krieger, supported and promoted 

Koellreutter‘s modernist ideals.  

The impact of Grupo Música Viva can be noticed by the declared opposition between 

its members and the nationalists. The definitive rupture with the nationalist members 

happened when Koellreutter publish the Manifesto de 1944.
105

 This manifest advocate for the 

modernity of the music throughout the break with tonality as an expression of the new time. 

The Manifesto de 1946 is even more specific in terms of aesthetics: ―Musica Viva will 

stimulate the creation of new musical forms that correspond to new ideas expressed in a 

contrapuntal-harmonic musical language and based on diatonic chromaticism.‖
106

 In  1948, 

                                                           
103 The Geheime Staatspolizei was created in 1933 as the official secret police of Nazi 

Germany and in German-occupied Europe. 

104 Carlos Adriano and Vorobov Bernardo, ―A Revolução de Koellreutter: Lições de 

Vanguarda,‖ Folha de São Paulo, November 7, 1999, 

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/mais/fs0711199905.htm 

105 The Manifesto de 1944 is full transcribed in Carlos Katter, Música Viva e 

H.J.Koellreutter – movimentos em direção à modernidade (São Paulo: Atravez/Musa, 2000), 54. 

106 Grupo Música Viva, Manifesto 1946, Rio de Janeiro Brazil, October 1946. 

http://koellreutter.ufsj.edu.br/modules/acervo/brtacervo.php?cid=357 ―Música Viva estimulará a 

criação de novas formas Músicais que correspondem ás idéias novas, expressas numa linguagem 

musical contrapontística-harmônica e baseada num cromatismo diatônico.‖ 

http://koellreutter.ufsj.edu.br/modules/acervo/brtacervo.php?cid=357
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Claudio Santoro and Guerra-Peixe no longer agreed with Koellreutter‘s ideology, especially 

after Santoro attended the Second International Congress of Composers and Music Critics of 

Prague.
107

 Both composers started to search for an accessible language that would reach the 

popular masses, distancing themselves from the twelve-tone composition. Here it is clear that 

Santoro‘s association with the PCB, the Brazilian Communist Party, plays an important role 

in his aesthetic choices. With Guerra-Peixe, even though he ―did not affiliate to the party and 

was probably not a reader of Marxist texts like his friends, he was linked to party activities, 

as well as a friend of several communists.‘
108

 Scholars such as Carlos Kater, Luiz Heitor 

Corrêa de Azevedo Azevedo, and José Maria Neves categorized Música Viva in various 

stages that correspond to Koellreutter's publications and the political events that influenced 

the composers affiliated with the group.
109

 The first phase of the group (1939-1944) 

represents Koellreutter's initial contact with the Brazilian musical scenario. In this phase of 

networking, Koellreutter relied on artists who were already engaged with the Brazilian 

                                                           
107 The Second International Congress of Composers and Music Critics happened in 

1948. Artists from 70 countries participated in this Congress, including Arnaldo Estrella and 

Cláudio Santoro. Andrei Zhdanov wrote the Praga Manifest , in which the production of several 

Soviet composers was denounced as formalist. The text was published in Portuguese in the same 

year in Fundamentos magazine (1948), currently digitized and available online by the National 

Library. 116 Jean Paul Sartre, "O Artista e sua Consciencia," translated by Caio Barros. Outra 

Margem 7, no 10 (2020): online 

108 Egg, ―O Debate no Campo do Nacionalismo Musical no Brasil dos Anos 1940 e 

1950,‖ 88. ―Guerra-Peixe não chegou a ser filiado ao partido, e provavelmente não era um leitor 

de textos marxistas como os colegas. Mas foi ligado a atividades do partido, bem como amigo de 

vários comunistas.‖ 

109 Those are the main schollars in the Música Viva topic. Carlos E. Kater is a 

musicologist, composer and music educator, Doctor in History of Music and Musicology from 

the University of Paris IV-Sorbonne.  Luiz Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo was a musicologist that 

founded both Revista Brasileira de Música, Arquivo de Música Brasileira, in addition to Brazil's 

Division of Music representative at the Pan American Union, a music consultant for the 

Organization of American States, and served as music program specialist for UNESCO in Paris. 

Jose Maria Neves was a composer and musicologist. He was president of ANPPOM for two 

termsand alsowas elected to the Brazilian Academy of Music in 1992. 
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musical environment, despite the discrepancy of ideas about nationalism and compositional 

techniques. In the first publications of Revista Música Viva,
110

 nothing was mentioned about 

Brazilian nationalism. Certainly, Koellreutter did not want to address an issue that could 

compromise the opinions of many of the group‘s members. Kater observes that ―this first 

stage is marked by the internal coexistence of quite dissimilar aesthetic and ideological 

tendencies, as manifested in the original constitution of the group.‖
111

 The group promoted 

discussions and recitals, besides publishing eleven issues of Revista Música Viva
112

  

In the second phase (1944- 1946) the group established a rupture with the nationalist 

composers. Koellreutter introduced a new musical principle, which put in check the tonality 

and formal structures until then embraced by nationalist composers.
113

 As a sign of progress, 

                                                           
110 The first magazine was published in 1940. It was precocity interrupted in 1941. It was 

resumed in 1947. 

111 Carlos Kater, Música Viva e H.J.Koellreutter, 50. ―Nesta primeira fase é marcada pela 

coexistência interna de tendências estéticas e ideológicas dessemelhantes, como manifestado nas 

constituição original do grupo.‖ 

112 The music of Brazilian composers such as Ernani Braga, Francisco Braga, Lorenzo 

Fernandez, Radamés Gnattali, Camargo Guarnieri, Brasílio Itiberê, Francisco Mignone, José 

Vieira Brandão e Heitor Villa-Lobos was performed the recitals sponsored by the group. Among 

the composers highlighted in the magazine, Villa-Lobos appears in two issues (7 and 8) as well 

as Guarnieri and Koellreutter.  

113 The Manifesto de1944 is very concise and broad. It does not say specifically what the 

group is defending. However, it mentions the radical transformation in the sound and complains 

about the momentary misunderstanding of new music, probably referring to more conservative 

composers and critics. At the end, more than twenty years after a first deliberate attempt at 

modernism, history was repeating. It is interesting to see Kater‘s thought later in the 2000s. ―In 

Kater's perspective, at this time [1944] begins what we now understand as Brazilian modern 

music: a production of experimental and renewing character in opposition, above all, to the 

nationalist musical expression dominated by the figure of Heitor Villa Lobos.‖ Sérgio Nogueira 

Mendes, ―O Percurso Estilístico de Cláudio Santoro: Roteiros Divergentes e Conjunção Final‖ 

(doctoral dissertation, University of Campinas, 2009), 21, 

https://doi.org/10.47749/T/UNICAMP.2009.475235. ―Na avaliação de Kater, inaugura-se neste 

momento o que hoje entendemos como música moderna brasileira: uma produção de caráter 

experimental e renovador se comparadas, sobretudo, com a expressão musical nacionalista 

dominada pela figura de Heitor VillaLobos.‖ 

https://doi.org/10.47749/T/UNICAMP.2009.475235
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twelve-tone techniques were a desire for the new composers affiliated with the group. For 

Neves, there was a clear ―commitment to support contemporary musical creation and 

affirmation that the new music is the reflection and the portrait of a new world that is 

created.‖
 114

 In this phase, composers such as Santoro and Guerra-Peixe committed 

themselves to serial techniques, in many pieces, including music for flute.
115

  

The third phase is established in relation to Música Viva Manifesto de1946. The text 

includes not only addresses aesthetics but also the influence of art on the social and political 

environment: music as a product of social life, music as an example of culture and an era, the 

need to educate oneself for new music, the utilitarian conception of art, and the essential 

revolutionary stance.
116

 In this third phase, the group was more engaged with the political 

events that were happening in Brazil even if Koellreutter was not affiliated with the PCB, he 

was an enthusiast.  

Ultimately, Música Viva was not against nationalist music but was searching for a 

different approach as at the beginning of the decade, many nationalist composers, who were 

still enjoying the benefits of the Vargas era, seem to be stagnant in terms of aesthetic 

development at this point. The nationalists share the same artistic scenario with Koellreutter 

and some young composers, who are excited to start a new tendency and distance themselves 

                                                           
114 José Maria Neves, Música Contemporânea Brasileira (Ricordi, São Paulo, 1981), 94. 

― A música como produto da vida social, a música como exemplo de uma cultura e de uma 

época, a necessidade se educar para nova música, a concepção utilitária da arte, a postura 

revolucionário essencial.‖ 

115 For instance, Quatro Epigramas for soloflute and Melopéias n. 2 for solo flute. 

Santoro uses the twelve-tone procedure in all the four Epigrams. In this first Epigram, for 

instance, the first thematic idea presents the prime 0:  D, F#, D#, C, F, A#, A, E, C#, G#, B, G. 

Later Santoro uses the process of inversion and retrograde based on this first thematic material.  

116 José Maria Neves, Música Contemporânea Brasileira, 90. 
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from the Estado Novo. The younger composers — especially Santoro and Guerra-Peixe— 

were concerned with the stagnation of Brazilian Music. Santoro, for instance, mentioned in 

the tenth issue of Revista Música Viva the obsession of the nationalists with folklore and the 

lack of compositional techniques and thematic development in Brazilian music.
117

 As I 

mentioned earlier, this had been already done by Mário de Andrade in the 1920s.  The same 

issues were still pending years later. Koellreutter, who found, at first, his space in a complete 

nationalist network, stopped supporting the inert nationalist environment. Instead, he 

stimulates his students to learn and experiment with new compositional procedures. Added to 

that, the alliance between Brazil and the United States in the process of Americanization of 

Latin America opened access for Curt Lange, Carleton Sprague Smith, and Aaron Copland to 

research Latin American music. Aaron Copland, for instance, directly influenced young 

composers such as Mozart Camargo Guarnieri.  The public discussion regarding national 

music between Guarnieri and Koellreutter will open a new scenario for nationalist music in 

Brazil. 

As socialist realism advanced in Brazil, attracting more intellectuals, the young 

generation of composers affiliated with Música Viva and Koellreutter left the group. This 

was the case of Claudio Santoro, a Marxist and a member of the PCB that decided to stop his 

activities with the group right after he participated in the Second International Congress of 

Composers and Music Critics of Prague.
118

 In one of his letters in 1948, he stated:  

                                                           
117 Claudio Santoro,―Considerações em torno da Música Contemporânea nNacional,‖ 

Música Viva 10-11 (1941): 5-7. Cesar Guerra-Peixe, ―Aspectos da música popular.‖  Música 

Viva 12 (1947): online. 

118 ―The guidelines of Prague, emphatic in condemning avant-garde trends as 

representing a supposedly decadent bourgeois culture, were no less clear in their position on 

encouraging progressive composers to approach the music and aspirations of the people, which 

were placed in opposition to the avant-garde itself, which helped to give definitive form to the 
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In Europe, at the Prague Congress, my understanding is a condemnation of the 

twelve-tone technique, but with some hope in his technique what today I come to 

conclusions of complete abandonment. Just as I was the first Brazilian to adopt this 

technique, I also want to be the first to abandon it. The big movement in Europe today 

is Humanism in art. I want to be consistent with my ideas of making art that contains 

the aspirations of our people. For this, I will have to speak their language to be 

understood.
119

 

 

Later, the composer would claim that he went through a period in which he searched 

for Brazilian identity. His musical aesthetics changed from serialism to a mix of modality 

and tonality. The simplicity of his melodies and the lack of thematic development would 

make, according to his vision, the masses appreciate his music. After experimenting and 

adapting to this new style, he would establish a more consistent national character that would 

include complex melodies and richer counterpoint.  

The other two main composers of the Música Viva, Guerra-Peixe and Eunice 

Katunda, abandoned the group months after Santoro. Both composers published articles in 

the communist magazine Fundamentos, where they addressed the bourgeois character of the 

twelve-tone technique. Interestingly, Guerra-Peixe's main arguments were based on Mário de 

Andrade‘s previous publications. Egg observes that many of the reasons given by Guerra-

Peixe for abandoning dodecaphonism are almost textual transpositions of aesthetic proposals 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
debate on the side of communism in the period. In short, what the Congress pointed out was that 

musical composition at the time was going through a crisis which the main reason was the 

opposition between popular music and classical music.‖ Frederico Machado de Barros, ―César 

Guerra-Peixe A modernidade em busca de uma tradição‖ (doctoral dissertation, University of São 

Paulo, 2013), 78. 

119 Claudio Santoro, Letter to Vasco Mariz, 1948. In Mendes, ―O Percurso Estilístico de 

Cláudio Santoro‖, 96. ―Na Europa, no Congresso de Praga, minha conferência é uma condenação 

ao dodecafonismo, mas com alguma esperança em sua técnica o que hoje chego a conclusões de 

inteiro abandono da mesma. Assim como fui o primeiro brasileiro a adotar esta técnica, quero ser 

também o primeiro a abandoná-lo. O grande movimento na Europa atual é o novo Humanismo na 

arte. Quero ser conseqüente com minhas idéias de fazer uma arte que contenha os anseios de 

nosso povo. Para isto terei que falar a sua linguagem para que seja entendido.‖ 
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defended in Andrade‘s Essay on Brazilian Music.
120

 The composer‘s main argument was that 

it was impossible to produce a work of social value by using European techniques in a 

country where the erudite tradition has not been established yet.  

In 1948 Koellreutter published the article A Arte Funcional: a Propósito de ―O 

Banquete‖ de Mário de Andrade.
121

 There he tries to find similarities between his idea of art 

and Andrade‘s. Leandro Souza comments that ―in this very brief article, Koellreutter paints 

Andrade‘s principles of ―art-action and utility‖ as the direction of an art directed at the 

service of the community, at this time when a civilization changes course, processing one of 

the greatest social transformations because already passed on.‖
122

  However, the author 

argues that subverts Andrade‘s idea in many aspects, especially in the conception of the 

conflict between form and content.
123

  Therefore, one can realize that after the rupture of the 

main composers, Koellreutter was still trying to keep alive his ideas of a new language by 

appropriating national ideologies from Andrade. 

 

Conclusion 

                                                           
120 Egg, ―O Debate no Campo do Nacionalismo Musical no Brasil dos Anos 1940 e 

1950,‖108. 

121 Hans Joachim Koellreutter, ―A Arte Funcional: a proposito de ―O Banquete‖ de Mário 

de Andrade,‖ Música Viva, 16 (1948): 1. 

122 Leandro Candido de Souza, ―Incomunicacao ou Cosmopolismo‖ (master dissertation, 

University of São Paulo, 2009), 124, https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27154/tde-

21102010-095143/publico/5832689.pdf, ―Neste artigo bastante breve, Koellreutter pinça em 

Mário de Andrade, os principios da ―arte-ação‖ e ―utilidade‖, como encaminhamentos de uma 

―arte dirigida‖ a serviço da coletividade, ―nesta hora em que a civilização muda de rumo, 

processando-se uma das maiores transformações sociais porque já passou.‖ 

123 Souza, ―Incomunicacao ou Cosmopolismo,‖ 125. 

https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27154/tde-21102010-095143/publico/5832689.pdf
https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27154/tde-21102010-095143/publico/5832689.pdf
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In this chapter, I proposed to view nationalism in Brazilian music beyond the main 

reference, which is the publications of the 1920s to the 1940s. I presented first a discussion 

on what has been considered standard literature, highlighting Mário de Andrade, and how 

nowadays we expanded this idea by offering some conflicts to the stagnant vision of the ideal 

nationalism that was only built after the Week of Modern art in Brazil. Later, I presented the 

different political environments of Brazil—Colony, Imperial, Republic, and Estado Novo— 

and pointed out how the idea of nationalism emerge from each scenario. I argued that these 

shifts from different leaderships and regimes clearly influenced how society was functioning 

which was reflected in artistic aesthetics. On studying four cases that relate music to 

nationalism, it was possible to see how the musical environment navigates throughout that 

social and political multiplicity and how it affected the discussion on nationalism. I showed 

that Lange‘s research on Barroco Mineiro, Gomes‘production of the first Brazilian opera 

with a plot that emphasizes indianismo, Villa-Lobo's use of primitivism and popular urban 

genres, and the rupture of composers—such as Gerra-Peixe and Santoro— with Musica Viva 

in favor of nationalist aesthetics are part of a large narrative that emphasizes the search for 

Brazilianness in music. In concluding the chapter with the 1940s—an intense decade in terms 

of politics, alliances, and consequently changes in artistic tendencies,— I situated the context 

to discuss the next chapter on the cultural unit of the flute and provided historical tools to 

analyze the pieces for solo flute in the last chapter.  
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CHAPTER 3 

ON THE CULTURAL UNIT OF THE BRAZILIAN FLUTE  

Iconography and Literature 

Since colonial times, with the arrival of Iberian Jesuit missionaries into the ―New 

World‖ in 1549, the flute—in its European model—has been part of the social and cultural 

life of what we now call Brazil. Moreover, the images and sound of this instrument have 

been used or understood for centuries as a sign of a geographically, socially, and politically 

situated sense of identity, which I refer to as Brazilianness. Still, when considering the 

literature on Brazilian nationalism, partly addressed in Chapter 2, little attention has been 

paid to how the instrument, as a symbol, functions within such discourses.  

As a possible answer to this question, I analyze in the following two chapters the 

meanings of the flute-as-a-sign in Brazilian culture. While Chapter 4 centers on music and 

sound, this chapter focuses on iconography and literature. In this present study, I build on the 

work of musicologist Melanie Plesch and music theorist Michael Klein, and therefore, I will 

first define their use and adaptation of topic theory and semiotics before fully outlining the 

chapter‘s structure and goals.  

 

On Topic Theory and Brazilian Music Studies 

In Brazil, several authors have used various streams of topic theory to theorize issues 

of musical nationalism. However, their observations, as well as their analytical, creative, or 

pedagogical applications, have focused more on the ―musical‖ elements, more specifically 

sonic elements, that allow for the identification of a topic rather than on its meaning. For 
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instance, drawing from rhetoric, poetry, music studies, and the work of Leonard Ratner, 

musicologist Acácio Piedade has argued that topics such as ―Brejeiro, Era de Ouro and 

Nordestino
1
 are intensely articulated in several repertoires of classical and popular Brazilian 

music.‖
2
 In his analysis of Villa-Lobos's works, he defines topics that are present in his music 

and, according to him, fall under the umbrella category of an Era de Ouro, the Floresta 

Tropical topic, and the Nordestino topic.
3
 His analyses, however, consist of labeling, tracing, 

and expanding these topics through other Brazilian musical compositions.
4
  

Following Aristotelian rhetoric and the topic theory of Ratner and Piedade, although 

with a pedagogical focus, music educator Norlan Lima identifies certain parameters in the 

different accents of the toadas Bumba Meu Boi based on form, instrumentation, rhythm, 

character, and text.
5
 In this way, his work provides tools for the teaching of Bumba Meu Boi 

                                                           
 1 I will translate Nodestino as Northeastern. The word refers to the northeast region of 

Brazil, a region rich in its specific culture that includes folklore, food, music and literature. 

 2 Acácio Piedade, ―Expressão e Sentido na Música Brasileira: Retórica e Análise 

Musical,‖ Eletronic Magazine of Musicology 11 (2007): 66, Accessed in June 20, 

http://www.rem.ufpr.br/_REM/REMv11/11/11-piedade-retorica.html. ―...tópicas brejeiro, época 

de ouro e nordestino são articuladas de forma intensa em diversos repertórios da música 

brasileira erudita e popular.‖ 

 3 Acácio Piedade, ―Tópicas em Villa-Lobos: O Excesso Bruto e Puro,‖ In Anais of Villa-

Lobos International Symposium (São Paulo: University of São Paulo, 2009, 127-147, 

https://etam.eca.usp.br/vilalobos/resumos/CO018.html 

 4 In other publications, he extends his analysis to other Brazilian genres of popular music, 

proposing topics such as the bebop, sulina, afro, caipira, oriental, arabe, experimental, etc. 

Acácio Piedade, ―Expressão e sentido na música brasileira: retórica e análise musical,‖ Eletronic 

Magazine of Musicology 11 (2007): 1-15, Accessed in June 20, 

http://www.rem.ufpr.br/_REM/REMv11/11/11-piedade-retorica.html. Some of these codes also 

appear in my search for the cultural unity of the Brazilian flute (especially the ones related to 

Northeast and urban genres). 

 5 Norlan Lima, ―O Estudo da Teoria das Tópicas nas Toadas do Bumba Meu Boi: 

Proposta de Execução, na Guitarra Elétrica, das Toadas com Um Grupo de Alunos da Escola de 

Música do Estado Do Maranhão ―Lilah Lisboa de Araújo‖ (EMEM)‖ (master dissertation, 

Federal University of Maranhao, 2020), http://tedebc.ufma.br:8080/jspui/handle/tede/3254 

http://www.rem.ufpr.br/_REM/REMv11/11/11-piedade-retorica.html
http://www.rem.ufpr.br/_REM/REMv11/11/11-piedade-retorica.html
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to younger generations in relation to Maranhense identity.
6
 More focused on composition, 

and extending the topic theory to non-musical elements (as he also analyzed topics in the 

graphic work of gravurist Manuel Messias), Pedro David uses principles of topic theory to 

compose a musical theater piece about the life and work of Sergipano engraver Manuel 

Messias.
7
 Following the work of Raymond Monelle and Ruben López Cano,

8
 he identifies 

recurrent non-musical topics in Messias‘ prints such as fear, death, passion, eroticism, 

religion, and the Northeastern.
9
 Finally, following the models of Vasili Byros and Olga 

Sánchez Kisielewska, Dionísion Neto, and Ágata Almeida use topic theory to analyze the 

music of Brazilian galant composer Marcos Portugal.
10

 More specifically, and in the context 

of colonial funeral music, the author comments on the interaction between one particular 

schemata and the topics such as ombra, tempesta, and eclesiastico.  

I derive two main observations from this short review. First, semiotically speaking, 

these theorists have followed Kofi Agawu‘s 1991 idea of understanding a musical topic as 

                                                           
 6 The Maranhense identity is related to the history of Maranhão state. The author studies 

with detail how the state was ocupied and how the demographics, especially the African-

brazilians, participated in the construction of the Maranhense. For a more detailed explanation 

see Chapter 3. Norlan Lima, ―O Estudo da Teoria das Tópicas nas Toadas do Bumba Meu Boi: 

Proposta de Execução, na Guitarra Elétrica, das Toadas com Um Grupo de Alunos da Escola de 

Música do Estado Do Maranhão ―Lilah Lisboa de Araújo‖ (EMEM),‖ 32-40. 

 7 Pedro David, ―Em Busca de Uma Poética Composicional: Teoria das Tópicas e 

Intertextualidade na Elaboração de Uma Peça de Música-Teatro,‖ In VI Anais do Simpom (Rio de 

Janeiro: UNIRIO, 2020, 25-36, http://seer.unirio.br/simpom/article/view/10654  

 8 Ruben López Cano is a Mexican musicologist and professor at the Escola Superior de 

Música de Catalunya where he teaches aesthetics, musicological research methodology and 

artistic research, theory of knowledge, rhetoric and musical semiotics. 

 9 For instance, in order to signify the Northeaster topic, the composer utilizes a specific 

timber in order to imitate a typical instrument (rebeca) of the Northeastern musical practice.  

 10 Dionísion Neto and Ágata Almeida, ―Interação Entre Tópicas Musicais e o Esquema 

Harmônico Le-Sol-Fi-Sol na Missa de Réquiem (1816) de Marcos Portugal,‖ Revista Música 

Hodie 20 (2021): online https://revistas.ufg.br/musica/article/view/61016 

http://seer.unirio.br/simpom/article/view/10654
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the correlation between a signifier (a musical feature) with a signified (a label). In that sense, 

these studies have focused on identifying and interpreting these topics in relation to musical 

structures.
11

 Second, because of this, their observations center on musical gestures and 

patterns as opposed to broader categories such as timbre, for instance. These studies have 

certainly proven valuable for my own analysis. However, my understanding of a musical 

topic and how I apply it in this and the following chapter differs.   

 

Methodology 

As mentioned earlier, I am building on the work of Melanie Plesch and music theorist 

Michael Klein. In her influential essay ―The Topos of the Guitar in Argentina,‖ Plesch 

observes that topic theory ―can prove an invaluable tool for studying the construction of 

meaning in nationalist idioms…‖
12

 By adopting the topic theory of Raymond Monelle,
13

 she 

discusses the construction of the guitar-as-a-topic in Argentinean culture. Adopting 

Monelle‘s concept of the signified of a topic as not a label but rather a ―cultural unit,‖ Plesch 

analyzes the appearance of the instrument in the visual arts, literature, and music, explaining 

                                                           
 11 Kofi Agawu refers these two processes to Ratner by saying that ―Topical identification 

and interpretation had been a longstanding part of Ratner‘s teaching since the 1950s - part of an 

oral history of analysis whose written supplement emerged most decisively in 1980 with the 

publication of his magnum opus.‖ Kofi Agawu, ―Topic Theory: Achievement, Critique, 

Prospects,‖ In Passagen/IMS Congress Zürich 2007: Fünf Hauptvorträge, ed. Laurenz Lütteken 

and Hans-Joachim Hinrichsen (Zurich: Bärenreiter, 2008): 44.  

 12 Melanie Plesch, ―The Topos of the Guitar in Argentina,‖ The Musical Quarterly 92, n. 

3/4 (Latin American Music 2009): 243, http://www.jstor.org/stable/27751863. 

 13 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (New Jersey: Princeton 

University Press, 2000). 
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how it became one of the most significant symbols for Argentinidad.
14

 By doing that, her 

article establishes a model for analyzing the influence of a particular instrument, in my case, 

the flute, as a nationalist symbol for Brazilianness.   

Michael Klein‘s work on topics comes in the context of his book Intertextuality in 

Western Art Music.
15

 In it, he expands Monelle‘s ideas by suggesting an understanding of a 

musical topic as a code, ―as a convention of communication that organizes signs into a 

system correlating signifiers to signified within a particular cultural domain.‖
16

 To interpret a 

topic, then, we need to be able to understand that code. An important aspect of Klein‘s work 

in relation to my work is the concept of abduction, which he takes from semiotician Charles 

Sanders Peirce. Peirce defines the process of abduction as ―an insight, an interpretative 

leaping that hopes to account for phenomena by bringing together what no one before has 

thought to bring together.‖
17

 Abduction relates to deduction and induction. As applied by 

Klein, the idea is that when a topic has been established, we can deduce its code and 

therefore, its meaning. However, if that code has not been established, we need to abduct a 

meaning, and then induce the code that would support such an interpretation. Klein proposes 

                                                           
14 First, she discusses Argentina‘s nation-building process—influenced by migration 

policy and issues of modernization—and how it constructed the idea of the mythical Gaucho. 

Following a nationalist narrative, the image and conceptualization of the country man and its 

guitar switched from being a symbol of barbarism to a symbol of idealized patriotism. Through 

various examples, Plesch shows how the idea of the gaucho started appearing in literature, 

iconography, and music. Concerning music, she discusses how the ―nationalist composers 

incorporated the image of the guitar in their music idiom through ingenious manipulation of 

different musical elements that evoke the instrument‘s various plucking and strumming patterns 

in the rural milieu. Plesch, ―The Topos of the Guitar in Argentina,‖ 270.  

 15 Michael Leslie Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2005). 

 16 Michael Leslie Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, 51. 

 17 Charles Peirce, Philosophical Writings of Peirce. Ed. Justus Buchler (New York: 

Dove, 1955), 304. In Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, 58. 
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―that abduction involves forming an intertext […] As we develop a code for that sign, we 

surround it with likeness in other text.‖
18

 Because no one has proposed or addressed the 

meaning of the flute in relation to Brazilianness (like Plesch did for the Argentinean guitar), 

there is no code yet to deduct. Therefore, my work is to abduct that meaning and induce that 

code.  

By directly adopting Plesch‘s methodology, Monelle‘s idea of a cultural unit, and the 

idea of a topic-as-a-code proposed by Klein, I examine the topical potential of the flute as a 

cultural unit in Brazilian culture. In this chapter, I focus on discussing examples of 

iconography and literature, paying particular attention to the web of signs (historical, social, 

economic, racial, and political) around them.
19

 The discussion of these two categories is kept 

separated, but I follow the historical sequence established in the previous two chapters: 

Colonial times, Barroco Mineiro, Imperial Brazil and Belle Epoque, modernism, and in this 

case, Northeastern regionalism. After this, I will provide a broader picture, that is, the code 

and its sub-codes, as derived from the examination of these examples. For practical reasons, I 

have reserved the discussion of the flute in musical contexts (as an object and as a sonority) 

for Chapter 4. The methodological principles, however, remain the same.  

 

 

                                                           
 18 Michael Leslie Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, 59. 

19 Plesch observes that ―issues of class, race, and xenophobia are at the heart of the 

genesis of our topical universe‖ when searching for Argentinidad. In searching for the signs of 

the flute, this chapter also extends the discussion to a broader understanding of Brazilian culture, 

including racial, social, and political discussion. Melanie Plesch, ―Topic Theory and the 

Rhetorical Efficacy of Musical Nationalisms: The Argentine Case,‖ In Proceedings International 

Conference on Music Semiotics in Memory of Raymond Monelle (Edinburgh: University of 

Edinburgh Music Department, 2013), 330.  
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Iconographical Studies 

To develop a code for the Brazilian flute, I gather and analyze how the image of the 

flute appears throughout different styles of painting and iconography. For this, I first analyze 

the contexts in which the images of the flute appear. Then, I discuss how the flute connects to 

ideas of musical genre, race, gender, and the development of the instrument. The image of 

the flute has appeared since the first colonial reports; however, the first iconographies and 

paintings show up in the nineteenth century through the perspectives of European explorers. 

In this case, the instrument is mainly attached to the idea of primitivism. By the end of the 

nineteenth century, the instrument appears connected to a more urban setting. Especially in 

the modernism that followed the 1920s, artists predominantly portrayed the instrument in the 

hands of African Brazilian performers and somehow related its image with urban popular 

genre performance practices. In doing this work within a fine arts field, I organize the signs 

and contribute to the interpretation of the flute as a topic. 

 

The Code of Primitivism in Iconography 

It is not unusual to find a version of different models of the flute in the history and 

antiquity of many cultures. Brazil
20

 is no exception, as the oldest musical instrument even 

found in its territory is a wood flute made around 1400 years ago (see Figure 3.1).
21

 It is in 

                                                           
20 I will call Brazil the territory that nowadays is defined as Brazilian territory even if 

before it had eight names before: Pindorama (native name), Ilha de Vera Cruz (1500),Terra Nova 

(1501), Terra dos Papagaios (1501), Terra de Vera Cruz, (1503), Terra de Santa Cruz (1503), 

Terra Santa Cruz do Brasil (1505), Terra do Brasil (1505). It was only called officially Brazil in 

1527 by the Portuguese.  

21 This vestige was found in July 1998 at Toca da Extrema II, in Serra da Capivara and is 

the only one in the category of musical instruments discovered in the region. A facsimile of the 

flute allowed for a more detailed analysis of the instrument. You can use the hole found at the top 
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the Museum of Homem Americano, in São Raimundo do Nonato, Piauí, and, importantly for 

the purpose of this study, it confirms the presence of the instrument in the native culture of 

the region long before colonization. It also became a material base for the discourses on 

primitivism during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, especially in the context of 

nationalism.
22

 Ideas on primitivism will also reappear in modernist discourses and, as I argue, 

were key in some composers‘ search for a Brazilian cultural identity. The site where this 

native flute was found (the Northeastern region of Brazil) will also appear in the discussion, 

since the pífano and the musical genres related to it, became part of the construction of that 

identity. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
of the flute as an embouchure, playing vertically, but you cannot fill the other holes with a single 

hand. One hypothesis is that this instrument was played transversely, using the holes on the sides 

as an embouchure, sometimes through the mouth, sometimes through the nose. Source, Museum 

of Homem Americano, August, 2021, online. 

22 Roberto Acízelo de Souza argues that ―Indianism, therefore, would not simply be the 

product of the influx of conceptions of European romanticism — particularly French — in the 

Brazilian sociocultural scenario of the beginning of the 19th century; if such influxes certainly 

occurred, the fact is that they found in Brazil an environment that favored their reception, 

prepared by the transformation of the indigenous, since the mid-eighteenth century, into true 

allegory of the country.‖ Roberto Acízelo de Souza, ―O Indianismo e a Busca da Identidade 

Brasileira: Influxos Europeus e Raízes Nacionais,‖ Revista Versalete 7, no. 13 (2019): 291, 

http://www.revistaversalete.ufpr.br/edicoes/vol7-

13/17SOUZA.RobertoAci%CC%81zelode.Oindianismoeabusca.PROFESSORCONVIDADO.pd

f. ―O indianismo, assim, a nosso ver, não seria produto simplesmente do influxo de concepções 

do romantismo europeu — particularmente francês — no cenário sóciocultural brasileiro do 

início do século XIX; se tais influxos certamente ocorreram, o fato é que encontraram no Brasil 

um ambiente que favoreceu a sua acolhida, preparado pela transformação do indígena, desde 

meados do século XVIII, em verdadeira alegoria do país.‖ 

http://www.revistaversalete.ufpr.br/edicoes/vol7-13/17SOUZA.RobertoAci%25CC%2581zelode.Oindianismoeabusca.PROFESSORCONVIDADO.pdf
http://www.revistaversalete.ufpr.br/edicoes/vol7-13/17SOUZA.RobertoAci%25CC%2581zelode.Oindianismoeabusca.PROFESSORCONVIDADO.pdf
http://www.revistaversalete.ufpr.br/edicoes/vol7-13/17SOUZA.RobertoAci%25CC%2581zelode.Oindianismoeabusca.PROFESSORCONVIDADO.pdf
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Figure 3.1- Native flute, 1998, Museum of American Man, Serra da Capivara, Piauí. 

Nineteenth-century paintings and art in Brazil generally reproduced a European and 

colonialist view of the country. An interest in the exotic in the context of the Enlightenment 

stimulated European excursions such as the French Artistic Mission of 1816, which brought 

into the colony painter Jean-Baptiste Debret among other painters, sculptors, and architects. 

Even though the Portugal Royal family was already living in Brazil, and modernization and 

urbanization were underway, many artists would still portray the colony as primitive. For 

instance, Debret, who considered himself a historian painter, created in 1827 ―Combat and 

retreat signal,‖ a representation of a native man holding a primitive flute (see Figure 3.2). In 

the image, the native plays the flute while others hold their weapons in an attack position, 

suggesting that the sound of the instrument would be essential to the strategy of battle. In the 

description, Debret called the instrument a trumpet, while historian Francisco Acquarone 

called it a toot.
23

 However, because of the hand position and the size of the wooden tube, the 

instrument portrayed by Debret resembles the flauta de Uruá.
24

 It is not a surprise that 

                                                           
23 Curiously, the title of the chapter is: ―Music in Brazil: Flor Amorosa de Três Raças.‖ 

Flor Amorosa is the name of a famous choro and três raças is regarding the myth of 

miscegenation. Both subjects constantly appear in the networking of the Brazilian flute topic. 

Francisco Acquarone, História da Música Brasileira (Rio de janeiro: Editora Paulo de Azevedo 

ltda, 1948), 86. 

24 Atanga is the name of the long double flutes, also called Uruá among the largest part of 

the Xingu peoples. These flutes are used in the context of intertribal ritual Kwaryp in honor of 

the dead chiefs, but also throughout the months that preceded. They are always performed by a 

duo of musicians, who dance and run one house to another in the village, repeatedly making a 

kind of tour.‖ Tommaso Montagnani and Renato Sztutman. ―Corpos Sonoros - Corps Sonores: 

Instrumentos e Donos Na Prática Musical Dos Kuikuro Do Alto Xingu.‖ Revista de Antropologia 

59, no. 1 (2016): 204. Accessed in September 15: https://www.jstor.org/stable/26645445. 
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authors have debated the historical accuracy of Debret‘s lithography in its relation to 

thenative population.
25

  

 

Figure 3.2- Debret- Jean-Baptiste Debret, 1827, Caderno de Viagem. Rio de Janeiro: Sextante, 2006. 

In 1884, Karl von den Steinen organized an expedition from the Berlin Museum of 

Ethnology to Cuiabá, Mato Grosso. The purpose of the expedition was to study the 

inhabitants of Central Brazil, specifically, the population from Alto do Xingu around the 

Xingu River.
26

 In this book, von den Steinen illustrated a flute duet performed by two natives 

                                                           
25 According to the scholar Valeria Lima, ―The inconsistency between Debret's proposal 

as a "faithful historian", which would have witnessed the facts represented or had news directly 

concerning it, and the procedures employed to the organization of this volume of his work. 

Debret had a lot little direct contact with Brazilian indigenous peoples, including because he 

didn't, like most naturalist travelers who were here, trips to the interior of the country. Him even 

states that he collected information about students from other cities and from their trips to the 

already inaugurated National Museum, where he could analyze objects collected by travelers 

among indigenous tribes.‖ Valeria Lima, Uma viagem com Debret, (Rio de Janeiro: Zahar, 

2004), 36. ―A incoerência entre a proposta de Debret como ―historiador fiel‖, que teria 

testemunhado os fatos representados ou tido notícias diretas a seu respeito, e os procedimentos 

empregados para a organização desse volume de sua obra. Debret teve muito pouco contato 

direto com os indígenas brasileiros, inclusive porque não fez, como a maioria dos viajantes 

naturalistas que aqui estiveram, deslocamentos pelo interior do país. Ele mesmo afirma que 

recolhia informações a respeito com alunos originários de outras cidades e a partir de suas idas ao 

já inaugurado Museu Nacional, onde podia analisar objetos recolhidos pelos viajantes entre as 

tribos indígenas.‖ 

26 Nowadays the Alto do Xingu has eleven ethnicities that habits the Xingu Indigenous 

Park: Aweti, Kalapalo, Kamaiurá, Kuikuro, Matipu, Mehinako, Nahukuá, Naruvotu, Trumai, 

Wauja e Yawalapiti. 
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while explorers observed them (see Figure 3.3). Based on the size and characteristics of the 

flutes in the picture, it appears as if those were, indeed, native instruments.  

 

 

Figure 3.3- Karl von den Steinen, 1884, Expedition to Cuiabá in Karl Steinen, Durch Central- Brasilien, Leipzig, F.A. 

Brockhaus, 1886. 

Although approached from different angles, these images position the flute in relation 

to the primitive. In this picture Steinen documents a scene where natives perform their flutes 

to the audience of explorers. Debret is a more ―fictional-artistic‖ version of the supposed 

reality— even if his travel diary has been taken as primary source documentation for many 

studies. However, both still establish a connection between the instrument and the primitive.  

This idealization of the native population will be repurposed within the nationalist 

discourse of the twentieth century. It is important to note that this modernist discourse had its 

roots within nineteenth-century ―scientific‖ thought as well as previous artistic movements. 

According to Colin Rhodes:  

In the nineteenth century, influenced by social Darwinism and anthropology, 

primitivist painters like Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) valued the simplicity and naivety 

– and even rusticity – of the art of non-western peoples, who come to be called 

―savages‖ for distinguishing themselves from the Greco-Roman realist tradition. Only 

in the first decades of the twentieth century did the sense of ―primitive‖ reduces its 

scope, starting to designate primarily African and oceanic peoples – which is why, in 

Paris, there is also makes it common to call primitive art l'art nègre.
27

 

                                                           
27 Colin Rhodes. Primitivism and modern art (Londres: Thames and Hudson, 1994). In 

Larissa Costa da Mata, ―Genealogia e Primitivismo no Modernismo Brasileiro: O Mundo 

Perdido de Flávio de Carvalho‖, (doctoral dissertation, Federal University of Santa Catarina, 
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For Larissa Costa da Mata, ―In fact, whether it is like the fictional recovery of an origin 

blurred in the time and space or from a remote past, the other ―primitive‖ was considered as 

―retrograde‖ and ―archaic‖ by some modernist artists, being conceived according to the 

parameters of the western culture.‖
28

 She thoroughly discusses in her dissertation how 

modernists such as Mário de Andrade had difficulties in defining the term primitive since he 

would define primitivism as an aesthetic attitude, so similar to artists like Picasso.
29

 The 

flute, in this context, is one of its most distinctive signs.  That is to say that since the colonial 

time people have had to decide what means to be primitive, however, all of them keep 

relying on the same strategies. 

 

Iconography in the Barroco Mineiro 

In the Barroco Mineiro, for the first time, the flute is portrayed in connection to 

African Brazilians and not to natives. Manuel da Costa Ataíde—commonly called Mestre 

Ataíde—was one of the first celebrated Brazilian painters, along with Antonio Francisco 

Lisboa, who I previously discussed in Chapter 2. One of his most famous works, completed 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
2013), 26, https://repositorio.ufsc.br/handle/123456789/107295. ―No século XIX, influenciados 

pelo darwinismo social e pela antropologia, pintores primitivistas como Paul Gauguin (1848-

1903) valorizaram a simplicidade e a ingenuidade – e mesmo a rusticidade – da arte de povos 

não-ocidentais, que passam a denominar de ―selvagens‖ por se distinguirem da tradição realista 

grecoromana. Apenas nas primeiras décadas do século XX o sentido de ―primitivo‖ diminui o seu 

escopo, passando a designar primordialmente os povos africanos e oceânicos – razão pela qual, 

em Paris, também se torna comum denominar a arte primitiva de l‘art nègre.‖ 

28 Larissa Costa da Mata, ―Genealogia e Primitivismo no Modernismo Brasileiro‖, 20. 

―De fato, seja como a recuperação ficcional de uma origem borrada no tempo e no espaço ou de 

um passado remoto, o outro ―primitivo‖ foi considerado como ―retrógrado‖ e ―arcaico‖ por 

alguns artistas vanguardistas, sendo concebido de acordo com os parâmetros da cultura 

occidental.‖ 

29 Larissa Costa da Mata, ―Genealogia e Primitivismo no Modernismo Brasileiro,‖ 29. 

https://repositorio.ufsc.br/handle/123456789/107295
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in 1812, is the nave of the Chapel of the Order of Saint Francis of Penance in Ouro Preto, 

Minas Gerais (see Figure 3.4). The church‘s ceiling, in Rococó style, is still one of the main 

attractions of the city of Ouro Preto. Many scholars have analyzed the way the artist 

portrayed the saints and angels. Instead of following a European model for facial 

expressions, Ataíde painted their faces with characteristics that refer to African Brazilians. 

As observed by Francisco Bastos: 

The beautiful painting on the ceiling shows Our Lady of the Porziuncula ascending to 

heaven, accompanied by a flock of angels of different ages – children, youth, and 

adults. The composition fills the ceiling of the nave from wall to wall. In it, the 

painter seems to have used, as models, people with whom they live because the 

musician angels are mulattos and quite human in appearance, including Our Lady, 

whose inspiration seems to have been a woman with broad hips and thick legs, a 

contemporary of the painter.
30

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4- Manuel da Costa Ataíde, 1801-12, Chapel of the Order of Saint Francis of Penance in Ouro Preto. 

                                                           
30 Francisco Vasconcelos Bastos, A Igreja de São Francisco de Assis de Vila Rica (Belo 

Horizonte: self-Published, 2016), 76. ―A belíssima pintura no teto mostra Nossa Senhora da 

Porciúncula subindo ao céu, acompanhada por uma revoada de anjos de várias idades – crianças, 

jovens e adultos. A composição enche o teto da nave de parede a parede. Nela, o pintor parece ter 

usado, como modelos, pessoas de sua convivência, pois os anjos músicos são mulatos e de 

aparência bastante humana, incluindo a Nossa Senhora, cuja inspiração parece ter sido uma 

morena de ancas largas e pernas grossas, contemporânea do pintor.‖ 
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Next to the racialized figures, one should pay attention to the center of Ataíde‘s work, where 

an angel appears playing the flute at the Virgin Mary‘s feet (see Figure 3.5). This flute, 

however, is not attached to the concept of the primitive (like in other nineteenth-century 

images). The flute, with many holes and transversely played by an angel, resembles the 

European models of the instrument brought into the region by Jesuit missionaries. The angel, 

with the physical characteristics of the enslaved habitants of Ouro Preto (mostly African 

Brazilians), suggests that the painter was aware of the multi-racial composition of the music-

making community at the time. As a Brazilian artist, Ataíde portrayed the flute in its 

contemporary use: as part of church music, played by local ensembles such as civic bands.  

 

Figure 3.5- Manuel da Costa Ataíde, 1801-12, Center of the ceiling of Chapel of the Order of Saint Francis of Penance in 

Ouro Preto. 

 

 Iconography of Popular Urban Genres  

 During his fifteen years in Brazil, Debret also reported on urban scenes in Rio de 

Janeiro. There, he commented on fields such as fashion, geography, architecture, and history, 

contributing to a particular understanding of everyday life in urban Brazil at the time when 

the royal family lived there.
31

 For that reason, his pictures can be understood as documents 

                                                           
31 Valeria Lima, Uma viagem com Debret (Rio de Janeiro: Zahar, 2004), 31. 
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that reflect the way some customs were codified, especially in relation to class and race. 

Consider, for instance, Uma Tarde de Verao (see Figure 3.6). Here, Debret presents a marked 

contrast of status based on race, dress code, and specific activities performed. On the one 

hand, the two white men in the picture appear dressed in fancy fabrics, drinking, and reading 

(note, also, the elegant clothing hanging in the back). On the other, two African Brazilians 

wearing cotton clothes play music for the entertainment of the white men. In addition, the 

flute, according to the position of the player, suggests a European model. The scene takes 

place on a balcony on a summer afternoon, an allusion to the hot weather, a recurrent 

reference at the time in the context of South American colonies.  

 

Figure 3.6- Jean Debret, 1826, Uma tarde de Verão, Museum Castro Maya, Rio de Janeiro. 

The issue of race as portrayed in Debret‘s picture has been debated. For instance, 

musicologist Andre Cotta mentions that the musicians in the scene were white and wealthy: 

―These musicians - white and rich, as Debret observes - are rehearsing to then triumph at 

some soiree at the court halls (a scene that the artist, for what it seems, did not record in the 

Viagem, and that certainly shows an important facet of Rio‘s musical life.‖
32

 I understand 

                                                           
32 Andre Cotta, ―Ouvir Debret,‖ In Anais 13th International RIdIM Conference & 1st 

Congresso Brasileiro de Iconografia Musical (Salvador: Federal University of Bahia, 2012), 240, 

https://www.academia.edu/4886603/Ouvir_Debret. ―Esses músicos - brancos e ricos, como 

https://www.academia.edu/4886603/Ouvir_Debret
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that his interpretation is misleading, since African Brazilians, as I discuss in Chapter 4, 

formed a great part of the community of musicians (and flutists) at the time. In contrast to 

Cotta, I propose another interpretation, one that directly relates to a very specific 

phenomenon in musical life in Imperial Brazil: the music of Barbers. The instrumentation 

(guitar and flute) and the allusion to the race of the musicians (in relation to the pale skin of 

the non-musicians) aligns with this.  

Besides the issues of musical traditions, race, and class, this image reinforces the 

presence of the flute as a sign of the urban musical cosmos of nineteenth-century Brazil. In 

this sense, the flute here is not attached to the idea of the primitive, the ceremonial, and the 

indigenous, but to a racially coded urban entertainment economy. The importance of the flute 

in this urban culture in the nineteenth century is in fact emphasized by Debret, who in 

relation to this image wrote:  

That‘s when, during the silent after-dinner rest, sheltered from the sun‘s rays, the 

Brazilian abandons himself without reservation to the empire of Saudade; this 

delicate longing, the quintessence of sentimental voluptuousness, then takes 

possession of his poetic and musical reverie, which is expressed in the expressive 

sounds of the flute, its instrument of predilection, or by an accompaniment chromatic 

improvisation on the guitar and whose passionate or naive colors his ingenious 

modinha.
33

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
observa Debret, - estão ensaiando, para depois triunfarem em algum sarau, nos salões da corte 

(cena que o artista, ao que parece, não registrou na Viagem, e que certamente mostraria uma 

faceta importante da vida musical carioca). 

33 Jean Baptiste Debret, Viagem pitoresca e histórica ao Brasil, Translated by Sérgio 

Milliet (São Paulo: EDUSP, 1989), 65. ―É aí que, durante o silencioso descanso de depois do 

jantar, abrigado dos raios do sol, o brasileiro se abandona sem reserva ao império da Saudade; 

essa delicada saudade, quinta-essência da volúpia sentimental, apossa-se então de seu devaneio 

poético e musical, que se exprime nos sons expressivos flauta, seu instrumento de predileção, ou 

por um acompanhamento cromático improvisado no violão e cujo estilo apaixonado ou ingênuo 

colore sua engenhosa modinha.‖ 
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Debret here also establishes a connection between the flute and the genre of the modinha, 

something I will address in Chapter 4.  

 Commissioner of patents Thomas Ewbank arrived in Rio de Janeiro in 1846 to visit 

his brother, Joseph Ewbank. In his six months in Brazilian territory, he began writing a series 

of articles published in magazines such as the periodical for the American Ethnological 

Society, and he also received auspices from the Smithsonian Institution. These articles were 

compiled later in his book, Life in Brazil,
34

 only published in Brazil in 1973, more than one 

hundred years after they were written. In it, he discusses the economy, politics, habits, race, 

and religion according to his vision.
35

  

 In terms of music, Ewbank portrayed Rio de Janeiro as an urban hub, making some 

notes on the music of barbers and small bands. One of his illustrations, titled ―the collection 

of alms for the feast of the Holy Spirit on April 17, 1846, in Catete, Rio de Janeiro‖ shown in 

Figure 3.7, depicts a group of musicians playing in the streets.
 36

 The flute, specifically, 

appears in the hands of a young African Brazilian, who is playing the flute transversely. 

Again, the image connects the practice around the instrument (civil bands, music of barbers) 

with race. Through the title, we know that the performance of these musicians was related to 

religion, which confirms that the participation of civil bands in religious activities was not 

exclusive to Minas Gerais (Barroco Mineiro). The difference between those two cases, 

                                                           
34 Thomas Ewbank, Life in Brazil, or, A Journal of a Visit to the Land of The Cocoa and 

The Palm: With an Appendix, Containing Illustrations of Ancient (New York: Harpers & 

Brothers, 1856), 250. 

35 João dos Santos Filho, ―Thomas Ewbank: Visão de Hospitalidade de um Turista 

Republicano no Brasil Império,‖ Revista Espaço Acadêmico 11, no.126 (2011): 218, 

https://periodicos.uem.br/ojs/index.php/EspacoAcademico/article/view/15099  

36 Thomas Ewbank, Life in Brazil, 250. 

https://periodicos.uem.br/ojs/index.php/EspacoAcademico/article/view/15099
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however, is that in Minas Gerais musicians played inside churches, reaching a status beyond 

their racialized positions. In Ewbank‘s image, these were playing on the streets, about the 

practices of the so-called music of barbers in Rio de Janeiro at the time, as I will discuss in 

more detail in Chapter 4.  

 

Figure 3.7- Thomas Ewbank, 1846, The collection of alms for the feast of Holly Spirit.37 

By the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, the 

commodification of music, especially for domestic consumption, helped in the popularization 

of genres such as waltzes, polkas, modinhas, and later, the choro. At this time, known as the 

Brazilian Belle Époque, the elite in Rio de Janeiro was interested in consuming music in 

European fashion, contributing to the development of the music printing business, salon 

music, and the popularity of the cinema. At this time, as pointed out by Paula Martins, music 

for flute started appearing in score advertisements and benefit concerts between acts in opera 

houses.
38

 Regarding the place of the instrument in this new economy, she states:  

                                                           
 37 Thomas Ewbank, Life in Brazil, 250. 

38 Paula Martins, ―A Música Ligeira para Flauta na Segunda Metade do Século XIX no 

Rio de Janeiro: Breve Panorama a Partir de Uma Pesquisa Hemerográfica,‖ In Anais do Nas 

Nuvens Congresso de Música (Belo Horizonte: Federal University of Minas Gerais, 2020), 3, 

https://musica.ufmg.br/nasnuvens/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/2020-MARTINS-Paula.pdf 

https://musica.ufmg.br/nasnuvens/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/2020-MARTINS-Paula.pdf
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Although the piano was the instrument ‗in vogue‘ in the imperial capital, the 

popularity of the flute was also represented in the sale of scores of the successful 

repertoires of the time. In addition to the piano, there are numerous advertisements 

for songs from the ―light repertoire‖ for transverse flute…It stands out… that the 

pieces are in easy keys since the instrument is easy to play and can be played by any 

person.
39

  

 

It is in this context, one in which the popular and the domestic merged, that we can 

interpret José Ferraz de Almeida Júnior‘s Descanso do Modelo, painted in 1882 (see Figure 

3.8). The set of instruments in the painting‘s background is typically ignored. The flute, 

clarinet, and mandolin are directly linked to Brazilian genres in fashion at that time, as it 

alludes to the terno, a particular type of ensemble composed of flute, cavaquinho, and guitar 

that refers to the informal accompaniment of the nineteenth-century choro. This ensemble 

was active in Brazilian musical culture since the eighteenth century.
40

 The piano, on the other 

hand, alludes to domestic and high-brow salon culture. As I discussed previously, the end of 

the nineteenth century is a moment when Brazil was facing drastic changes in its model of 

society and consequently the interlacing of music genres intensified. Therefore, I argue that 

this painting remits to the time when art music and popular urban began occupying similar 

spaces.  

                                                           
39 Paula Martins, ―A Música Ligeira para Flauta na Segunda Metade do Século XIX no 

Rio de Janeiro: Breve Panorama a Partir de Uma Pesquisa Hemerográfica, 7. ―Apesar do piano 

ser o instrumento ―da moda‘ na capital imperial, a flauta também apresentava popularidade 

através da venda de partituras com o repertório de sucesso da época. Além do piano, encontra-se 

inúmeros anúncios de músicas do repertório ligeiro para flauta transversa...Destaca-se … ao 

afirmar que as peças estão em tons fáceis para o instrumento, são de execução descomplicada e 

que podem ser tocadas por qualquer pessoa.‖ 

40 The terno—was fundamental for the dissemination of genres such as modinhas, lundus, 

and maxixes. Edilson de Lima discusses in his dissertation the historical aspect of Modinha and 

Lundu. One of his points is to show how those genres—either as dance or music became stylized 

by the elite ―to the point of replacing the navel with a change of tissues.‖ Edilson Vicente de 

Lima, ―A modinha e o Lundu: dois classicos nos trópicos‖ (doctoral dissertation, University of 

São Paulo, 2010). 
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Figure 3.8- José Ferraz de Almeida Júnior, 1882, Descanso do Modelo or Decanso da Modelo. 

 Of the artists considered modernist, Emiliano Di Cavalcanti portrayed the flute most 

frequently. Three of his celebrated works between the 1920s and 1950s show how the flute 

has been used as a sign of modernity, popular urban genres (especially in Rio), and 

Brazilianness. Di Cavalcanti actively participated in the 1922 Week of the Modern. Besides 

exhibiting his work, he also designed the event‘s main poster. Following a trajectory like 

Villa-Lobos‘ and Pixinguinha‘s (which will be discussed in the next chapter), he also spent 

two years in Paris and incorporated into his work some new topics in fashion in Europe at the 

time. For some scholars, his time in Paris marked his definitive adherence to modernist 

aesthetics, as he got in contact with the works of Picasso, Braque, Léger, Matisse, De 

Chirico, Cocteau, and other French intellectuals. During this time, besides his interest in 

developing a national style, he also became concerned with the social impact of art.
41

 

 In 1925, after he returned from Paris, Di Cavalcanti drew Sem título (O homem 

tocando flauta). (see Figure 3.9). In contrast to Mário de Andrade, who would search for 

national symbols in rural folklore, Di Cavalcanti focused on the urban musical life of Rio de 

                                                           
41 Edson Leite and Alessandra de Oliveira, ―Desenhos de Di Cavalcanti: anotações 

musicais no acervo do MAC-USP,‖ Revista USP 114 (2017): 134, 

https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2316-9036.v0i114p132-149 
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Janeiro.
42

 The image depicts a man playing the flute barefoot and in a relaxed position. The 

only part of the skin that is colored is the contour of the neck and face, suggesting that the 

musician is African Brazilian. The lack of color in the rest of the man‘s body could be 

interpreted as a reference to the narrative of miscegenation, one that many modernists 

embraced.
43

  

 

Figure 3.9- Emiliano Di Cavalcanti, 1925, Sem título (O homem tocando flauta). 

 In the next decade, Di Cavalcanti, was affiliated with the PCB (a political party 

previously discussed in Chapter 2) and became, after that, even more engaged with social art. 

After the 1930s, the flute appears in his draws attached to the idea of urban genre and race in 

his two paintings: Músicos (see Figure 3.10) and a more abstract image made for the Palácio 

do Planalto in Brazília —the official workhouse of the president also named Músicos (see 

Figure 3.11). These works by Cavalcanti, although stylistically different, keep portraying the 

                                                           
42 As discussed in the Chapter 2, the ideologies of these two artists contrasted in many 

aspects. 

43 When discussing various performers in Chapter 4, I address how racial thinking relates 

to the cultural unity of the Brazilian flute. 
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flute in relation to race. However, he added, at this time, elements of national musical 

practices (choro and terno, for instance). The flute appears among instruments that refer to 

popular urban genres (such as guitar, and cavaquinho). Interestingly, the tapestry, shown in 

Figure 3.11, presents a novelty compared to the other pieces analyzed here: the players are 

women. In general, Cavalcanti‘s painting shows the flute connected to ideas on race and 

urban popular music. 

 

Figure 3.10- Emiliano Di Cavalcanti, 1934, . Músicos

 

Figure 3.11- Emiliano Di Cavalcanti, decade of 1950, Músicos. 

 The flute also appears in works by Candido Portinari, a well-known artist whose 

murals can be found at the Library of Congress, the United Nations building, and in many 

countries in Latin America and Europe. Following a similar path to many composers and 

artists mentioned in this chapter—he was part of the modernist movement and later went to 
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France to study— Portinari was part of the group of artists concerned with the search for a 

Brazilian national identity. He was born in a small city in the interior of São Paulo, which 

influenced the rural inclinations of his modernist discourse. In the 1930s, for instance, he 

painted a portrait of Mário de Andrade over a rural background. About this, Andrade 

commented that he ―had chosen the painter of interior origins as the ‗Brazilian artist for 

excellence,‘ capable of translating the Brazilian ideal into the pictorial space.‖
44

 Other work 

by him—such as Lavrador de Café (1934), Café (1935), and Retirantes (1944)—also relates 

to the rural. 

 In Seranata (1925), Portinari found a specific way to refer to Brazilianness by 

approaching genre, and race, also by using the flute. There is a reference to rural music as the 

title and the full moon in the background refers to the idea of seresta genre (see Figure 3.12). 

In terms of race, the performers are African Brazilian musicians who play with traditional 

instruments typical of serestas and other Brazilian urban genres (flute, clarinet, and 

cavaquinho). The flute and clarinet reference the music of bands in which the woodwind 

instruments were the primary instrumentation. There is no singer in the seresta, therefore the 

image emphasizes sound over text. Rather than prioritizing the European ties of the genre—

the declamation of poetry to a lover like a troubadour—, the image centers the sonority of the 

genre.  

                                                           
44 Ana Carolina Arêdes, ―Arte e Estado: Portinari e sua Correspondência como um 

Espaço de ―Sociabilidade Intelectual (1920-1945)‖ (master dissertation, Federal university of 

Ouro Preto, 2015), 157, https://www.repositorio.ufop.br/handle/123456789/6510. ―...havia 

elegido o pintor de origens interioranas como o ―artista brasileiro por excelência‖, capaz de 

traduzir no espaço pictórico a temática brasileira.‖ 

 

https://www.repositorio.ufop.br/handle/123456789/6510
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Figure 3.12- Cândido Portinari, 1925, Serenata. 

 O flautista (1934) is different in color scheme and traits in comparison to Serenata 

(see Figure  3.13). Like Di Cavalcanti, Portinari‘s affiliation with the PCB also influenced his 

work, especially concerning social issues. In this image, Portinari highlighted the black skin 

of the flutist, with a background in reference to Rio de Janeiro‘s favelas, where urban genres 

such as samba thrived. In this case, the flute appears connected not only to race but, more 

explicitly, to class.  

+  

Figure 3.13- Cândido Portinari, 1934, O flautista. 

 In this section, I have shown how the flute, in its different shapes and models, has 

been a recurrent subject in Brazilian iconography. The concept of primitivism and the native 

population manifests as idealized in the travel diaries of Europeans that visited the region. 
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Some portrayed the relationship between the native and the instrument or the function of the 

instrument in a ritualistic manner (hunting and war, for instance). In the eighteenth century, 

artists from the Barroco Mineiro (or the Golden Era), began portraying the flute in its role 

within religious bands as performed by African Brazilians, a racial association with the 

instrument that was also emphasized during the nineteenth-century and early twentieth 

century. It is in this later context that the flute, besides its relation with African Brazilians 

and civil or religious band tradition, appears in relation to urban musical genres. At this time, 

the flute, as an object, was modernized, as European models became more fashionable. This 

also touches on issues of class, as such images also comment on the post-slavery society in 

Brazil and the place African Brazilians occupied within a modern musical economy. 

Attached to this economy in relation to flute playing, there is an emphasis on some musical 

genres such as the music of barbers, seresta, and choro. 

 

Literature Studies 

Signs from literature also contribute to the understanding of the cultural unity of the 

flute as many texts written in different contexts of Brazilian history mention the flute in its 

different contexts. The texts where the flute appears show its interaction with signs that have 

also appeared in paintings and place the flute in a broader discussion of primitivism, religion, 

popular urban genres, bands, and regionalism. The texts situate the instruments with specific 

geographies as well as the character‘s physical and psychological conditions, which 

corroborate the comprehension of its cultural unit. In the colonial period, the texts relate the 

instruments with primitivism as they report the interaction between Jesuits and natives. In 

Imperial Brazil, there are two tendencies: first, the indianista authors that relate the 
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instrument with primitivism; second, the naturalist texts that already connect the instrument 

with African Brazilians and popular urban genres. At the beginning of the twentieth century, 

the interlacing of popular and art music appears one more time related to the flute. From 

analyzing modernist authors, it is possible to see the flute related to popular urban genres and 

northeast regionalism. The interpretation of these text excerpts emphasizes the Brazilian 

flute-as-topic narrative in its social-political transformation within a historical context. 

 

Flute, Indigeneity, and Primitivism 

The letter of Pero Vaz de Caminha is considered the first example of published 

literature in Brazil. He wrote the letter in May 1500 on the occasion of the Portuguese 

invasion of indigenous lands. The letter is addressed to the king of Portugal, Dom Manuel I. 

As Carolina Lima and João Dias describe it, ―because of its content, the letter acquired great 

historical, literary, and linguistic value. In the letter, Caminha describes in deep detail the 

land, its inhabitants, and the first contact between them and the Portuguese.‖
45

 Unfortunately, 

many editions of this text appeared in Brazil only in the twentieth century, when intellectuals 

searched for Brazilian identity.
46

  

In the excerpt where the flute is mentioned, it is portrayed as an instrument of union 

and pacification between the natives and the invaders. The letter became known only in the 

                                                           
45 Carolina Lima and João Dias, ―Uma Releitura da Carta De Caminha,‖ Geadel 2, no.1 

(2021): 11, https://doi.org/10.29327/269116.2.1-3. ―pelo seu teor a carta adquiriu grande valor 

histórico, literário e linguístico. Caminha descreve com riqueza de detalhes a terra e os habitantes 

encontrados e também o contato entre estes e os portugueses.‖ 

46 Until the eighteenth century, the letter was unpublished and located in the National 

Archive of Torre do Tombo, in Lisbon. The historian Manuel Aires de Casal was the first author 

to publish in his Corografia Brasílica (1817). 

https://doi.org/10.29327/269116.2.1-3
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twentieth century in Brazil, which might have contributed to the understanding of the flute in 

relation to primitivism. Nowadays, the letter is in the public domain and can be accessed 

online in the National Library. This excerpt is where Caminha reports on the flute: 

Beyond the river, many of them were dancing and having fun with one another, 

without holding each other‘s hands. We then passed Diogo Dias beyond the river, a 

storekeeper who was from Sacavém, who is a graceful and pleasant man, and he took 

one of his players with him with his flute. And he began to dance with them, taking 

them by the hand; they frolicked and laughed and walked with him very comfortably 

under the flute sound. After dancing, they walked on the floor right there, often 

rotating their bodies quickly and jumping, that they were amazed and laughed and 

had a lot of fun. And although with that he held and caressed them a lot, they soon 

deflected like wild animals and went up.
47

 

 

In the narration, the primitive people, often naked and in some sort of ritual, were celebrating 

by themselves before a civilized European man decided to join them. However, to be 

accepted into the group, the colonizer needed to find something common to both cultures. 

The flute and the flutist became that instrument, which relates to what was discussed in 

Chapter 2 regarding the use of the flute as a tool of catechization by Jesuit missionaries.  

Father José de Anchieta was a Spanish Jesuit that arrived in Brazil in 1553.
48

 He was 

the first to study and theorize the native languages (especially the Tupi) in the region, and the 

                                                           
47 Pero Vaz de Caminha, ―A Carta de Pero Vaz de Caminha,‖ 1500 available in 

http://objdigital.bn.br/Acervo_Digital/Livros_eletronicos/carta.pdf. ―Além do rio, andavam 

muitos deles dançando e folgando, uns diante dos outros, sem se tomarem pelas mãos. E faziam-

no bem. Passou-se então além do rio Diogo Dias, almoxarife que foi de Sacavém, que é homem 

gracioso e de prazer; e levou consigo um gaiteiro nosso com sua gaita. E meteu-se com eles a 

dançar, tomando-os pelas mãos; e eles folgavam e riam, e andavam com ele muito bem ao som 

da gaita. Depois de dançarem, fez-lhes ali, andando no chão, muitas voltas ligeiras, e salto real, 

de que eles se espantavam e riam e folgavam muito. E conquanto com aquilo muito os segurou e 

afagou, tomavam logo uma esquiveza como de animais monteses, e foram-se para cima. 

Accessed online in: Fundacao Biblioteca Nacional, Departamento Nacional do Livro.‖ 

48 As a leading figure in the Jesuits company in Brazil, Anchieta elaborated many tools to 

communicate with the native population, including local theater productions and masses. 

http://objdigital.bn.br/Acervo_Digital/Livros_eletronicos/carta.pdf
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first writer of theater and poetry in Brazil.
49

 Most of his writing is in the form of 

correspondence between him and Joao III, King of Portugal, given that the priests were 

expected to ―…inform about nature, climate, inhabitants, in short, everything that would 

serve to build an image of the new continent for those who wanted to know about it without 

visiting it.‖
50

 He was the pioneer in imposing the Catholic religion on the native population 

in Brazil.  

The flute appears in one of Anchieta‘s letters when he described the religious habits 

of the native (the idolatry of women and cannibalism, for instance) and the process of 

conversion to Catholicism. As observed earlier in the chapter, music played an essential role 

in this process, as the Jesuits realized some instruments (such as the flute) could attract and 

connect the natives with the Catholic faith. Anchieta reported that the Indians showed 

abilities in some instruments, and this would help them to understand the counterpoint of 

church music: 

Let us also say what the Indians do. The easier these people accept the Faith of the 

true God, the less committed they are to false ones; because no one knows or loves 

who can steal his affection. Their idols are the rites of their Gentility, a multitude of 

women, wines, hatreds, omens, sorcery, and the gluttony of human blood: once these 

are conquered, they have no repugnance for things of the Faith because the majesty 

and the consonance of the works are so admirable of the true God, which they 

themselves are preaching to the rudest understanding (when affection is not impeded) 

that are worthy of all belief. Once the difficulties of the rites have been overcome, 

and much to praise God, see in these people the care with which the Christians 

already came to celebrate the Feasts and daytime services. They are very talented in 

                                                           
49 Maximiano de Carvalho e Silva, ―Padre José de Anchieta, o ‗Apóstolo do Brasil‘,‖ 

Confluencia: Revista do Instituto de Lingua Portuguesa 14 (1997): 4, 

https://www.revistaconfluencia.org.br/rc/article/view/890 

50 Elda Lima, ―A Correspondência Jesuítica José de Anchieta e a missão ‗Evangelizar‘,‖ 

In Anais do Congresso de Pesquisa da Pós Graduação em História  (Goiânia: UFG/UCG, 2009), 

https://files.cercomp.ufg.br/weby/up/113/o/IISPHist09_EldaCassia.pdf5. Goiania: UFG. . 

―...informar sobre a natureza, clima, habitantes, enfim, tudo aquilo que servisse para construir 

uma imagem do novo continente para aqueles que queriam conhecê-lo sem visitá-lo.‖ 

https://files.cercomp.ufg.br/weby/up/113/o/IISPHist09_EldaCassia.pdf
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music, and those who are chosen for the Singers of the Church, value themselves very 

much in the office and spend their days and nights learning and teaching others. They 

are skilled in all musical instruments, charamelas, flutes, trumpets, basses, cornets, 

and bassoons: this will beneficiate them in organ singing (I mean, counterpoint), 

Vesporas, Complines, Masses, Processions, as solemn as among the Portuguese.
51

 

 

In this context, the flute expands to codes of primitivism and miscegenation that will 

be important subjects in the nationalism discourse. The Europeans‘ caricatured descriptions 

of the Brazilian native population as uncivilized were recurrent, as also showed in Debret‘s 

work. The fact that the flute appears in such narratives since the beginning of colonization 

explains why the instrument has been used as a sign of primitivism in relation to the 

Brazilian native population. 

 

The Flute in Romantic Literature: Indianismo and Realism  

Nineteenth-century Brazilian literature, especially after the abolition of slavery, 

addressed topics such as the idealized Native (Indianismo), nationalism, regionalism, and 

                                                           
51 Alcir Pécora, João Hansen, Paulo Castagna, Sérgio Alcides, Antonio Vieira, O 

Imperador do Púlpito, (São Paulo: Cadernos do IEB, 1999), 66. ―He bê q digamos tábê o q os 

índios fazê. He esta gête tanto mais fácil em aceitar a Fé do verdadeiro Deos, quãto menos 

empenhada estâ cõ os falsos; porque nenhu conhece, ou ama, que possa roubarlhe a affeiçaõ. 

Seus idolos saõ os ritos auessos de sua Gêntilidade, multidão de mulheres, vinhos, ódios, 

agouros, feitiçarias, &C gula de carne humana: vencidos estes, nenhua repugnância lhes fica pera 

cousas da F: & porque he tão admirauel a majestade, & consonância das obras do verdadeiro 

Deos, que ellas mesmas estão pregando ao entendimêto mais rude (quãdo a affeição não està 

impedida) que saõ dignas de toda a creença. Assi que vêcidas as difficuldades dos ritos, he muito 

pera louuar a Deos, ver nesta gête o cuidado com que os jà Christãos acodem a celebrar as Festas, 

&C Officios diuinos. Saõ afeiçoadissimos a musica; e os que saõ escolhidos pera Cantores da 

Igreja, prezaõse muito do officio, & gastão os dias, & as noites em aprender, & ensinar outros. 

Saê destros em todos os instrumentos músicos, charamelas, frautas, trombetas, baixões, cornetas, 

& fagotes: com elles beneficião, em canto de orgaõ ou seja, contraponto], Vesporas, Completas, 

Missas, Procissoês, taõ solenes como entre os portugueses.‖ 
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racial-social issues.
52

 Still, indianismo was the most salient movement, and José de Alencar 

was one of its main proponents. Alencar, a lawyer, politician, and writer, centered his 

literature on the figure of the Native, however idealized, emphasizing the process of 

miscegenation and whitening.
53

  

 Establishing a stark material contrast, the flute
54

 in Alencar‘s work O Guarani (1857) 

appears in the native‘s hands, while the ―dolce Spanish-guitar accompaniment‖ or the 

                                                           
52 The romantic period in Brazil, as it is often called, began with the arrival of the 

Portuguese royal family in 1808. Lilia Moritz Schwarz presents her perspective on how the 

romantic era developed in Brazil by linking this progression to political events related to the 

Royal Family. Lilia Moritz Schwarz, ―Romantismo Tropical,‖ Latin American Literary Review 

25, no. 50 (1997): 47–68. http://www.jstor.org/stable/20119753.  

53 ―Alencar's Indianist work plunges into the world of the first inhabitants of our lands, in 

their relationship with a new element, Portuguese, and in the result of this contact, the 

miscegenation, to, from there, create or recreate the emergence of a new nation, the Brazilian.‖ 

Sandra Mara Alves Silva, ―O Belo Horrível na Literatura Indianista de José De Alencar,‖ 

Miguillim – Revista Eletrônica do Netlli 3, no. 3 (2014): 96, 

https://repositorio.ufc.br/bitstream/riufc/52384/1/2014_art_smasilva.pdf Aditional discussion on 

the critique of indianismo appears in Chapter 2.  

54 Alencar refers to the instrument as a ―kind of buzzer,‖ which I interpret as a flute for 

the following reasons: the buzzer is an instrument included in the group of primitive instruments 

called aerofones. For John A. Donahue, aerofones are generally considered flute: Primitive 

people in Latin America ―featured three types of musical instruments: aerophones, or in this case 

flutes, examples of which abound throughout the archaeological record; membranophones, or 

percussion instruments which made a sound when a skin stretched over it was struck, best 

exemplified by the huehuetl; and idiophones, which made sound by themselves being struck.‖ 

John A. Donahue, ―Applying Experimental Archaeology to Ethnomusicology: Recreating an 

Ancient Maya Friction Drum through Various Lines of Evidence,‖ 2000, available at Available 

at:http://www.mayavase.com/frictiondrum.htm . For Wallace Rodrigues, on discussing the 

Brazilian music instrument of native people, observes that "In addition to maracas (idiophones), 

some Brazilian indigenous groups produce aerophones (such as buzzers, flutes, and trumpets). 

Membranophones (such as drums) and chordophones (which use strings to sonar) are rare among 

indigenous Brazilians. However, the buzzers, in Rodrigues perspective, are made of wood 

material, as it requires at one end of the tube to have a resonator or bell consisting of a gourd, a 

piece of coarse bamboo, or some other suitable material. The flutes appear as possibly made of 

bones once Rodrigues describes the variety of native instruments: ―The variety of indigenous 

objects to make music is immense. we can give examples are the pan flutes of the Pareci (MT, 

RO) and Makú (AM), bamboo flutes of the Bororo (MT), the collars of whistles and horns of the 

Krahô (TO), the bamboo horns and the Kayapó bird bone flutes.‖ Walace Rodrigues, ―O 

Processo de Ensino-Aprendizagem Apinayé Através da Confecção de seus Instrumentos 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/20119753
https://repositorio.ufc.br/bitstream/riufc/52384/1/2014_art_smasilva.pdf
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celestial harp appears in the text in relation to the central white woman character, Cecilia
55

. 

His description of Peri goes as follows: ―His face was painted an oily greenish color, and his 

neck was girded with a collar made from the toucan‘s shiny feathers; in the midst of this 

hideous aspect, his eyes shone like two volcanic fires in the midst of darkness. In his left 

hand, he carried the bludgeon covered with glittering feathers, and tied to his right wrist was 

a kind of buzzer formed from an enormous bone from the shin of an enemy killed in combat. 

Arriving at the entrance to the field, the old savage took his barbaric instrument to his mouth 

and produced a thunderous sound: the Aimorés greeted the victor‘s appearance with shouts 

of joy and enthusiasm.‖
56

 Here, the writer also connects the flute to ideas of savagery, given 

that in the story it is made from the bone of a defeated enemy. Also, note how Alencar 

extends his ―barbaric‖ description to the sound of the instrument itself.
57

  

                                                                                                                                                                                    
Musicais,‖ (doctoral dissertation, Leinden University,2015), 62. Warren Warbrick confirms that 

when analyzing the native cultural relationship between New Zealand and Brazil. He mentions 

that "In our tradition, we wanted to create flutes. Kōauau Ko Iwi are human bone flutes. This one 

I have in hand it's a human shin bone. We play to honor the person of origin." This is to explain 

why I interpret Alencar‘s ―kind of buzzer‖ as a flute. Luciano Victor Barros Maluly, Leonel 

Alvarado, Junior, Carlos Augusto Tavares, ―Entrevista com Warren Warbrick: a Cultura e os 

Sons Maori e a Integração Multicultural entre a América Latina e a Nova Zelândia,‖ Revista 

Internacional de Folkcomunicação 18, no. 40 (2020): 278. 

 55 It is worth to take in consideration that the name of the carachter also relats to the 

Catholic Saint Cecilia, who is the patron saint of music. Her characterization work to illuminate 

further contrast between the ―native‖ and the presumably Catholic (and in this context idealistic) 

European. 

56 José de Alencar, O Guarani, 20ª ed. (São Paulo: Ática, 1996), 201. Original text: Tinha 

o rosto pintado de uma cor esverdeada e oleosa, e o pescoço cingido de uma coleira feita com as 

penas brilhantes do tucano; no meio desse aspecto horrendo os seus olhos brilhavam como dois 

fogos vulcânicos no seio das trevas. Trazia na mão esquerda a tangapema coberta de plumas 

resplandecentes, e amarrada ao punho direito uma espécie de buzina formada de um osso enorme 

da canela de algum inimigo morto em combate. Chegando à entrada do campo o velho selvagem 

levou à boca o seu instrumento bárbaro, e tirou dele um som estrondoso: os Aimorés saudaram 

com gritos de alegria e de entusiasmo o aparecimento do vencedor 

57 It is worth to mention that the Libreto of the opera Il Guarany was based on Alencar‘s 

book. 
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 Earlier in the nineteenth century, Manuel Antônio de Almeida (1831-1861) depicts in 

his book ―Memórias de um Sargento de Milícia‖ a more realistic picture of the Imperial 

society. Because of this, literary critics consider his work ―pre-realist‖ as opposed to 

―romantic.‖ The narrator of Memórias de um Sargento de Milícias ―shifts the action of the 

work in the time to mock a society that genuinely remained the same; a society that wanted 

to be polished and refined for having hosted the king and his court, but who kept the old 

habits, not always so commendable and elegant as they were intended to be.‖
58

 His 

observations on musical life in context, are therefore important to consider.
59

 He describes, 

for instance, barbers in Rio de Janeiro as African Brazilian musicians playing their 

instruments out of tune always in the street, specifically at the door of the church 

Things were arranged; barbers‘ music was posted at the church door; Everything was 

in turmoil: at 9 o‘clock the party started. The parties of that time were held with so 

much wealth and with much more property, in some respects, than those of today: 

they had, however, some sides comics; one of them was the music of barbers at the 

door. There was no party to do without it; it was reputed to be almost as essential as 

the sermon; what was worth, however, was that there was nothing easier to arrange; 

half a dozen apprentices or barber officers, ordinarily black, armed, this one with a 

piston out of tune, the one with the devilishly hoarse horn, formed an orchestra 

disconcerted, but thunderous, which delighted those who didn‘t fit or didn‘t want to 

be inside the church.
60

 

                                                           
58 Evaneide Silva, ―O Brasil do Tempo do Rei e de Manuel Antônio de Almeida: Entre a 

Ficção e a História,‖ In Anais do Simpósio Internacional de Letras e Lingüísticas (Uberlandia: 

Federal University of Uberlandia, 2009, 3, http://www.ileel.ufu.br/anaisdosilel/wp-

content/uploads/2014/04/silel2009_gt_lt02_artigo_8.pdf. ―O narrador de Memórias de um 

sargento de milícias desloca a ação da obra no tempo para zombar de uma sociedade que 

genuinamente permanecia a mesma; uma sociedade que se queria polida e refinada por ter 

hospedado o rei e sua Corte, mas que guardava os velhos hábitos, nem sempre tão louváveis e 

elegantes como se pretendia que fossem.‖ 

59 The music of barbers will also be discussed in the following chapter on details.  

60 Manuel Antônio de Almeida, Memórias de um sargento de milícias (Belém: Nucleo de 

educacao a distancia), 45. ―Dispuseram-se as coisas; postou-se a música de barbeiros na porta da 

igreja; andou tudo em rebuliço: às 9 horas começou a festa. As festas daquele tempo eram feitas 

com tanta riqueza e com muito mais propriedade, a certos respeitos, do que as de hoje: tinham 

entretanto alguns lados cômicos; um deles era a música de barbeiros à porta. Não havia festa em 

http://www.ileel.ufu.br/anaisdosilel/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/silel2009_gt_lt02_artigo_8.pdf
http://www.ileel.ufu.br/anaisdosilel/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/silel2009_gt_lt02_artigo_8.pdf
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Almeida offers in this realistic excerpt the scene of the music of barbers, also discussed in 

relation to Figure 3.7. The flute appears here connected to the discussion of race and 

performance practices of the nineteenth century. Even though he does not explicitly mention 

the flute, he emphasizes the sonority of this ensemble, one that will directly influence the 

development of various urban genres in which this instrument appears.
61

 It is also noteworthy 

that in describing the musical life of the city, he refers to the musician‘s racial demographics 

in a less idealized way than Alencar.  

At the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, the 

so-called Romantismo in Brazilian literature reached its climax, which coincided when works 

(poetry and prose) showed a concern for social issues—a concern that will be considered 

superficial later on by the modernists. Following drastic social changes—the First Republic, 

the Abolition of Slavery, and the spreading of liberal ideology—the subjects in artworks 

switched from idealized European society to a more dynamic approach to reality. The work 

of writer Machado de Assis is situated in this tradition.
62

  

                                                                                                                                                                                    
que se passasse sem isso; era coisa reputada quase tão essencial como o sermão; o que valia 

porém é que nada havia mais fácil de arranjar-se; meia dúzia de aprendizes ou oficiais de 

barbeiro, ordinariamente negros, armados, este com um pistão desafinado, aquele com uma 

trompa diabolicamente rouca, formavam uma orquestra desconcertada, porém estrondosa, que 

fazia as delícias dos que não cabiam ou não queriam estar dentro da igreja.‖ 

61 According to the historian José Tinhorão, most barbers depended on the instruments 

that musicians from civic and military bands discarded José Tinhorão, Música Popular: Um 

Tema em debate, (São Paulo: Editora 34, 1997), 139.  

 62 He was an African- Brazilian, born in a low-income neighborhood in Rio de Janeiro. 

Although he could not finish school, he became the founder and first president of the Academia 

Brasileira de Letras, and the leading Brazilian literary award is named after him. 
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 In ―O Diplomata.‖ part of a collection of sixteen stories
63

 published in Gazeta de 

Notícias between 1888-1891, the flute appears in a domestic setting, as previously observed 

with regard to Almeida Junior‘s Descanso da Modelo. The story depicts middle-class 

customs in Rio de Janeiro at the beginning of the twentieth century. In the context of an 

intimate gathering, the author presents two characters who can play the flute: Queirós and 

Uncle Rufino. Interestingly, Queirós —the main character who performs in this scene— 

attracts the guests‘ attention through the instrument, but also it is through his playing that he 

seduces Joaninha, who ends up marrying him later in the story. 
64

 

When he had talked about dancing, the girls went to Uncle Rufino and asked him to 

play a quadrille on the flute, just one, and he wasn‘t asked anymore. — I can‘t; a 

callus hurts. — Flute? Shouted Calisto. Ask Queirós to play us something, and you‘ll 

see what a flute is... Go get the flute, Rufino. Listen to Queirós. You can‘t imagine 

how talented he is on the flute! Queirós played ―Casta Diva.‖ How ridiculous! Rangel 

said to himself — a song that even kids whistle in the street. He looked at his back to 

see if this was the position of a serious man and concluded that the flute was a 

grotesque instrument. He also looked at Joaninha, and saw that, like everyone else, 

her attention was on Queirós, engrossed in, in love with the sounds of the music, and 

he trembled, without knowing why.
65

 

 Besides confirming the presence of the instrument in the domestic setting, this also 

sheds some light on the musical genres associated with the instrument. First, the girls asked 

                                                           
 63 The collection, called Várias Histórias, was published in 1896. O Diplomata was 

published in 1884. 

64 Machado de Assis, Obra Completa (Rio de Janeiro: Nova Aguilar 1994. v. II), 

http://www.dominiopublico.gov.br/download/texto/bv000256.pdf  

65 Machado de Assis, Obra Completa, 51. Original text: Tendo ele falado em dançar,as 

moças foram ter com o tio Rufino, e pediram que tocasse uma quadrilha na flauta, uma só, não se 

lhe pedia mais. — Não posso, dói-me um calo. — Flauta? bradou o Calisto. Peçam ao Queirós 

que nos toque alguma coisa, e verão o que é flauta... Vai buscar a flauta, Rufino. Ouçam o 

Queirós. Não imaginam como ele é saudoso na flauta! Queirós tocou a Casta Diva. Que cousa 

ridícula! dizia consigo o Rangel — uma música que até os moleques assobiam na rua. Olhava 

para ele, de revés, para considerar se aquilo era posição de homem sério; e concluía que a flauta 

era um instrumento grotesco. Olhou também para Joaninha, e viu que, como todas as outras 

pessoas, tinha a atenção no Queirós, embebida, namorada dos sons da música, e estremeceu, sem 

saber por quê. 
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the flute players to play a quadrilha, a genre typical of salon music in the context of the 

Brazilian Belle époque. Second, Queirós responds to the request by playing an aria from an 

Italian opera. Regarding Machado de Assis‘ works, literary critic Elisângela Lopes mentions 

that ―it is necessary to be attentive to the ‗thin and blunt, general and permanent‘ satire and 

the irony that allows the writer to establish a critique of the bourgeois society and especially 

the layer that is at the top of the social pyramid.‖
66

 Following this perspective, one might 

read this excerpt with certain irony (at the end, Rangel describes the flute as grotesque). In 

this sense, perhaps Assis was trying to make a satire by pointing out it was associated with 

both, hybrid genres such as quadrille and the remnants of a more distant European tradition 

of bel canto.  

Even further invested in the naturalist movement was writer Aluísio Tancredo 

Gonçalves de Azevedo. He was born in Maranhão, in the Northeast of Brazil, and his most 

famous book, O Mulato (1881), is considered the first example of naturalist literature in 

Brazil.
67

 The story takes place in two places, Maranhão and Rio de Janeiro, which brings up 

the contrast between the rural and the urban. Regarding music in the Northeast, Azevedo 

centers on São João, the most popular celebration in Maranhão to this day. São João is a mix 

                                                           
66 Elisangela Lopes, ―Machado de Assis – Homem do seu tempo e do seu país,‖ Literafro 

o portal da literatura afro-brasileira (2022): online, http://www.letras.ufmg.br/literafro/28-

critica-de-autores-masculinos/1012-machado-de-assis-homem-do-seu-tempo-e-do-seu-pais-

elisangela-lopes . ―…é preciso estar atento à sátira "fina e contundente, geral e permanente" e à 

ironia que permitem ao escritor estabelecer a crítica à sociedade burguesa e principalmente à 

camada que se encontra no topo da pirâmide social.‖ 

 67 Like realism, naturalism in Brazil was also concerned with society in context. 

However, it differed from realism in that it emphasized regional topics and linguistic simplicity. 
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of religious celebrations devoted to Saint John with local folkloric attractions, such as Bumba 

meu boi.
68

 The flute appears in the context of an ensemble:  

Frei Lamparinas, in fact, arrived to sing the litany. He was accompanied by four 

farandulesque-looking fellows; faces reddened by cachaça, Nazarene hair, 

insufficient jackets, tired eyes; full of insomnia and movements reserved for those 

who do not know the owner of the house in which they present themselves. They 

were contract musicians, pranksters used to serestas, hoots of all kinds, stomachs 

subjected to late-night dinners, whose digestion put bilious stains on the face. One 

had a guitar under his arm, another a flute, another a piston, and another a fiddle. 

They came in a herd, on deaf feet, and sat down, smiling modestly, on the walled 

veranda, whispering among themselves, looking with gastric sadness at the wreckage 

of the table. Casusa, who followed them from below, was the only one to greet her. 

Then, each one, by himself, gave them their name and received the treatment in the 

second person (tu). He immediately brought a bottle and served it intimately, 

laughing, reminding them of other parties they‘d had together.
69

 

There are two main aspects to consider from this excerpt. The instrumentation of this 

ensemble, with the piston and fiddle (rebec), is slightly different from those related to urban 

genres in Rio de Janeiro. Second, musicians arrived tired from playing in serestas, a tradition 

already addressed earlier in this chapter but that I will discuss in more detail in Chapter 4. In 

this way, the author places the flute in relation to two different musical traditions, one of 

                                                           
68 The São Joao festivities also known as Festas Juninas happen in the nativity of St. 

John the Baptist (June 24). They feature the rural style with specific clothing, food, dance, and 

music (specifically Quadrilhas). 

69 Aluísio de Azevedo, O Mulato (Manaus: Unama, 1881), 98, 

http://www.dominiopublico.gov.br/download/texto/ua00023a.pdf Original text: Frei Lamparinas, 

efetivamente, chegava para cantar a ladainha. Acompanhavam-no quatro sujeitos de ar 

farandulesco; caras avermelhadas pela cachaça, cabeleiras à nazarena, paletós insuficientes, 

olhares cansados; um todo cheio de insônia e movimentos reservados de quem não conhece o 

dono da casa em que se apresenta. Eram músicos de contrato, pândegos afeitos às serenatas, aos 

chinfrins de todo o gênero, estômagos vitimados às comezainas fora de horas, cujas digestões 

põem manchas biliosas na face. Um trazia um violão debaixo do braço, outro uma flauta, outro 

um pistão e outro uma rabeca. Entraram em rebanho, com os pés surdos e foram assentar-se, 

modestamente risonhos, na amurada varanda, a cochicharem entre si, olhando com tristeza 

gástrica para os destroços da mesa.Casusa, que os seguiu desde lá debaixo, foi o único a 

cumprimentá-los, a cada um de per si, dando-lhes o nome e recebendo o tratamento de tu. Fez 

logo vir uma garrafa e serviu com intimidade, a rir, lembrando-lhes outras patuscadas em que 

estiveram juntos.  

http://www.dominiopublico.gov.br/download/texto/ua00023a.pdf
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them in the context of religious/folkloric celebrations in the Northeast, a region that became 

an important reference in the musical nationalist discourse of some modernists.  

Another important name in Brazilian literature is writer and poet Carlos Drummond 

de Andrade (1902-1987), born in Itabira, Minas Gerais. Part of the modernist movement, his 

work, according to Roberto Said, was ―crossed by an incessant search for identity, by a true 

autobiographical obsession.‖
70

 In his work Boitempo, published in three volumes between 

1968-79, Drummond recalled his childhood and youth. Jozyane Nascimento observes that the 

positions he assumed during the dictatorship influenced his poetry, as ―the representation of 

the child, in Boitempo, offers broad readings of these relations of repression that culminate in 

the maladjustment of themselves in their social environment.‖
71

 

In the third volume of Boitempo, Esquecer para lembrar,
72

 Drummond mentions the 

flute in relation to various practices and associations already discussed in this chapter. 

Serenata 

The flute and the guitar from the ballad in the street 

That is a ballad falling down the mountain 

are plotting 

There is no pistol to impede: 

The music breaks into the house 

and lays roses on the maiden‘s bed.
73

 

                                                           
70 Roberto Said, ―Quase biografia: Poesia e Pensamento em Drummond‖ (doctoral 

dissertation, Federal University of Minas Gerais, 2007), 2, 

https://repositorio.ufmg.br/handle/1843/ECAP-6ZWERK. ―…não obstante adiversidade seus 

temas ede sua estética, é atravessada por uma incessante busca identitária,por 

umaverdadeiraobsessãoautobiogrfica.‖ 

71Josyane Nascimento, ―A Criança Estrangeira: Uma Análise de Boitempo,‖ Em Tese 14 

(2009): 62, http://www.periodicos.letras.ufmg.br/index.php/emtese/login/signIn. ―A 

representação da criança, em Boitempo, oferece leituras amplas dessas relações de repressão que 

culminam no desajustamento de si em seu meio social.‖ 

72 Original title: Boitempo- Esquecer para lembrar published in 1979. 

https://repositorio.ufmg.br/handle/1843/ECAP-6ZWERK
http://www.periodicos.letras.ufmg.br/index.php/emtese/login/signIn
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More explicitly, the flute appears in relation to the serenata (seresta). The second verse 

emphasizes this through the mention of trovas and a pastoral scenario. Additionally, although 

less explicit, there is a reference to a state of repression that could point to both, the 

repression from the Estado Novo during the 1930s or the repression from the dictatorship at 

the time he wrote the poem. In any case, Drummond makes a strong gesture by stating that 

there are no pistols (Garrucha) to stop the sound of the music, in this case, of the flute. The 

instrument, in its associations with musical practice, race, and politics becomes a site for 

resistance.  

 

The Northeast Regionalism in Literature 

 According to Alfredo Bosi, Modernism in Brazilian literature ―…represented a 

critique of the mental structures of the old generations and an effort to penetrate deeper into 

the Brazilian reality…‖
74

 The 1930s, as previously discussed in Chapter 2, represented an era 

of intense political and social tumult, which ideologically influenced artists. This is the case 

of Graciliano Ramos, a writer from the northeastern state of Alagoas. About Ramos‘ work, 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
73 Carlos Drummond de Andrade, Boitempo: Esquecer para lembrar/Carlos Drummond 

de Andrade (São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 2017), 57. Original text translated by Igor 

Reyner. 

Flauta e violão na trova da rua 

que é uma trova rolando da montanha 

fazem das suas. 

Não há garrucha que impeça: 

A música viola o domicílio 

e põe rosas no leito da donzela. 

74 Alfredo Bosi, História concisa da Literatura Brasileira. 50 ed. (São Paulo: Cultrix, 

1979), 370. ―…representou também uma crítica global às estruturas mentais das velhas gerações 

e um esforço de penetrar mais fundo na realidade brasileira…‖ 
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Carlos Coutinho states: ―[He had] overcome a naturalism that was content to describe the 

surface of reality for a true realism-like life, since at the time Brazilian society presented 

itself as a Semi-colonial social formation in crisis.‖
75

 When it comes to this specific literary 

movement, the realism of the modernist context contrasts with romantic naturalism for its 

deep interest in social criticism. Alfredo Bosi reinforces this idea by commenting that 

―Ramos's realism is neither organic nor spontaneous. It's critical. The ‗hero‘ is always a 

problem: he does not accept the world or others, or himself the same. Suffering from the 

distances that separate him from his placenta, introjects the conflict in extremely harsh 

conduct that is his only possible mask.‖
76

 

 Ramos wrote São Bernardo in 1934, during a moment when the writer addressed 

regionalist characters and habits while providing more universal social critique. In São 

Bernardo the flute appears in its regionalist version: the pífano. The pífano, which will be 

discussed in Chapter 4, became a strong sign within the nationalist narrative after the 1930s.  

I found the property in pieces: bush, mud, and Coleoptera like hell. The big house had 

fallen walls, and the paths were almost impassable. But what an excellent land! At 

night, while the black people danced the samba, in a stinking forrobodó, raising dust 

in the living room, and the music of zabumba and pífano played the national anthem, 

Padilha walked with a group of caboclas doing circles around a pot of hominy, in the 

patio that the muçambês invaded. I took him out of this interesting amusement: — 

Why don‘t you cultivate São Bernardo?
77

 

                                                           
75 Carlos Coutinho, Cultura e Sociedade no Brasil: Ensaios sobre Idéias e Formas, 4 ed. 

(São Paulo: Expressao Popular, 2011), 143. 

76 Alfredo Bosi, História concisa da literatura brasileira, 458. ―O realismo de Graciliano 

Ramos não é orgânico nem espontâneo. É crítico. O ―herói‖ é sempre um problema: não aceita o 

mundo, nem os outros, nem a si mesmo. Sofrendo pelas distâncias que o separam da placenta 

familiar ou grupal, introjeta o conflito numa conduta de extrema dureza que é a sua única 

máscara possível.‖ 

77 Graciliano Ramos, São Bernardo, 8 edition (São Paulo/ Rio de Janeiro: Record, 2009), 

12. Originial text: Achei a propriedade em cacos: mato, lama e potó como os diabos. A casa-

grande tinha paredes caídas, e os caminhos estavam quase intransitáveis. Mas que terra 
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In this excerpt, the writer directly situates the pífano within a complex heterogeneous 

network, that includes signs of blackness (by mentioning the dance of African Brazilian 

women), urban genres (such as samba), and military bands (when the pífano and zabumba 

were playing the national anthem). This exemplifies the way the writer was inserted into this 

dense idea of Brazilianness.  

 

Conclusion 

 Following Plesch's methodology, I explored how the flute, as a symbol, manifested 

broadly in Brazilian culture, focusing, in this specific chapter, on iconography and music. 

However, when it comes to understanding musical meaning, the author still divides the signs 

into nonmusical versus musical. By using Klein, who suggests the topic as a code, I am not 

establishing any hierarchy between musical and non-musical. For Klein, all signs have the 

same value. On interpreting signs of the Brazilian flute in these two fields, I was able to build 

a network where one can see many correlations between the signs of the flute both in 

literature and iconography (see Figure 3.14). 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
excelente! À noite, enquanto a negrada sambava, num forrobodó empestado, levantando poeira 

na sala, e a música de zabumba e pífanos tocava o hino nacional, Padilha andava com um lote de 

caboclas fazendo voltas em redor de um tacho de canjica, no pátio que os muçambês invadiam. 

Tirei-o desse interessante divertimento: — Por que é que você não cultiva S. Bernardo? 
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Figure 3.14-  Provisional code for the Brazilian Flute 
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The flute in the context of primitivism appears in literary texts from two periods: the 

early colonial era as an instrument that provides a bridge of communication between invaders 

and natives; and in the nineteenth century Imperial Brazil, as an idealized and tendentious 

European view of the native, especially in the Indianismo movement. At the same time, it 

appears that the iconography of European explorers paints the primitive as either a fantasized 

view of the natives or just as an observation, in Imperial Brazil as well. In the mid-nineteenth 

century, the African Brazilian race starts to appear connected to the music of Barbers in 

literary texts. The same happened in iconography, where the flute is portrayed as connected 

to the music of barbers. At the beginning of the twentieth century, literature and iconography 

shows the flute in the context of interlacing art music, and popular urban genres. In the texts, 

the flute appears attached to an Italian aria at the same time it is attached to a modinha. In the 

case of iconography, the flute appears in the background among a mandolin and clarinet 

(typical instrumentation of popular urban genres) in the same room there is a piano. From the 

modernist painters' perspective, the instrument appears constantly connected to popular urban 

genres performed by African Brazilians. Later in the 1930s, especially in literature, the flute 

appears in the context of Northeast regionalism.  

In addition to this, I interpreted some values thar are connected to the subcodes. 

Regarding primitivism, the flute appears attached to ideas of brotherhood, domestication, 

savagery, ugliness, and mystical nature. In relation to popular urban genres, the instrument 

appears attached to ideas of religiosity, urbanization, and miscegenation. The subcode 

Northeastern regionalism approaches values those were also connected to primitivism and 

urban genres such as mystical nature, religiosity, and miscegentwtion. In the next chapter, I 
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will continue to build the network of the Brazilian flute by focusing on the sonority of the 

instrument. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ON THE CULTURAL UNIT FOR THE BRAZILIAN FLUTE: MUSIC 

 

On the flute sonority  

In Chapter 3, I presented several examples from literature and iconography over the 

course of various centuries to address the position and meanings of the flute within Brazilian 

culture. Through this, I was able to induce a provisional code for the Brazilian Flute, one that 

would gather all the signs (material, social, political, racial, etc.) that make for the cultural 

unit of this instrument in context. Throughout the chapter, I highlight various sub-codes that 

appeared as important within this provisional code: primitivism, urban genres, and 

Northeastern regionalism. In this chapter, I will continue with the work of inducing this 

broad code for the Brazilian Flute but focused on the sounds, musical elements, performers, 

and works. With this, I will expand and further nuance what I proposed in Chapter 3. The 

discussion follows a similar sequence with some needed minor adjustments. Towards the 

end, based on the discussion, I will present an ―updated‖ and more complete image of this 

cultural unit.  

 

The flute among natives and Jesuits 

As we saw in the previous chapter, the first reference to the flute and its sonority in 

the Brazilian context appeared at the beginning of the colonization period, when Jesuit 

missionaries forced natives into conversion. In his extensive research about the Jesuits' 
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influence in the Brazilian musical scene from 1549 to 1759, musicologist Marcos Holler 

observes: 

Flutes are frequently mentioned in texts from the nineteenth century. From the 15
th

 to 

the beginning of the seventeenth century, referred to as ―frautas,‖ it was the most used 

instrument at the beginning of the Jesuits‘ work with the Indians, not only because of 

their similarity to their instruments but also because of the ease of construction and 

execution. They appear in various situations, both sacred, such as masses, offices, and 

processions, and profane, such as receptions and parties; however, the term refers to 

both Portuguese and Indian instruments, and the distinction is not always clear.
1
 

Holler was able to find valuable primary sources that describe how colonizers brought flutes 

from Portugal and how its European version got intertwined with the native. He also shows 

how the instrument took part in social gatherings in which both, colonizers and natives took 

part. For instance, on December 20, 1584, in the context of Christmas celebrations, Father 

Fernão Cardim recounts Father Cristóvão de Gouveia‘s visit to Rio de Janeiro:  

Mr. Governor, with the Portuguese, made a lustrous fuss with arquebuses, and so 

together with their drums, fifes, and flags, went to the beach. [...] There was at sea a 

great party of the naval skirmish, drums, fifes, and flutes, with great shouts and 

festivities of the Indians, and the Portuguese of the land with its arquebus supplies 

and also those of the fortress shot some pieces of thick artillery, and with this party, 

we walk rich litter, with a great display of lit candles, organ singing, etc.
2
 

 

                                                           
 1 Marcos Holler, ―Uma História de Cantares de Sion na Terra dos Brasis: A Música na 

Atuação dos Jesuítas na América Portuguesa (1549-1759)‖ (doctoral dissertation, University of 

Campinas, 2006), 90, https://repositorio.unicamp.br/Busca/Download?codigoArquivo=481909. 

―As flautas São frequentementes mencionadas nos textos do Sec. XVI ate o início do Sec. XVII 

sempre como ―frautas‖; foram os instrumentos mais utilizados no principio da atuacao dos 

jeusitas junto aos indios, nao somento pela semelhanca com seus instrumentos, mas tambem pela 

facilidade na sua construcao e execucao. Surgem em varias situacoes, tanto sacras como missas, 

oficios e profissoes, quanto profanas, como recebimentos e festas; porem, o termo refere-se tanto 

a instrumentos dos portugueses como dos indios e a distincao nem semore e clara.‖ 

 2 Marcos Holler, ―Uma História de Cantares de Sion na Terra dos Brasis,‖ 48. ―O Sr. 

Governador, como os mais portugueses, fizeram um lustroso alardo de arcabuzaria, e assim 

junsto com seus tambores, pifaros e bandeiras foram a Praia. […] Houve no mar grande festa de 

escaramuca naval, tambores, pifaros e flautas, com grande grita e festa dos indios, e os 

portugueses da terra com sua arcabuzaria e tambem os da fortaleza dispararam algunas pecas de 

artilharia grossa e com esta festa andamos rica charola, com grande aparato de velas acesas, 

música de canto d‘orgao, etc…‖ 

https://repositorio.unicamp.br/Busca/Download?codigoArquivo=481909
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As the quote suggests, the flute appears in connection to both natives and Europeans. The 

fact that the flute was identified early on as a prominent musical instrument for the native 

population helped understand the instrument as a symbol of primitivism, a recurrent 

association within the cultural production of what is often called ―romantic nationalism‖ in 

Brazil. Moreover, the role of the flute in these early interactions between natives and 

Europeans demonstrates the importance of its sonority and function in hybrid religious 

musical practices. The relationship between the instrument and religious musical practices 

also became prominent in eighteenth-century colonial music and in nineteenth-century 

northeastern music (in the case of the latter, intrinsically connected to the Catholic festivities 

brought by Jesuits). From this perspective, I argue that both, religious music bands, and 

nineteenth-century primitivist aesthetics, part of the cultural unit of the Brazilian Flute, find 

their early expressions during this period.   

 

The Barroco Mineiro and the Music of African Brazilians 

Sources from the Barroco Mineiro also highlight the functionality and sonority of the 

flute. As previously discussed, musical practices at this time and space were mainly religious. 

The participation of the flute in this context is recorded by Felipe Novaes, who transcribed 

documents from the book of Term of Auctions for the years 1787 to 1796. The flutes among 

other wind instruments and voices were used in religious music in the context of Christmas 

festivities. 

Music regiment with voices and instruments, with which the Festivity to be 

celebrated for the Birth of the Most Serene Prince Our Lord Dom Antonio, to 

Florêncio Joze Ferreira, whose content is as follows = Voices in Music by two choirs 

= Eight Voices = Fourteen Fiddles = Four Fiddlers = Two Oboes = Two Bassoons = 

Two Clarins = Two Horns = Two Flutes = One Timbale = Four 253 Wind 

Instruments [wind] for the Publication of the Birth = Florêncio Joze Ferreira = And it 
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contains no more the said list, to which I refer with the content of which I have 

registered it, with the content of which I have registered it here [the clerk duplicates 

the same sentence] in this Vila Rica on the twenty-second day of the month of July of 

one thousand seven hundred and ninety-five years, I Antônio Jose Velho Coelho, 

Clerk of the Chamber, who wrote and signed...
3
 

Curt Lange, although centuries later, also observes that flutes were part of the musical 

economy in Minas since 1776: 

Institutionalized musical groups, known as ―orchestras,‖ appeared in Minas Gerais in 

the second half of the nineteenth century. Previously, they were called ―companies of 

music‖ or ―music parties.‖ The colonial city of São João del Rei had a music 

company in 1776 that consisted of a small choir and an instrumental group (first and 

second violin, viola, cello, bass, two flutes or oboes, and two horns).
4
 

 

Focused on the music in São Joao Del Rey—a historic city also part of the Minas Colonial 

Baroque—Fernando Sales noticed that the music composed for the Orchestra Lira 

Sanjoanense
5
 by composer Father José Maria Xavier, especially highlighted the flute through 

important soloistic passages, which it serves as evidence of the high level of performance 

                                                           
 3 Felipe Novaes Ricardo, ―Entre Santos e Mosquetões: Arremates de Música em Vila 

Rica (1775-1812)‖ (master Dissertation, Federal University of Minas Gerais, 2019), 252, 

https://repositorio.ufmg.br/handle/1843/30424. ―Regimento da música com as vozes e 

instrumentos, com que se rematou para a Festividade de que se há de celebrar pelo feliz 

Nascimento do Sereníssimo Príncipe Nosso Senhor Dom Antonio, a Florêncio Joze Ferreira, cujo 

teor é o seguinte = Vozes na Música a dois coros = Oito Vozes = Quatorze Rabecas = Quatro 

Rabecões = Dois Oboés = Dois Fagotes = Dois Clarins = Duas Trompas = Duas Flautas = Um 

Timbale = Quatro 253 Instrumentos de assopro [sopro] para a Publicação do Nascimento = 

Florêncio Joze Ferreira = E não contem mais o dito rol, a que me reporto com cujo teor aqui o 

registrei, com cujo teor aqui o registrei [o escrivão duplica a mesma sentença] nesta Vila Rica aos 

vinte e dois dias do mês de Julho de mil setecentos e noventa e cinto anos, eu Antônio Jose Velho 

Coelho, Escrivão da Câmara, que escrevi e assino.‖ 

 4 Barbara Alge, ―Música nos Tempos Coloniais: Um Olhar a Partir da Prática Musical em 

Minas Gerais Hoje,‖ Música em Contexto 1 (2017): 149-150, 

https://periodicos.unb.br/index.php/Musica/article/download/11132/9794, ―Grupos musicais 

institucionalizados, conhecidos como ―orquestras‖, surgiram em Minas Gerais na segunda 

metade do século XIX. Antes foram chamados de ―companhias de música‖ ou ―partidos de 

música‖. Na cidade colonial de São João del Rei tinha uma companhia de música em 1776 

composta por um pequeno coral e um grupo instrumental (primeiro e segundo violino, viola, 

violoncelo, baixo, duas flautas ou oboés, e duas trompas).‖ 

 5 An orchestra that currently still performs in the city for civic and religious cerimonies.  

https://repositorio.ufmg.br/handle/1843/30424
https://periodicos.unb.br/index.php/Musica/article/download/11132/9794
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among flutists in the region.
6
 Example 4.1 shows the flute part for the Hino da Novena de 

Nossa Senhora das Mercês. The excerpt shows the high level of virtuosity required to 

perform the flute part, given how the composer explored the full range of the instrument as 

much as the extension of the soloistic passages. 

 

Example 4.2- Padre José Maria Xavier, Hino da Novena de Nossa Senhora das Mercês.7 

 Towards the mid-eighteenth century, also in relation to Catholic religious musical 

practices, woodwinds, and percussion bands began to appear. To fulfill the demands, flutists 

began to receive informal music education, which, as I will address later, became common 

among barbers later on. Many of these bands still exist, and their archives, where many 

                                                           
 6 IV Responsório das Matinas do Natal, Glória Patri da Novena de Nossa Senhora do 

Carmo, Antífona da Novena de São Sebastião, Hino da Novena de Nossa Senhora das Mercês, 

Antífona da Novena de Nossa Senhora da Conceição and a Minueto. Fernando Sales, ―A 

Formação Flautística no Conservatório Estadual de Música Padre José Maria Xavier: Um Estudo 

Histórico‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of Minas, 2011), 23, 

https://repositorio.ufmg.br/handle/1843/AAGS-8M5N5B 

 7 Flute part found in Lira Sanjoanense Orchestra archive in Fernando Sales, ―A Formação 

Flautística no Conservatório Estadual de Música Padre José Maria Xavier: Um Estudo Histórico‖ 

(master dissertation, Federal University of Minas, 2011), 23 
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manuscripts were found, were extensively studied by Curt Lunge in the 1950s. Sales in fact 

comment on the social and racial implications of religious orchestras and bands in Minas 

Gerais, since most of the musicians were African Brazilians. According to Eduardo Coelho, 

and given the racial heterogeneity of the society in Minas Gerais, ―music was (like the other 

arts, generally speaking) undoubtedly a privileged way for a mulato to achieve acceptance 

and social prestige.‖
8
 Music during this time became a means to achieve social prestige, not 

only in Brazil but also in other countries of Latin America.
9
 As I will discuss later in this 

chapter, race was an important aspect of the discourse around some prominent flutists.  

 

The operatic flute in Imperial Rio de Janeiro 

 The flute also occupied a prominent place in early nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro, 

at the time the Portuguese royal family settled in Brazil. Like in other Latin American cities, 

Italian opera was one of the most prestigious musical practices. In the case of Rio de Janeiro, 

these performances took place at the Imperial Theater São Pedro de Alcântara. In emulating 

the European benefit concert, it was customary for a solo performer to be featured between 

opera acts. André Mendes observes that ―it was within the intermissions of these operas that 

flutists acted as soloists in a concert, or more commonly, playing variations with piano 

                                                           
 8 Eduardo Coelho, ―Coalhadas e rapaduras: estratégias de inserção social e sociabilidades 

de músicos negros – São João del-Rei, século XIX‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of 

São Joao del Rei, 2011), 135. https://www.ufsj.edu.br/portal2-

repositorio/File/pghis/Dissertacao__eduardo_lara_coelho.pdf   ―A música era (como as artes, de 

um modo geral), sem dúvida alguma, um caminho privilegiado para se conseguirem aceitação e 

prestígio social por parte de um mulato.‖ My emphasis.  

 9  In chapter 3, for instance, Quintero discusses this phenomenon in Tumaco, Colombia.  

See: Michael Birenbaum Quintero, Rites, Rights and Rhythms: A Genealogy of Musical Meaning 

in Colombia's Black Pacific (New York: Oxford University Press, 2019). 
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accompaniment. It was precisely in one of those occasions that João Manuel Cambeces was 

introduced.‖
10

 In another advertisement of 1837, another flute performance appears 

mentioned in the context of a singers benefit concert at the D. Manoel‘s Beach Theater:  

―New drama in two acts, translated from the French‖ The mother or The six-

year-old girl. ―The beneficiary will recite, at the end of the play, a simple 

praise of gratitude, after which there will be singing by Mrs. Elisa Piaccentini; 

flute variations by Mr. Motta; duet by Mr. João dos Reis and Gabriel; and will 

finish the show the new and beautiful farce The secretary and the cook.‖
11

 

 

 André Mendes argues that the flute was an instrument popular in the Imperial era in 

Brazil. Even though many musicians were multi-instrumentalist, the names of flutists 

Antônio Xavier da Cruz e Lima, Francisco da Motta, M. Moreau, Antoine Mauger, Estevão 

Masino, and Manuel Vicente Fortuna appear in documents of the Diário do Rio de Janeiro 

either as flute performers, teachers, or both.
12

 Perhaps the reason for the popularity of the 

flute is due to the instrument's participation in European art musical traditions, the music of 

the native population, and as I will further discuss, the musical practices of African 

Brazilians. The Benefits Concerts with flute not only would attract the Brazilian elite but 

                                                           
 10 André Mendes, ―A História da Flauta Transversal na Capital do Império Brasileiro 

(1822 A 1859): Uma Pesquisa Hemerográfica‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of Minas 

Gerais, 2019), 18, https://repositorio.ufmg.br/handle/1843/31035n ―Era no intervalo dessas 

óperas que os flautistas atuavam como solistas de um concerto, ou mais comumente tocando 

variações com acompanhamento de piano. Justamente em uma dessas ocasiões é que se apresenta 

João Manuel Cambeces. ‖ 

 11 Péricles Vanzella Amim, ―A Presença Artística Italiana no Teatro do Rio De Janeiro 

Na Primeira Metade do Século XIX: A ―Companhia‖ Lírica Atuante no Imperial Teatro de São 

Pedro de Alcântara - década 1821-183‖ (doctoral dissertation, Federal University of the State of 

Rio de Janeiro, 2018), 299, http://www.repositorio-

bc.unirio.br:8080/xmlui/handle/unirio/12888?show=full. ―Novo drama em dois atos, traduzido 

do francês‖ A mãe ou A menina de seis anos. ―A beneficiada recitará, no fim da peça, um 

simples elogio de gratidão, depois do que haverá cantoria pela sra. Elisa Piaccentini; variações de 

flauta pelo sr. Motta; dueto pelo sr. João dos Reis e Gabriel; e findará o espetáculo a nova e bela 

farsa O secretário e o cozinheiro.‖ 

 12 Mendes, ―A História da Flauta Transversal na Capital do Império Brasileiro (1822 A 

1859), 22. 

https://repositorio.ufmg.br/handle/1843/31035n
http://www.repositorio-bc.unirio.br:8080/xmlui/handle/unirio/12888?show=full
http://www.repositorio-bc.unirio.br:8080/xmlui/handle/unirio/12888?show=full
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would also other communities who were already familiar with the instrument in the context 

of other musical practices.  

As discussed in the previous chapters, nineteenth-century artists adhered to the 

aesthetics of primitivism in their quest for national identity during this century. This was 

especially notable in Rio de Janeiro operas, where a romanticized idea of the natives as 

primitive was highlighted. Besides its image, the sonority of the flute became an important 

medium to portray this idea, since the instrument played an important role during the process 

of colonization.  

The opera O Guarani, previously discussed in Chapter 1, is the most famous example 

of indigenismo in this context. In the overture
13

, as customary, the orchestra introduces the 

themes that will permeate the entire work. The first theme is associated with indigenismo in 

its title—Tema dos Selvagens (Savage Theme)—which suggests already a connection 

between savagery and primitivism. Carlos Gomes portrays primitivism in this theme (see 

Example 4.2), first by contextualizing it with a static harmony (alternating A major and F# 

minor chords, avoiding more stable references to tonal functionality). 

                                                           
 13 The overture initially worked as introduction for the first scene, but the composer 

created a new edition one year later, in 1871, where he utilizes many themes from the entire 

opera. There is no chronological narrative in the overture as the musical theme appears in a 

different order of the entire plot. Olga Freitas Silva, ―Il Guarany de Antônio Carlos Gomes: A 

História de uma Ópera Nacional‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of Parana, 2011), 123. 
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Example 4.2- Carlos Gomes, 1870, Sinfonia - Il Guarany, mm. 1-3 

 Another salient feature of this main theme is the double-dotted rhythm and the 

interval of the perfect fourth (see Example 4.2). This theme opens the overture and appears 

many times as an accompaniment for Peri (the native character) throughout the opera, as 

shown by musicologist Olga Freitas Silva (see Example 4.3).
14

 (As I will show in Chapter 5, 

this rhythmic figure followed by thirty seconds and articulating a perfect fourth will be used 

by later composers such as Villa-Lobos and Osvaldo Lacerda to reference primitivism. 

                                                           
 14 The most recurrent motif throughout the score of Il Guarany is the one used to 

characterize Peri, exposed for the first time in scene I of the first act, when the character presents 

before the Portuguese (―Peri m‘appella‖). While Peri introduces himself (―De Peri call me, in 

their language, the heroic people of the Guarani"), the orchestra presents a theme, characterized 

by an interval of fourth ascending and descending, which will be repeated several times during 

the opera. In this theme there is a sudden passage from minor to major, which gives a strong and 

willful tone. ―Here, the orchestra does not act as a mere accompaniment to the singing. Gomes 

treats the orchestra as an essential element in the process of associating with the protagonist and 

the heroism of the Guarani people a fully symphonic motif. Olga Freitas Silva, ―Il Guarany de 

Antônio Carlos Gomes, 121. ―O motivo mais recorrente em toda a partitura de Il Guarany é 

aquele utilizado para caracterizar Peri, exposto pela primeira vez na cena I do primeiro ato, 

quando o personagem se apresenta perante os portugueses (―Peri m‘appella‖). Enquanto Peri se 

apresenta (―De Peri me chama, em sua língua, o heróico povo dos guaranis‖), a orquestra 

apresenta um tema, caracterizado por um intervalo de quarta ascendente e descendente, que será 

repetido várias vezes durante a ópera. Neste tema há uma passagem repentina de menor para 

maior, o que lhe concede um tom forte e voluntarioso. ―Aqui, a orquestra não tem função de 

mera acompanhante do canto. Gomes trata a orquestra como elemento essencial no processo de 

associar ao protagonista e ao heroísmo do povo guarani um motivo plenamente sinfônico.‖ 
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Example 4.3- Carlos Gomes, 1870, Cena 1, Act 1, Il Guarany 

 

Example 4.4- Carlos Gomes, 1870, Sinfonia - Il Guarany, mm. 159-162 

The association between this motive and the instrument appears already in the 

overture (see Example 4.5, mm.163-166). This happens right before a highly chromatic 

passage in the flutes also associated with primitivism in the opera. This passage appears for 

the first time played by the entire flute section in the overture starting at m. 54 (see Example 

4.6). 
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Example 4.5- Carlos Gomes, 1870, Overture, Il Guarany, mm 163-166. 

 The chromaticism theme reappears at the end of the second act (see Example 4.7), 

when the Aimorés tribe violently approaches the scene to capture Ceci (the main character in 

the opera). Gomes uses the flutes and this particular gesture as a sonic announcement. On 

using the flute prominently and surrounded by other signs (the characterization of the actors 

and the adaptation of Alencar‘s text), Gomes set up an important precedent for the 

association between the sonority of the instrument and primitivist esthetics.   

 

 

Example 4.6- Carlos Gomes, 1870, Sinfonia - Il Guarany, mm. 54-56 
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Example 4.7- Carlos Gomes, 1870, Vedi quel volto livido, Act II. 

 

Flute and blackness: Música de Barbeiro
15

   

  During the nineteenth century in Rio de Janeiro and Salvador, there is an emergence 

of a new profession—the sangradores (bleeders) associated with the African Brazilian 

community.
16

The bleeders were also known as barbeiros (barbers) as this was one of their 

many skills. Tania Pimenta and Rodrigo Dantas show that between 1844 and 1889 there were 

more than 2,400 advertisements for barbers in Imperial Brazil. These stores offered 

miscellaneous services such as haircuts, beard grooming, perfume making, animal bleeding, 

and minor medical services.
17

 Interestingly, many of these ―barbers‖ were also musicians, 

including flute players who eventually became famous (as I will show in my case studies). 

                                                           
 15 The translation for música de barbeiros is music of barbers. 

 16 ―Among the Brazilian applications that presented the legal status of the suppliant, 

61.7% (i.e. 101) were slaves and 38.3% (63), freed (Pepper, 1998). Thus, it is clear that these 

data are in line with the reports of the time, such as those by Walsh (1985, p. 177-8) and Debret 

(1940, p. 151), author of classic engravings about these activities. Blacks and mulattoes made up 

the majority of the bleeders. Second Debret, the stores normally belonged to freed blacks, who 

employed slaves, instructing them as apprentices.‖ Tania Pimenta and Rodrigo Dantas, 

―Barbeiros-Sangradores no Rio de Janeiro Oitocentista: Transformações de um Ofício,‖ Revista 

da ABPN 6, no.14 (2014): 8, https://www.arca.fiocruz.br/handle/icict/26175. ―Entre os pedidos 

brasileiros que apresentavam a condição jurídica do suplicante, 61.7% (ou seja, 101) eram 

escravos e 38.3% (63), forros (Pimenta, 1998). Desse modo, percebe-se que esses dados vão ao 

encontro dos relatos da época, como os de Walsh (1985, p. 177-8) e Debret (1940, p. 151), autor 

de gravuras clássicas sobre essas atividades. Negros e mulatos constituíam a maior parte dos 

sangradores. Segundo Debret, as lojas normalmente pertenciam a negros libertos, que 

empregavam escravos, instruindo-os como aprendizes.‖ 

 17 Tania Pimenta and Rodrigo Dantas, ―Barbeiros-Sangradores no Rio de Janeiro 

Oitocentista, 16. 

https://www.arca.fiocruz.br/handle/icict/26175
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For instance, André Mendes mentions that Diary of Rio de Janeiro registered two African 

Brazilian barbers that were also flutists. Eventually, this triggered a new musical 

phenomenon: the so-called música de barbeiros. 

 The música de barbeiros has existed since the mid-seventeenth century. Historian 

Tinhorão identifies it as the first genre of instrumental music that appeared on the farms, later 

moving to the cities along with the process of urbanization.
18

 Manuela Costa also emphasizes 

this idea: 

The Barbers had great importance in the development of popular music, as they 

contributed to the creation of the maxixe, due to the cultural mix of the whites 

(Portuguese, in particular) and blacks. These groups were also the most prominent 

promoters and influencers of choro, samba, and other Brazilian musical genres. In 

addition, they contributed to the diffusion of dances and musical genres such as: 

polka, waltz, mazurka, Scottish, gavotte, and quadrille, which arrived in the country 

through the port of Rio de Janeiro, imprinting characteristics native to these genres. 

This kind of musical ensemble had intense participation in the states of Bahia and Rio 

de Janeiro.
19

 

                                                           
 18 In the middle of the 17th century, the first type of Brazilian instrumental music for 

leisure in the cities appeared in Bahia and Rio de Janeiro; composed by blacks, it became known 

as ―Música de Barbeiros‖. On Bahian and Carioca farms, masters destined some of their slaves to 

learn certain professions, such as barbering. Therefore, due to the manual skills that these men 

held, in addition to the fact that many showed aptitude for playing instruments, it was in music 

that they sought their spare time entertainment. The arrival of these musicians to the cities 

happened due to the material process of urbanization in colonial Brazil, which could only happen 

in Bahia and Rio de Janeiro boosted by the gold rush. Jose Tinhorao, Música Popular: Um Tema 

em Debate, (São Paulo: Editora 34, 1997). In Caio Vinícius Zévola Orru, ―As Origens Sociais do 

Choro: da Segunda Metade do Século XIX oo Início do Século XX (1870-1920),‖ In XIII 

Encontro Estadual de História da ANPUH-PE: História e Mídias: Narrativas em disputa, 2020, 

Online. ―Em meados do século XVII, aparecia na Bahia e no Rio de Janeiro o primeiro tipo de 

música instrumental brasileira destinada ao lazer nas cidades; composta pelos negros, ficou 

conhecida como ―Música de Barbeiros‖. Nas fazendas baianas e cariocas, os senhores 

destinavam alguns de seus escravos ao aprendizado de certas profissões, como por exemplo, a de 

barbeiro. Logo, devido às habilidades manuais que estes homens detinham, além de que muitos 

apresentavam aptidão para tocar instrumentos, era na música que buscavam o seu divertimento 

das horas vagas. A vinda desses músicos paras as cidades aconteceu devido ao processo material 

de urbanização do Brasil colônia, que só pôde acontecer na Bahia e no Rio de Janeiro 

dinamizados pela corrida do ouro. 

 19 Manuela Costa, ―Música e História: Um Estudo sobre as Bandas de Música Civis e 

suas Apropriações Militares,‖ Tempos Históricos 15, no. 1 (October, 2011): 245, 

https://doi.org/10.36449/rth.v15i1.5707. ―Os  barbeiros  tiveram  grande  importância  no  

https://doi.org/10.36449/rth.v15i1.5707
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In this context, as an instrument played by African Brazilian barbers, the flute became 

integral to the Brazilian urban genres that emerged after that time (specifically at the 

beginning of the twentieth century) such as choro and samba, as mentioned by Costa. Those 

genres equally influenced nationalist composers who drew from popular folklore in their 

search for Brazilianness in a modernist context (such as Villa-Lobos) and after in the 1940s 

(such as Claudio Santoro). For this reason, I believe that the relationship between flute 

sonority and the idea of Brazilianness in art music had its roots in Colonial Brazil of the 

seventeenth century.  

 

Music of Bands 

 The emergence of civic and military bands—another tradition whose origins can be 

traced to farm bands—quickly became an important part of Brazil‘s musical landscape at this 

time.  These were needed to perform at royal ceremonies and public events. As Fernando 

Binder observes: 

Military bands often took part in the official festivities of the Luso-Brazilian 

monarchy, both in honor of the royal and imperial family - birthdays, engagements, 

weddings, christenings, etc – and for reasons of state - acclamations, military 

victories, and civic-political celebrations in general. It is frequent exposure would 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
desenvolvimento  da  música  popular, pois   contribuíram   para   a   criação   do   maxixe,   

devido   à   mistura   cultural   dos   brancos (portugueses,   em   particular)   e   dos   negros. 

Esses   grupostambém foram   os   grandes incentivadores e influenciadores do choro, samba e 

outros gêneros musicais brasileiros. Além disso, contribuíram para a difusão de danças e gêneros 

musicais tais como: apolka, a valse, a mazurka,a scottish,agavotte,  a quadrille,  que  chegavam  

aopaíspelo  porto  do  Rio  de Janeiro,  imprimindo  características  nativasa  esses  gêneros.Esse  

tipo  de  conjunto  musical teve intensa participação nos estados da Bahia e do Rio de Janeiro.‖ 
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have favored the dissemination of this characteristic type of instrumental ensemble - 

the brass band - as an important symbolic element in monarchical representation.
20

 

Like barber musicians after the 1808 independence, civic and military bands occupied a 

prominent space in Imperial Rio de Janeiro. This shift in the social position of musicians 

(from farm bands to civic and military bands) also contributed to the professionalization of 

musicians, including flutists.  

As stated above, the música de barbeiros, civic/military bands, and by extension the 

flute had a fundamental role in the development of popular urban genres in Brazil. These 

genres became an important part of the modernist discourse on musical nationalism, as art 

music composers would often allude, implicitly or explicitly, to these in their work. In this 

case, what I am most concerned with is on delineating the interconnection between the flute-

as-cultural-unit (with its codes and sub-codes) and that very same idea of Brazilianness they 

south to highlight.  

 

Bands in the Context of the Northeast  

 Although the Northeast region of Brazil was far removed from the cities with more 

European influence (social, economic, religious), the north and south were still connected 

through colonization by certain social, cultural, and religious practices. While civil and 

military bands proliferated in Rio de Janeiro, another type of ensemble emerged from the 

                                                           
 20 Fernando Binder, ―Bandas Militares no Brasil: difusão e organização entre 1808-1889‖ 

(master sissertation, University of São Paulo, 2006), 10, 

https://repositorio.unesp.br/handle/11449/95107. ―Bandas militares muitas vezes tomavam parte 

das festas oficiais da monarquia luso-brasileira, tanto em honra à família real e imperial - 

aniversários, noivados, casamentos, batizados etc - quanto por razões de Estado - aclamações, 

vitórias militares e celebrações cívico-políticas em geral. Esta exposição freqüente teria 

favorecido a divulgação deste tipo característico de conjunto instrumental - a banda de música - 

como um importante elemento simbólico na representação monárquica.‖ 

https://repositorio.unesp.br/handle/11449/95107
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Brazilian Northeast: the bandas cabaçais or bandas de pífanos. Pífano is a type of flute made 

of different kinds of bamboo played in a transversal position. In fact, between 1927-1929, 

Mário de Andrade traveled to Brazil‘s North and Northeast regions, in search of folkloric 

materials that in his eyes expressed a sort of untouched culture. According to him,  ―…it was 

in the north and northeast of Brazil that the treasure of our popular cultures was preserved 

because here in the south was already lost, forgotten, transformed due to European influences 

and the process of industrialization that the country was going through.‖
21

  

 
.
Since the nineteenth century, this ensemble featured two pífanos and two drums, 

instruments traditionally made by the performers themselves. Similarly, musicologist Oneyda 

Alvarenga defines cabaçais as ―a name by which, at least in Paraíba, Pernambuco, and 

Ceará, an instrumental ensemble commonly composed of two zabumbas and two pífanos 

´´[...] In this Ensemble also usually participate Ganzá and Tamborim. One of the zabumbas 

can be replaced by a taró.‖
22

 That is to say, this ensemble is formed mainly by flutes and 

percussion. 

                                                           
 21 Roberta Paula, ―As Danças Populares na Obra de Mário de Andrade,‖ Resgate 20, no.2 

(2013): 39, https://doi.org/10.20396/resgate.v20i24.8645744. ―...era no norte e nordeste do Brasil 

que ainda se preservava o tesouro de nossas culturas populares, pois aqui no sul muito já havia se 

perdido, esquecido, transformado, devido às influências europeias, e o processo de 

industrialização pelo qual passava o país.‖ 

 22 Oneyda Alvarenga, Música Popular Brasileira (São Paulo: Duas Cidades, 1982), 352. 

In Carlos Pedrasse, ―Bandas de Pífanos de Caruaru: Uma análise musical,‖ State University of 

Campinas, 2002, 44, https://repositorio.unicamp.br/Busca/Download?codigoArquivo=481732. 

―Nome com que pelo menos na Paraíba, em Pernambuco e no Ceará é designado um conjunto 

instrumental composto comumente de dois Zabumbas e dois Pifes (...) Do conjunto costumam 

participar também Ganzá e Tamborim. Um dos zabumbas pode ser substituído por um taró. ‖ 

https://doi.org/10.20396/resgate.v20i24.8645744
https://repositorio.unicamp.br/Busca/Download?codigoArquivo=481732
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The first reference to this band in literature is from 1838, when botanist George 

Gardner observed a religious event in Cato, Ceará, a city with a big Cariri
23

 native 

population. He wrote: ―the population of the village reaches two thousand inhabitants, mostly 

Indians or mestizos. […] A short distance away, a band played music, with two fifes and two 

drums, but the music was disgraceful...‖
24

 Scholars believe that the band of cabaçais arose 

from the interaction, most of the time violent, between Portuguese, Italians, the indigenous 

population, and later on, African Brazilian communities. Pablo Costa observes that:  

Although catechized and with faith turned to Catholicism, the Caboclos continued in 

the same territory, living in the exact rural nature. At the Miranda Mission, today's 

city of Crato, the Italian friars of the Capuchin Order were those who probably 

presented the transverse flute to the Cariri. With the new influences Afro-Brazilians 

in the region and with the appearance of marching bands in the mold of the European 

medieval bands, the band of pífano (name derived from the Italian piffaro), or from 

Zabumba, did not take long to consolidate itself as a fusion of all these different 

influences with mysticism and the indigenous musicality of the natives.
25

 

                                                           
 23 The Cariri native population dwelled, among other regions, the Cariri of Ceará and the 

Paraíba. 

 24 George Gardner, Travels in the Interior of Brazil, Principally Through the Northern 

Provinces and the Gold and Diamond Districts, 1838-41. In Elinaldo Braga, Nathalia de Santana, 

and Adalberto Leite, ―Os Pifeiros do Sertão da Paraíba,‖ Revista Eletrônica Extensão Cidadã 1 

(2006): 3, https://periodicos.ufpb.br/index.php/extensaocidada/article/view/1337/1010. ――a 

população da vila chega a dois mil habitantes, na maior parte índios ou mestiços. (...) A pouca  

distância  tocava  uma  banda  de  música,  com  dois  pífanos  e  dois  tambores,  mas  a música 

era desgraçada...‖ 

 25 Pablo Costa, ―Irmão Anicete: Poesia oral Cariri em som e performance,‖ Ângulo 87 

(2001): 49, http://www.repositorio.ufc.br/handle/riufc/43556. ―Embora catequizados e com a fé 

voltada para o catolicismo, os caboclos continuavam no mesmo território, vivendo a mesma 

natureza sertaneja. Na Missão do Miranda, hoje cidade do Crato, os frades italianos da Ordem 

dos Capuchinhos foram os que, provavelmente, apresentaram a flauta transversal aos Cariri. Com 

as novas influências afro-brasileiras na região e com a aparição de bandas marciais, nos moldes 

das bandinhas medievais européias, a banda de Pífano (nome derivado do italiano piffaro), ou de 

Zabumba, não tardava a se consolidar como uma fusão de todas essas diferentes influências com 

o misticismo e a musicalidade ingênita do indígena.‖ 

https://periodicos.ufpb.br/index.php/extensaocidada/article/view/1337/1010
http://www.repositorio.ufc.br/handle/riufc/43556
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In contrast with what happened in the southeast, the banda de pífanos did not have military a 

or civic function. Instead, their practice was situated between performance and rite, 

particularly in the syncretic celebration of Sacred Heart in the ceremony of Renovation.
26

 

Some of these bands achieved great popularity. That is the case of the Banda Cabaçal 

dos Irmãos Aniceto. It was founded in around 1815 by José Lourenço da Silva, a pífano 

player known as Aniceto, and a descendant of Cariri natives. The ensemble was based in the 

city of Crato, Ceará. Since the ensemble exists until nowadays, researchers have been able to 

study its history from various angles. For instance, Elídia Aguiar emphasizes the relationship 

between the band and native musical traditions in Brazil: 

The Aniceto family is made up of numerous, simple people, farmers in essence, who 

emphasize the indigenous descent of the patriarch José Aniceto, considered an heir to 

the culture of the Cariri tribe. This descent is logical, as the Aniceto reveal musical 

traits compatible with the trajectory of the cultural complex of indigenous societies in 

Brazil...
27

 

 

Later in the 1940s, the sonority of the banda the pífanos influenced the propagation of many 

Northeastern musical genres in Brazil such as frevo, baião, and forró.  These genres would 

be associated with musical signs such as improvisatory rhythms and character, modal scales, 

                                                           
 26 The Festa da Renovação that celebrates the Sacred Heart is a Catholic celebration that 

happens in December in December in the Cariri region of Northeast. According to Elinaldo 

Braga, this type of ensemble was mainly linked to Catholic religiosity, presenting itself in events 

such as processions, novenas, trecenas, masses, christenings, weddings, funerals, and 

patronesses. Currently, many cabaçal bands receive invitations to presentations at events cultural 

in general Elinaldo Braga, ―Cabaçal, a música do começo do mundo‖, in Caderno Temático 3 

Educação patrimonial: educação, memórias e identidades. ed. Átila Bezerra Tolentino (João 

Pessoa: IPHAN, 2013), 92. 

 27 Elídia Aguiar, ―O Bestiário Nordestino na Arte da Banda Cabaçal dos Irmãos 

Aniceto,‖ O público e o privado 1, no. 2 (2020): 131, 

https://revistas.uece.br/index.php/opublicoeoprivado/article/view/2717. ―A família dos Aniceto é 

constituída por gente numerosa, simples, lavradoresem sua essência, que enfatizam a 

descendência indígena do patriarca JoséAniceto, considerado um herdeiro da cultura da tribo 

Cariri. Essa descendênciatem lógica, pois os Aniceto revelam traços musicais compatíveis com a 

trajetóriado complexo cultural das sociedades indígenas do Brasil…‖ 

https://revistas.uece.br/index.php/opublicoeoprivado/article/view/2717
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and the unique timber of the pífano. I will return to this subject later in this chapter to show 

how composers of art music found inspiration in this ensemble when trying to capture the 

essence of Northeast regionalism.  

 

The Flute as a Leading Sonority of Choro 

 So far in this chapter, I have shown how the flute was central to the musical practices 

of European immigrants in the context of art music, African Brazilian communities in the 

context of civic/military bands and música de barbeiros, and natives before and during the 

process of colonization.  Moreover, when addressing the cultural unity of the Brazilian flute, 

exchanges that later gave rise to ideas on miscegenation were influential. As previously 

discussed, the first example of this can be noticed in the exchanges between Jesuit 

missionaries and natives in the sixteenth century, when the flute was understood as a cross-

cultural object (although, for the benefit of colonizers). In the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, this process involved African Brazilians and Europeans in the urban context of Rio 

de Janeiro. The choro—a prominent genre in this case study—is caught up within this 

complex web, and in a way, it represents the pinnacle of the racial connotations of the flute. 

Because it assumed a leading position in the music of the African Brazilian population, it 

also led to the increase of performers within that demographic.  

In her book, Tamara Elena Livingston situates the choro in relation to the project of 

racial miscegenation in Brazilian culture. She argues that ―any consideration of early 

Brazilian popular music must take into account the economic and social context of 

nineteenth-century Brazil, including racial discourse before and after slavery. The 

formulation of a national identity based on concepts of racial blending, or miscegenation, 
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was one of the most influential intellectual currents to develop in postcolonial Brazil.‖
28

 

From Livingston's perspective, ideas on race in context cannot be separated from this genre. 

As an extension, I argue that the flute not only carries these associations based on its function 

in the choro ensemble but also those of race in the context of Brazilian culture.  

 As a genre, Choro connects with older popular genres in vogue in Brazil in the 

nineteenth century. These are the modinha, the lundu, and the maxixe. Livingston argues that 

―these three genres were critical, not only to the stylistic development of the choro but also to 

its social positioning and meanings in the years after its emergence first as a style than a 

genre.‖
29

 Before going into some details of choro, a parenthesis on these older genres is 

needed. When discussing the modinha, Pedro Vaccari addresses two critical issues: the social 

stratification in Rio de Janeiro in relation to the African Brazilian community and the 

whitening ideology of Father José Maurício, one of the most prominent composers of 

modinhas.
30

 For Vaccari, this has not been fully acknowledged, since the musicological work 

on Nunes Garcia has generally excluded or misrepresented key social and racial factors.
31

 For 

instance, Edilson de Lima observes that ―precisely because they move through different 

social strata, modinha and lundu became a pivot of class interrelation, sometimes opening 

doors bringing together social characters from a low socioeconomic status such as African 

                                                           
 28Tamara Elena Livingston, and Thomas George Caracas Garcia, Choro: A Social 

History of a Brazilian Popular Music (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 2005), 17. 

 29 Livingston, and Garcia, Choro: A Social History of a Brazilian Popular Music, 17. 

 30 Pedro Razzante Vaccari, ―A Modinha como Expressão Nacional Do Século XIX: 

Desmistificando a Aura de Gênio do Padre José Maurício Nunes Garcia,‖ Revista Tulha 6, no.2 

(2020): 41, https://www.revistas.usp.br/revistadatulha/article/download/174410/167908/463415 

 31 Pedro Razzante Vaccari, ―A Modinha Como Expressão Nacional Do Século XIX,‖ 41-

42. 
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Brazilians Domingos Caldas Barbosa and Joaquim Manoel da Câmera.
32

 This show how 

modinha and lundu were composed by African Brazilians, even if historiography has tried to 

ignore it.
33

  

 Something similar occurred to the maxixe, a musical genre popular in the context of 

nightclubs in Rio de Janeiro at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Juliana Pereira 

discusses in her thesis how the ideology of racial miscegenation and whitening also 

negatively influenced the history of this dance as a genre. By saying that ―the maxixe was 

accepted as national, but it was still described in a way that denied its origin as if it wanted to 

correct itself and become elegant,‖ Pereira argues that the narrative of nationalism tried to 

hide the black origins of this dance, as it also whitened its main composers.
34

  

 In practical terms, the relation between the flute and these three genres has to do to 

with the terno. This ensemble, mentioned earlier in this chapter, comes from the tradition of 

the música de barbeiros in the eighteenth century, and kept appearing in various contexts 

until the twentieth century. However, the codes for this topic surpass the musical conventions 

                                                           
 32 Edilson de Lima, ―A Modinha e o Lundu: Dois Clássicos nos Trópicos‖ (doctoral 

dissertation, University of São Paulo, 2010), 10, 

https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27157/tde-29102010-130411/pt-br.php 

 33 For instance, José Ramos Tinhorão (2004, p.11) used the term pardo to classify the 

race of Domingo Caldas Barbosa, the black composer who is considered the pioneer in modinha 

genre. Names such as Gilberto Freyre (2016, p.10) and Mário de Andrade (2006, p.13) also 

portray the idealization of miscigenation When describing those genres and representative 

composers.  

 34 Juliana da Conceição Pereira, ―Da Cidade Nova aos Palcos: A História Social do 

Maxixe (1870-130)‖ (doctoral dissertation, Federal University Fluminense, 2021), 288.  

https://www.historia.uff.br/academico/media/aluno/2268/projeto/Juliana_da_Concei%C3%A7%

C3%A3o_Pereira__vkzuDDJ.pdf  ―O maxixe foi positivado como nacional, mas não deixava de 

ter descrições que negativavam sua origem e desejavam que ele se ―corrigisse‖ e se tornasse 

elegante. 
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as the flute becomes part of an essential social and racial narrative that permeates the 

foundation of Brazilian identity as a culture.   

 After addressing these preceding genres in relation to race and musical traditions, we 

can now better understand the choro. Its connection with the flute is more visible and audible 

in the melody. Livingston comments that ―although almost any instrument or type of 

ensemble can play in the choro style, choro has come to be strongly associated with the 

timbers and capabilities of the flute, cavaquinho, guitar, and pandeiro.‖
35

 Besides the issue of 

sonority, there is the issue of performance practice. Most choros is published nowadays. 

However, despite the notation, it is customary that the performer will still take some 

freedom, as the performance practice of this genre allows the performer to add different 

articulations and ornamentation to melodies. The concept of improvisation in relation to 

Brazilian music and the flute, however, is not unique to choro. The música de barbeiros was 

mainly performed by musicians with often little access to formal musical training.
36

Through 

the performance practice of improvisation, choro not only connects with maxixe, modinha, 

and lundu but also with the música de barbeiros. Building this network of associations 

between primary genres, learning processes, timber, and demographics, not only enriches the 

                                                           
 35 Livingston, and Garcia, Choro: a social history of a Brazilian popular music, 3. 

 36 For instance, Tinhorão mentioned that ―Unlike the musicians of the farm bands, whose 

purposes, ostentation and personal delight of the large landowners, led to orchestral 

preoccupation, almost always under the direction of teachers Europeans, city barbers were 

grouped together under the direction of a master of their condition, producing in a necessarily 

more spontaneous and popular style of music‖ José Ramos Tinhorão, História Social da Música 

Popular Brasileira, (São Paulo: Editora 34, 1998), 161. ―Ao contrário dos músicos das bandas da 

fazenda, cuja finalidade, ostentação e deleite pessoal dos grandes proprietários rurais, levava a 

preocupação orquestral, qualse sempre sobre a direção de professores europeus, os barbeiros da 

vidade se agrupavamsob a direção de um mestre de sua condição, produzindo em consequências  

um estilo de música mais espontâneo.‖ 
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knowledge about this genre but also ―brings together bits of time making of a narrative called 

history.‖
37

 

 

Prominent Flutists: Joaquim Calado, Patápio Silva, and Pixinguinha 

 At this point in the discussion, I have addressed how the flute participates in certain 

musical practices since colonial times, commenting on how those have always been 

intrinsically related to racial, political, and social issues in the context of Brazil. I have also 

defined música de barbeiros, music of bands (civic and military), and choro (including 

precursors genres such as maxixe, lundu, and modinhas) as the three main categories in 

which the flute participates in relation to urban musical genres. I have also commented on 

how other popular genres in the Brazilian Northeast became central to discourses on musical 

nationalism from the 1920s on.  As we continue the discussion, it is important to observe 

how by the end of the nineteenth century their practices, with their broad sets of relations, 

became interlaced in the Brazilian context. Especially in ever-growing cities, urban musical 

genres like choro developed fast, becoming important representatives of Brazilian culture. In 

the context of this study, I believe that performers, their work, and reception, were important 

in the articulation of the relationship between the flute and these genres. For that reason, I 

briefly address here the cases of three important flutists who, not coincidentally, were also 

leading figures in genres such choro, seresta, and samba. Because of their popularity, also 

crystalized in important recordings, these flutists further established the flute as the leading 

voice within their compositions and arrangements. Since these musicians were African 

                                                           
 37 Michael Leslie Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2005), 61. 
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Brazilians living under the myth of miscegenation, I will also address the racial and social 

issues surrounding their work.    

 Among many performers and composers of this genre, the work and life of Joaquim 

Antonio da Silva Calado Junior stand out. He was born in Rio de Janeiro in 1848 and is 

considered the ―father of choro.‖ Calado (also spelled Callado) was an exceptional flute 

player of his time. His father, Joaquim Antônio da Silva Calado, was a music teacher and 

band conductor— a subject previously addressed in connection to the flute. Calado started 

his composition and conducting lessons at the age of eight with the famous Brazilian 

composer Henrique Alves de Mesquita (1830-1903). His first appearance as a flutist in a 

concert hall was in 1866 in the presence of the royal family. Around the same time, he was 

also known as a composer, as registered in a 1969 advertisement of one of his scores (see 

Figure 4.1). Even though he was a formally trained flutist, he performed popular genres and 

became a member of the group ―Choro Carioca‖ (also known in the literature as ―Choro do 

Calado‖). Referring to the choro Carioca group, Marcelo Verzoni affirms that ―...among 

scholars, there is a consensus on the importance of this group for a particular type of music 

that, over the years, would become identified as the ‗choro phenomenon.‖
38

 

                                                           
 38 Marcelo Versoni, ―Joaquim Callado, Trajetória Historiográfica do Pai do Choro 

Carioca,‖ Revista Brasileira de Música UFRJ 29, no. 2 (2016): 303, 

https://revistas.ufrj.br/index.php/rbm/article/download/26465/1631. ―…entre os estudiosos, 

existe um consenso quanto à importância desse grupo para um determinado tipo de música que, 

com o passar dos anos, viria a ser identificado como o ‗fenômeno choro.‘‖ 

https://revistas.ufrj.br/index.php/rbm/article/download/26465/1631
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Figure 4.1- Advertisement published in 1869, in the Jornal do Comercio, 69/1. 

 Calado was an African Brazilian often portrayed by historians as pardo (a term used 

to describe someone with both, European and African descent).
39

  At other times his race is 

not addressed at all. However, this has been central to his reception, especially concerning 

his influence as a flute player. 
 
For instance, Denis dos Santos mentions that ―although 

considered the father of choro, Joaquim Calado is relatively unknown to the Brazilian music 

community in general, much fewer musicians around the world.‖
40

 Furthermore, Mendes 

mentions that some scholars have established European flutist Mathieu-André Reichert as the 

pioneer of the silver Boehm flute in Brazil, even though this model only appeared later.
41

  He 

states: ―… the theory is built that from the meeting of the two, a black and the other white, 

one Brazilian and the other European, one using a wooden conical flute model and the other 

                                                           
 39 For a detailed discussion on the meanings of pardo throughout the History of Brazil, 

see Viviane Weschenfelder and Mozart Da Silva ―For statistical purposes, pardo is a color that 

results from the cross between white and black races/ethnicities: it is the symbol of 

miscegenation.‖ Viviane Weschenfelder and Mozart Da Silva, ―A Cor da Mestiçagem: o pardo e 

a produção de subjetividades negras no Brasil contemporâneo,‖ Análise Social 53, no. 2 (2018): 

310-311, https://doi.org/10.31447/AS00032573.2018227.03 

 40 Denis dos Santos, ―The Music and Flute of Joaquim Antonio Callado: A Study of 

Selected Compositions‖ (doctoral dissertation, University of Kentuck, 2015), 3, 

https://uknowledge.uky.edu/music_etds/69/ 

 41 The Italian flutist Achille Malavasi was the first one to play in a silver Boehm model 

flute in 1851. 
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using Boehm metal flute, the Brazilian flute school is born.‖
42

 In fact, both played a wooden 

model, but in the racial narrative of miscegenation, the idea of blackness attached to artistic 

delay would fit it better.  

 Certainly, Calado contributed immensely to the proliferation of flute timber in 

popular urban genres. Even though his status as an African Brazilian flutist was difficult in 

the time when discourses on miscegenation were taking place, he consolidated the instrument 

as a leading sonority within the choro genre, proposing a dialogue between popular urban 

genres and European art music as a performer and composer. An example of his first steps to 

urban genres is the melodic line of Lundu Caracteristico (see Example 4.8). In the excerpt, 

continuous sixteenth notes are followed by syncopations. The syncopated rhythm of melodies 

was deemed an important characteristic of Brazilian music by modernist nationalists, such as 

Mário de Andrade.
43

 

 

Example 4.8- Joaquim Calado, 1879, Lundu Caracteristico, mm. 1-16. 

                                                           
 42 André Mendes, ―A História da Flauta Transversal na Capital do Império Brasileiro,‖13. 

―…constrói-se a teoria de que do encontro dos dois, um negro e outro branco, um brasileiro e o 

outro europeu, um utilizando flauta cônica de madeira e de sistema simples e outro utilizando 

flauta Boehm de metal, nasce a escola brasileira de flauta‖ 

 43 ―If, in fact, now that it is a period of formation, we must frequently and abuse the direct 

element provided by folklore, we must not forget that artistic music is not a popular phenomenon 

but a development of it. The composer has to employ not only the rich syncopation that the 

popular provides, but he can draw lessons from it. And in that case the syncopation of the people 

will become a source of wealth.‖ Mário de Andrade, Ensaio sobre a música brasileira (São 

Paulo: Livraria Martins Editora, 1972), 37. ―Si de fato agora que éperíodo de formação devemos 

empregar com freuqência e abuso o elemento direto fornecido pelo folclore, carece que a gente 

não esqueçaque música artística não é fenômeno popular porem desenvolvimento deste. O 

compositor tem pra empregar não só o sincopado rico que o populário fornece como pode tirar 

ilações disso. E nesse caso a síncopa do povo se tornará uma fonte de riqueza.‖ 
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 Another example of a flutist active in choro, salon, and cinema music as a composer 

and performer is Patápio Silva (1880-1907). Many aspects of his life touch on some of the 

signs I have already addressed in relation to the cultural unity of the Brazilian flute. He was 

an African Brazilian flutist born in Rio de Janeiro on the same year that Calado and Reichter 

died, although he then moved to Cataguases, Minas Gerais in 1886.  His professional career 

started when he moved back to the capital to study at the National Music Institute. There, 

because of his social status, he worked as a barber among other side jobs.
44

 In the case of 

Patápio‘s life, the barbershop culture appeared when he moved to Cataguases, Minas Gerais, 

in 1886 (the música de barbeiros was not only an isolated event in Rio de Janeiro).  

Patápio‘s professional life as a student at the National Music Institute was influenced 

by the racist culture in Brazil at the beginning of the twentieth century. About this, Oliveira 

mentions that Patápio would appear insecure in his first recitals since the audience would 

mainly pay attention to his skin color, automatically placing him as a lower-class member.  

When entering a salon, the impression was not good. He (Patápio) would feel it 

himself; he‘d say it himself. They looked at him as if expecting a failure. But Patápio, 

in profile, brought the flute to his lips; a sound came out, another came out, a chirp, a 

trill, and, minutes later, the room was all his, he had destroyed all the distrust. They 

say (the circle of the new ones knows this) that once, he was taken to one of the fancy 

salons in Botafogo. Upon entering the room, there were muffled smiles. Who was that 

mestizo who had the right to enter the splendor of a Hall?! The owner of the house 

himself did not know him and gave him a bad look.
45

 

                                                           
 44 He also worked as a barber in Minas Gerais.  

 45 Gazeta de Notícias,  April 25, 1907. In: Mauricio Oliveira, ―Patápio Silva, O Sopro da 

Arte Trajetória de um Flautista Mulato no Início do Século XX,‖ 35. Quando entrava num salão, 

a impressão não era boa. Ele próprio o sentia, ele próprio o dizia. Olhavam-no como quem 

esperava um insucesso. Mas Patápio perfilava-se, aos lábios levava a flauta, saía um som, saía 

outro, um gorjeio, um trinuio e, minutos depois, a sala era toda dele, havia destruído todas as 

desconfianças. Contam (a roda dos novos sabe isto) que uma vez ele fora levado a um dos salões 

‗chics‘ de Botafogo. Ao entrar na sala houve sorrisos abafados. Quem seria aquele mestiço que 

tinha assim direito de entrar no esplendor de um salão?! O próprio dono da casa não o conhecia, 

o próprio dono da casa olhou-o com maus olhos. O rapaz que o havia levado à festa percebera o 

ambiente, o pobre do Patápio percebera também e não fizera caso. Estava já acostumado. Chegou 
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It is not a surprise, then, that he always tried to excel as a performer to assert his position in 

the concert culture at the time.
46

  

 Patápio was a pioneer in the phonograph industry.
47

 Because the recording process 

was expensive at the time and materials were scarce, producers needed the most professional 

players to record. Patápio was one of those invited to record in Ouvidor Street—a street that 

will also be the place of the Music Viva group meetings. He recorded his own compositions 

on the flute, including the valse Primeiro Amor, one of Patápio‘s hits at that time still 

performed nowadays, as well as other national and international polkas, waltzes, nocturnes, 

and serenatas. Patápio‘s recording of his composition Amor Perdido, recorded in 1901, was a 

best seller in 1904. In the following three years, many of Patápio‘s recordings appeared 

another twenty times in the list of the ten most commercialized recordings.
48

 Unfortunately, 

his case is another case of commercial exploitation. Patápio died in poverty while Figner 

expanded his business and fortune.  

 Primeiro Amor also exemplifies the many styles and practices he, as a flutist, 

interacted with (see Example 4.9). The principal genre is the waltz, clearly articulated by the 

piano accompaniment. The flute articulates a virtuosic moto perpetuo melody in eighth notes. 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
a hora de se fazer música. Patápio tocou. Meia hora depois era a menina dos olhos daquela gente 

toda 

 46 Mauricio Oliveira, ―Patápio Silva, O Sopro da Arte Trajetória de um Flautista Mulato 

no Início do Século XX,‖ 34. 

 47 Frederico Figner brought the phonograph to Rio de Janeiro in 1892. With his many 

entrepreneurship steps, in 1901, he established an alliance with the International Zonophone 

company and the inventor of the phonograph Adhemar Napoleon Petit. 

 48 Mauricio Oliveira, ―Patápio Silva, O Sopro da Arte Trajetória de um Flautista Mulato 

no Início do Século XX,‖ 42. 
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This recording, and the flute, relate to the culture of salon music and cinema music in the 

context of the Brazilian Belle Époque, as shown in Jose Ferraz de Almeida Junior, analyzed 

in Chapter 3. 
49

  

 

 

Example 4.9- Patápio Silva, 1906, Primeiro Amor, mm 1-10. 

Another genre related to Patapio‘s work is the serenata. Denominated seresta during 

the era of the radio in Brazil, serenata is a genre that appeared in connection to all urban 

genres discussed so far. Also, influenced by musical practices during the European 

renaissance, ―the serenata is a literary-musical event in which the lover declaims texts of a 

loving nature, mainly with flirting intentions, usually under the windows of the house where 

the loved one resides, and under the moonlight.‖
50

 The traditional instrumentation was the 

flute, the cavaquinho, and a narrator. The music accompanying the texts would usually be 

modinhas of the beginning of the century, usually with lyric melodies. Singers would often 

                                                           
 49 I will discuss the Belle Époque later in this chapter.  

 50 Felipe Recaman and Ronald Costa, ―Muito Além da Serenata: A Seresta como 

Pervivência da Lírica Trovadoresca,‖ Estação Literária 28 (2001): 104, 

http://www.uel.br/pos/letras/EL/ 
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sing, distinctively, in parallel thirds. Later, in the 1930s, the serestas will interact with other 

genres, as observed by Felipe Recaman and Ronald da Costa: 

[…] due to the radio allowing contact between various artists, the seresta 

encompassed a wider range of genres. The coexistence between samba musicians, 

country musicians from the northeast, chorões, and the seresteiros opened the doors 

for new influences that ended up expanding the repertoire of serenade songs.
51

 

 

 Because of the prominence of the flute in this genre, it is important to consider it as 

another node in the network of the Brazilian Flute. The influence of the seresta genre on 

Patápio‘s composition manifests in the way he uses his melodies on the flute, especially in 

works such as Serenata D’amore (1904).
52

 In Example 4.10, Patápio transfers to the flute 

part the vocal lyrism required by the poems usually sung by singers/narrators. This is 

signaled by the excessive use of rubato. By playing arpeggiated chords, the piano imitates 

the typical strumming of the guitar accompaniment of the serenatas. 

 

                                                           
 51 Felipe Recaman and Ronald Costa, ―Muito além da serenata,‖ 108. ―…devido à rádio 

permitir contato entre variados artistas, a seresta começou a compreender uma gama maior de 

gêneros. A convivência entre sambistas, músicos caipiras, nordestinos, os chorões e os seresteiros 

abriu portas para que novas influências acabassem aumentando o repertório das canções de 

seresta.‖ My emphasis. In the 1930s, the idea of serenata influenced the representation of 

ruralness in the music of many nationalist composers such as Villa-Lobos and Guarnieri. 

 52 He also recorded other works that contains serenata on the title such as Serenata 

Oriental and Serenata by Gaetano Braga. 
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Example 4.10- Patápio Silva,1904, Serenata D’amore op.2, m. 1-11. 

 A third important case of a flutist composer is that of Alfredo da Rocha Vianna Filho 

(1897-1973) mostly known as Pixinguinha.
53

 Pixinguinha was also an African Brazilian 

flutist born in Rio de Janeiro during the post-abolition era. His father played the flute, and his 

favorite genre was the choro. Even though his father, had a stable job in an electricity plant, 

the family managed Vianna Hostel, something that played a definitive role in the musical life 

of Pixinguinha. Located in the Catumbi area in Rio de Janeiro, it ―hosted many rodas de 

choro in which great instrumentalists of the time gathered, such as Irineu de Almeida, 

Cândido Trombone, Viriato Ferreira, Neco, Quincas Laranjeiras. According to Pixinguinha‘s 

own testimony, the young Villa-Lobos, a guitar player, also attended the house. It was, 

therefore, an environment of intense cultural exchange.‖
54

 The flute, Villa Lobos, and the 

choro appear very early in Pixinguinha‘s music upbringing.  

                                                           
 53 The two hypothesis of Pixinguinha‘s nickname are first, his grandmother who would 

call him pizindim (good boy in African dialet from Mozambique), or second an illness that he 

had in his childhood from the variola virus, popularly known as Bexiga in Brazil. Possibly, the 

second one was made up only to cover his African heritage in the Brazilian historiography 

culture of miscegenation. 

 54 Virginia Bessa, ―À Escuta da Cidade: Pixinguinha e a Paisagem Sonora Carioca da 

Primeira República,‖ Revue Interdisciplinaire de Travaux sur les Amériques – RITA 1 (2008): 
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 As with the other two flutists, the relation between Pixiguinha‘s work and the cultural 

unit of the flute is multiple. In the modernist context, Luis Giron observes that ―already 

equipped with an Italian flute Balancina Billoro bought by his father, Pixinguinha took part 

in his teacher‘s balls and parties.‖
55

 In fact, Pixiguinha‘s trajectory resembles Villa-Lobos‘s.  

However, contrary to Villa-Lobos, Pixinguinha focused on popular urban genres instead of 

art music. He also performed professionally with orchestras for cinema. It was through these 

gigs that he met Ernesto Joaquim Maria dos Santos (1889-1974), known as Donga
56

 and 

Heitor dos Prazeres (1898-1966), with whom he founded the Group Caxangá. With this 

group, they performed a variety of popular genres at Carnaval parties, including sambas. In 

1919, eight performers from this group founded the group Oito Batutas.
57

 With them, in 1922 

he toured Paris like Villa-Lobos.  

                                                                                                                                                                                    
online. Accessed in  June 2, 2022: http://www.revue-rita.com/dossier-thema-32/escuta-da-cidade-

thema-513.html. ―abrigava rodas de choro nas quais se reuniam grandes instrumentistas da época, 

tais como Irineu de Almeida, Cândido Trombone, Viriato Ferreira, Neco, Quincas Laranjeiras. 

Segundo depoimento de Pixinguinha, o jovem Villa-Lobos, tocador de violão, também era 

freqüentador da casa. Tratava-se, portanto, de um ambiente com intensas trocas culturais.‖ 

 55 Luis Giron, Pixinguinha, ―Quintessencia da Musica Popular Brasileira,‖ Revista do 

Instituto de Estudos Brasileiros 42 (1997): 47, 

https://www.revistas.usp.br/rieb/article/view/73445. ―Já munido de uma flauta italiana Balancina 

Billoro, comprada pelo pai, Pixinguinha tomou parte nos bailes e festas do seu professor.‖ The 

flute mentioned is a silver flute from the Boehm system, not the old model used, for instance, by 

Callado. Although Callado‘s flute model is old fashion to the twentieth century, his music 

remained popular. In fact, Pixiguinha inherited a collection of music scores from his father that 

included original choros composed by him. Luis Giron, ―Pixinguinha, Quintessencia da Musica 

Popular Brasileira,‖ 45. 

 56 Ernesto Joaquim Maria dos Santos, known artistically as Donga, was a black composer 

and guitarist. He composed and recorded the first samba ―pelo telephone‖ in 1916. 

 57 Luis Giron, Pixinguinha, ―Quintessencia da Musica Popular Brasileira,‖50. 

http://www.revue-rita.com/dossier-thema-32/escuta-da-cidade-thema-513.html
http://www.revue-rita.com/dossier-thema-32/escuta-da-cidade-thema-513.html
https://www.revistas.usp.br/rieb/article/view/73445
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At the end of World War I, because of a strong military presence, the Parisian 

musical scene was influenced by African American music, particularly jazz. When reviewing 

the musical scene in the ‘20s in Paris, Bernado Fabris observes:  

The musical styles that became stars in Paris between the wars highlight the 

entertainment repertoire of jazz bands that swarmed since the early years of that 

century: Cakewalks, Ragtimes, Fox-Trots, the jazz band well of the truth did not play 

jazz as we perceive it today, but performed a wide assortment of ballroom dances 

called sweet music that through the Franco-American reference spread around the 

world, a phenomenon that would also affect Brazil.
58

 

 

 The saxophone was emerging as an essential instrument in jazz bands. Therefore, it is 

not surprising that after this trip Pixinguinha started to play it.
59

 By switching between flute 

and saxophone, Pixinguinha incorporated the style and concept of modern musical practices 

like Villa-Lobos did on his trip to Paris in 1923.  

In the 1920s, Pixinguinha became famous for orchestrating and therefore, 

modernizing popular music, especially choro, and samba. The Orchestra Típica Pixinguinha-

                                                           
58 Bernardo Fabris, ―Ratinho, Wiedoeft e Pixinguinha: Paralelos e Cruzamentos Musicais 

de três perfis do saxofone pan-americano durante os années folles,‖ In Anais do Nas Nuvens 

Congresso de Música (Belo Horizonte: Federal University of Minas Gerais. 2016, online, 

https://musica.ufmg.br/nasnuvens/index.php/2016-2/ ―Dos estilos musicais que se tornaram 

vedetes na Paris do entre guerras destaca-se o repertório de entretenimento das jazz-bands que 

fervilharam desde os primeiros anos daquele século: Cakewalks, Ragtimes, Fox-Trots, a jazz-

band bem da verdade não tocava jazz tal qual o percebemos contemporaneamente, mas 

interpretavam um grande sortimento de danças de salão da chamada sweet music5e que através 

do referencial franco-americano se espalharam pelo mundo, fenômeno que atingiria também o 

Brasil.‖ 

 59 When talking about the influences of this Paris trip in Pixinguinha, Rafael Bastos 

mentions that the composer ―refers not only to American musicians but also to colleagues from 

other places, like the musicians of the admirable sextet that played in the house opposite Le 

Shéhérazade. It was the contact with the cellist of this ensemble – he says – that aroused his 

interest in the saxophone.‖ Rafael Bastos, ―Les Batutas, 1922: uma antropologia da noite 

parisiense,‖ Revista Brasileira de Ciências Sociais 50, no. 58 (2005): 183,  

https://www.scielo.br/j/rbcsoc/a/5yZkQ5DPjBGvjgzSCj77mWH/?lang=pt&format=pdf ―Ele se 

refere não apenas aos músicos norte-americanos, mas também a colegas de outros lugares, como 

os músicos do admirável sexteto que tocava na casa em frente ao Le Shéhérazade. Foi o contato 

com o violoncelista deste conjunto – diz ele – que despertou seu interesse pelo saxophone.‖ 

https://musica.ufmg.br/nasnuvens/index.php/2016-2/
https://www.scielo.br/j/rbcsoc/a/5yZkQ5DPjBGvjgzSCj77mWH/?lang=pt&format=pdf
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Donga
60

, the next step for the group Oito Batutas, recorded many of these with the company 

Odeon, including sambas, maxixes, and two famous choros: Lamentos and Carinhoso. The 

reception of some of these recordings is illuminating, especially when considering how 

timbre was so important to some of these genres. About this, Pedro Malta comments on Cruz 

Cordeiro‘s critique of both Lamentos and Carinhoso :  

Critic Cruz Cordeiro, from Phono-Arte, turned up his nose at both: about 

―Lamentos,‖ he points at the ―influence of the melodies and even the rhythms of 

North American music,‖ even though Pixinguinha was considered by him as one of 

the ―best authors of the typical national music. With ―Carinhoso,‖ analyzed in a later 

issue of the magazine, he was even more emphatic: ―It seems that our popular 

composer is being influenced by the rhythms and melodies of jazz music. This is 

what we have been noticing for some time and again, in this choro, whose 

introduction is a true foxtrot, which, in its course, presents combinations of pure 

Yankee popular music.‖
61

 

Here, their reviewer accused Pixinguinha of letting Brazilian genres be negatively influenced 

by North American music.  An important fact when contextualizing this review, however, is 

that in this 1928 recording
62

, Pixinguinha plays the melody of choro in the saxophone instead 

of the flute. For listeners of that time like Cruz Cordeiro, cutting off the flute of the leading 

melody in this genre was understood as a disruption to the genre, even if the melody, 

                                                           
 60 According to Luis Giron, this orchestra was founded in May, 1928, by Pixinguinha e 

Donga when they were invited to perform in an event with forty musicians. As the orchestra 

started to perform in public, they were invited to record with Odeon Company.  

 61 Pedro Malta, ―Pixinguinha e música dos Estados Unidos,‖ Instituto Moreira Sales blog 

(2021):  online, https://pixinguinha.com.br/blog/pixinguinha-e-a-musica-dos-estados-unidos/  ―O 

crítico Cruz Cordeiro, da Phono-Arte, torceu o nariz para ambas: sobre ―Lamentos‖, acusou a 

―influência das melodias e mesmo dos ritmos da música norte-americana‖, embora Pixinguinha 

fosse considerado por ele um dos ―melhores autores da música típica nacional‖. Quanto 

a ―Carinhoso‖, analisado numa edição posterior da revista, ele foi ainda mais enfático: ―Parece 

que o nosso popular compositor anda sendo influenciado pelos ritmos e melodias da música de 

jazz. É o que temos notado desde algum tempo e mais uma vez, neste seu choro, cuja introdução 

é um verdadeiro foxtrote, que, no seu decorrer, apresenta combinações de pura música popular 

ianque.‖ 

 62 Album: O Jovem Pixinguinha. EMI Choro– Great soloists in original recordings. 

https://pixinguinha.com.br/blog/pixinguinha-e-a-musica-dos-estados-unidos/
https://pixinguinha.com.br/discografia/lamentos/
https://pixinguinha.com.br/discografia/carinhoso-2/
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rhythms, and style remained the same. For Cruz Cordeiro, it was the flute that made the 

genre unequivocally Brazilian.
63

  

A brief comparison between Calado‘s A Flor Amorosa (1880) and Pixinguinha‘s 

Carinhoso would help prove this point. In general, syncopations are not only part of the 

rhythm articulated by the accompaniment instruments in choro, but also characteristic of 

themes and melodies.
64

 This is obvious in the flute part of A Flor Amorosa (see Example 

4.11). Also, there is the chromaticism of the first part of the melody, which is found in many 

of Pixinguinha‘s compositions. 

 

Example 4.11- Joaquim Calado, 1880, A Flor Amorosa, mm. 1-4. 

 Although critics such as Cruz Cordeiro see the melodic and harmonic aspects of 

choro Carinhoso as North American, Pixinguinha was still resourcing to gestures and 

rhythms found in Calado‘s choro (see Example 4.12). The fact that in the first recording, the 

saxophone was playing the melodic line reinforces the argument that the flute sonority brings 

the Brazilianness expected by the audience of the time in the choro genre.  

                                                           
 63 Carinhoso is one of the most famous choros in Brazilian culture. Another renowned 

recording of this piece happened in 1937, arranged by Radamés Gnattali. In this recording, the 

flute —recorded by Pixinguinha— played the main melody. 

 64 Choro accompaniment consists in:  the harmony (also called the center)is played by 

cavaquinho and seven strings guitar and the rhythm is played by the pandeiro. They are 

constantly playing a syncopated ostinato and some variations. Livingston, and Garcia, Choro: a 

social history of a Brazilian popular music, 4-8. 
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Example 4.12- Alfredo da Rocha Vianna Filho, 1928, Carinhoso, mm. 1-7. 

 

The Brazilian Flute and the Belle Époque 

 The presence of the flute in the Belle Époque highlights the interconnections between 

genres (popular and art music) since the cinema became a venue that embraced music 

without much distinction.  At the beginning of the twentieth century, silent movies started to 

become popular in Brazil. In this context, as Tinhorão observes, since 1908 many producers 

recruited musicians and artists to perform in the cinema. He adds: ―as cinema was a moving 

image, the producers realized it was enough to present the stage idols of the time, singing or 

dancing, to attract the public.‖
65

 Eduardo Morettin also mentions that the cinema, especially 

between movies, became a space for the performance of small ensembles. In terms of 

repertoire played, he observes, for instance, that during the same show, the audience could 

see flutist José do Cavaquinho playing a choro, followed by Villa-Lobos playing a piece at 

the cello, followed by a selection of Italian opera arias.
66

 Flutists such as Patápio Silva, 

Pixinguinha, and Benedito Lacerda (which I will soon discuss) participated in this new urban 

scene, where art music and popular music would establish a concrete dialogue.  

                                                           
 65 José Ramos Tinhorao, Música Popular: Teatro e Cinema (Petrópolis: Vozes, 1972), 

244. ―Como o cinema era imagem em movimento, os produtores perceberam qubastava 

apresentar os ídolos dos palcos da época, cantando ou dançando para atrair o público.‖ 

66 Eduardo Morettin, ―Sonoridades do Cinema Dito Silencioso: Filmes Cantantes, 

História e Música,‖ Significação Revista de cultura Audio visual 36, no 31 (2009): 152, 

https://www.revistas.usp.br/significacao/article/view/67094 
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 Other sources mention the flute as an important instrument in this context outside the 

cities of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo such as the city of Goiás (also known as Old Goiás) 

and Minas Gerais. According to Belkiss Spenciere, military bands and a chamber orchestra 

led by the pianist NhaNhá do Couto used to perform at the Cinema Goyano. Among the 

musicians appear mentioned flutists Donizetti Martins de Araújo and Eduardo Henrique de 

Souza Filho.
67

  Fausto Assunção (1892-1956) was an African Brazilian flutist from Minas 

Gerais that studied at the Instituto Nacional de Música around 1925. When returning to 

Minas Gerais, he founded the União dos Professores de Orquestra em Belo Horizonte, a 

institution that assisted musicians who participated in the context of musica of Cinema in 

Minas Gerais.
68

 

 

The Modernist Discourse and Villa-Lobos 

 In the modernist context, Villa-Lobos made particular use of the flute in works that 

referenced, in one way or another, an idea of Brazilianness. For instance, some of the works 

with flute from the 1920s are the Choros no.2 for clarinet and flute (1924), Choros no.7 for 

flute, oboe, clarinet, saxophone, bassoon, violin, and cello, with the optional percussion tam-

tam (1924),  Symbolic Quartet for flute, alto saxophone, celesta, harp and female voices 

                                                           
67 Belkiss Spencière Carneiro Mendonça, A música em Goiás, (Goiânia: UFG, 1981) in 

Othaniel Alcântara, ―Os músicos do cinema mudo em Goiás,‖ A Redação, August 18, 2016, 

online.  

68 Romário Ribeiro Silva and Antonio Carlos Guimarães, ―Os Conservatórios Estaduais 

de Música em Minas Gerais: Criação e Rede de Influências,‖ in XIII Econtro Regional Sudeste 

da Abem, 2022. http://abemeducacaomusical.com.br/anais_ersd/v5/papers/1320/public/1320-

5303-1-PB.pdf 
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(1921); Choros no.6  (c.a 1926- 1942) orchestral work that features the flute prominently, 

and Quintet em Forma de Choro (1928).  

 There is also his Bachianas Brasileiras, composed in the 1930s. Six of the nine 

Bachianas features the flute in their instrumentation. Bachianas n.6 (1938) is the one that 

mostly highlights the instrument as the entire work is a duet for flute and bassoon. Even 

though the piece still permeates of the European modernist style of the 1920s, the composer 

indicates in the title the choro style and writes a melody for the flute that imitates the 

virtuosic and ornamented melodies of the genre choro (see Example 4.13).  He also uses in 

the bassoon line a typical chromaticism called choro baixaria, usually played by the seven 

strings guitar (see Example 4.14). 

 

Example 4.13- Heitor Villa-Lobos, 1938, Bachiana Brasileira n.6, m. 1-2. 

 

Example 4.14- Heitor Villa-Lobos, 1938, Bachiana Brasileira n.6, m. 88-89.. 

 Certainly, in Villa-Lobos‘s compositions for flute, the instrument appears in the 

context of more standard European ensembles such as the woodwind quintet (as opposed to 

the terno, for instance). In this sense, Villa-Lobos adopts a modernist narrative, working with 
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European models in combination with national elements such as the choro. However, what I 

want to emphasize is that Villa-Lobos was aware of the potential of the flute in signifying 

Brazilianness (this, granted that he was in fact trying to create a nationalist style).  

Villa-Lobos' use of the flute was not only in relation to popular urban genres. In his 

Symphonic poem Uirapurú, composed in 1934 (he claims, though that it was a revision of a 

work he composed in 1917), Villa-Lobos work with the concept of primitivism, of course, 

from a modernist perspective close to Stravinsky. The flute in Uirapurú appears with 

prominence in the score, highlighted in two contrasting ways: on the one hand, it plays an 

―ugly Indian flute‖ theme, and on the other, it plays the birdsong of the Uirapurú. It is 

noteworthy that the adjective ―ugly‖ was written by Villa-Lobos on the piece‘s autograph 

manuscript. In the published score, Villa-Lobos describes the ugly Indian theme as alluding 

to a ―bone flute played through the nose.‖
69

  Regarding the first theme, it is chromatic and 

improvisatory in character (with fermatas and an ad libitum mark), signs related to 

primitivism. (mm.19-24, See Example 4.15) The dotted rhythm of the theme also participates 

in the broader network of primitivism and the flute since it alludes to the main theme of 

Gomes‘ Il Guarany. The second theme contrasts with the first as it has a more diatonic 

approach (m. 134-138 see Example 4.16). Daniel dos Santos observes that probably the 

melody, which has nothing to do with the birdsong of the actual bird, was copied from the 

notebook of botanist Richard Spruce.
70

 Uirapuru is a bird but is also the native character in 

the story (another convergence with the idea of nature and the native). Therefore, by 

                                                           
 69 Heitor Villa Lobos, Uirapuru (New York: Associated Music Publishers), 1948.  

 70 Daniel dos Santos, ―Narratividade e topicas em Uirapurú (1917) de Heitor Villa-

Lobos‖ (master dissertation, State University of Santa Catarina, 2015), 118, 

https://sistemabu.udesc.br/pergamumweb/vinculos/00006a/00006a51.pdf 
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selecting the flute to play those themes in this Symphonic poem, Villa-Lobos highlights, at 

the peak of his nationalist discourse, how the instrument and its timber are attached to the 

code of primitivism in two distinct but complementary ways. 

 

Example 4.15- Heitor Villa-Lobos, 1934, Uirapuru, mm. 19-24. 

 

Example 4.16- Heitor Villa-Lobos, 1934, Uirapuru, mm. 134-138. 

 

Radio, politics, and the Brazilian flute in the 1930s 

 In the 1930s government-controlled media served as (nationalist) political 

propaganda. In this context, not coincidentally caught up in a modernist impulse, the radio 

was also seen as an educational tool. For instance, Daisy de Oliveira discusses how the 

president reconciled popularity with political goals ―by educating the community civically 

and artistically, which, in reality, were political-educational purposes that encompassed 

artistic education as a whole through the organization of teaching plans and participation in 
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the sectors of radio broadcasting.‖
71

 Roseane Andrelo observes that ―when analyzing 

Roquette-Pinto's pronouncements, it is clear that Rádio Sociedade's educational proposal was 

aimed at raising the intellectual and educational level of the population. Its slogan was ―to 

work for the culture of those who live in our land and for the progress of Brazil.‖
72

 Rafael 

Velloso also points out: 

Initially characterized by educational programs, with musical passages 

exclusively dedicated to classical music, with the release of broadcasting as a 

commercial activity. Producers began to gradually look to popular and folk 

music as a way to expand their reach, building a more direct identification 

with the audience.
73

 

 

Regarding music, Fernanda dos Santos presents a view of the musical programs on radios in 

Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo between 1924-1935. She states: 

In Rio de Janeiro, when radio was previously established, the best-known popular 

rhythms were derived from an Afro-Brazilian tradition and music from the northeast 

of Brazil. In São Paulo, the rhythms included the Afro-Brazilian samba and march, 

but also the Seresta, modinha, and country and country music, a reflection of the 

                                                           
 71 Daisy Oliveira, ―Villa-Lobos e o Canto Orfeônico no Governo Vargas: As 

Concentrações Orfeônicas e a Superintendência De Educação Musical e Artística,‖ Interludio 

Revista 2, no.2 (2011): online, http://dx.doi.org/10.33025/irdemcp2.v2i2.1536.  

 72 Roseane Andrelo, ―O Rádio a Serviço da Educação Brasileira: Uma História de Nove 

Décadas,‖ Revista HISTEDBR On-line 12, no. 47 (2012): 141, 

https://periodicos.sbu.unicamp.br/ojs/index.php/histedbr/article/view/8640044. ―Ao analisar os  

pronunciamentos de Roquette-Pinto, percebe-se que a proposta educativa da Rádio Sociedade  

era voltada à elevação do nível intelectual e educativo da população. Seu slogan era ―trabalhar 

pela cultura dos que vivem em nossa terra e pelo progresso do Brasil.‖ 

 73 Rafael Velloso, ―Aquarelas Musicais das Américas: Projetos Identitarios de Nação Nas 

Performances Radiofónicas de Radamés Gnattali e Alan Lomax (1939-1945)‖ (doctoral 

dissertation, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, 2015), 14, 

https://www.lume.ufrgs.br/bitstream/handle/10183/125985/000972533.pdf?sequence=1. 

―Inicialmente caracterizad por programas educativos, com passagens musicais dedicadas 

exclusivamente a musica erudita; com a liberacao da radioifusao como atividade comercial, os 

produtores passaram a buscar gradativamente na musica popular e folclorica uma forma de , sem 

abrir mao do conteudo instrutivo das transmissoes, ampliar o seu alcance, construindo uma 

identificacao mais direta com a audiencia.‖ 

http://dx.doi.org/10.33025/irdemcp2.v2i2.1536
https://periodicos.sbu.unicamp.br/ojs/index.php/histedbr/article/view/8640044
https://www.lume.ufrgs.br/bitstream/handle/10183/125985/000972533.pdf?sequence=1
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number of national and international immigrants who participated in the cultural 

construction of the city.
74

 

 

 The dissemination of this music also generated more interest in those who wanted to 

engage, in practice, with this music. The popularity of the genre samba, for instance, is 

linked to the populist plan of the Estado Novo to reach, educate, and even recruit people from 

the lower classes.  

 This emphasis on music as propaganda opened professional opportunities for 

musicians, especially those who performed popular genres such as samba, choro, and rural 

songs, among others. In 1932 a new decree was created that authorized paid advertisement on 

the radio. By doing that, the government attracted composers and musicians to specific radio 

channels due to increased payments while restricting the lyrics and music styles and 

expanding the censorship programs.
75

 Many composers and musicians, even if not affiliated 

with the ideologies of Estado Novo, saw an opportunity to improve their income. For this, 

they began composing sambas with more patriotic or neutral lyrics (instead of on social and 

protest subjects). Coelho points out that the samba Aquarela do Brasil—written in 1939 by 

Ary Barroso—presents in his lyrics the climax of patriotism and nationalism:
76

 

                                                           
 74 Thaís Matarazzo Cantero, A Música Popular no Rádio Paulista, 1928-1960  (Bragança 

Paulista, SP: ABR Editora, 2013), 29. In Fernando dos Santos, ―A Presença da Música Popular 

Brasileira na Primeira Década da Radiofonia Paulistana,‖ Epígrafe 3, no.3 (2016): 100, 

https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2318-8855.v3i3p95-113. ―no Rio de Janeiro, onde o rádio foi 

estabelecido anteriormente, os mais conhecidos  ritmos populares foram derivados de uma 

tradição afrobrasileira e da música do nordeste do  Brasil,  em  São  Paulo  o  conjunto  de  ritmos  

incluía  o  samba  e  a  marcha  afrobrasileiros,  mas  também  a  seresta,  a  modinha  e  as  

músicas  caipiras  e  sertanejas,  um  reflexo  da  quantidade  de  imigrantes  nacionais  e  

internacionais  que  participaram  da  construção  cultural  da  cidade .‖ 

 75 The DIP (Press and Propagand Department) was founded in the Estado Novo to 

carrying out official government propaganda and censoring information.  

 76 Carla Coelho, ―O Estado Novo e a Integração do Samba Como Expressão Cultural da 

Nacionalidade,‖ 53. 

https://doi.org/10.11606/issn.2318-8855.v3i3p95-113
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Brasil 

Meu Brasil brasileiro 

Mulato inzoneiro 

Vou cantar-te nos meus versos 

Brasil, samba que dá 

Bamboleio, que faz gingá 

O Brasil do meu amor 

Terra do Nosso Senhor
77

 

 

 Previously in this chapter, I discussed how important flutists were involved with 

samba in the ‘30s —Pixinguinha for instance. This means that the flute, then, appears 

directly linked to this process.  

 Besides the role of famous flute performers, I want to point out that, in terms of 

stylistic conventions, the flute also plays an important role in this practice, especially as an 

introduction to many sambas (even though there is no obligato indication). In terms of 

musical gestures, samba melodies feature syncopated melodies similar to those found in the 

choro. In fact, the lyric of another samba refers to it (see Example 4.17). The song Fita 

Amarela is about someone stating their demands for their funeral: ―When I die, I want neither 

cry [choro] nor candles.‖ In Portuguese, the verb ―to cry‖ is choro. It is interesting, regarding 

                                                           
 77 Translation to English: 

Brazil!  

My Brazilian Brazil 

My good-looking mulatto 

I‘m going to sing you in my verses 

Brazil, samba that gives 

A swing that makes you sway6 

Brazil of my love, 

Land of Our Lord 
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this wordplay, that when the lyric says that they do not want choro, the melody features the 

characteristics of this genre.   

 

Example 4.17- Noel Rosa, 1933, Fita Amarela, mm. 1-16. 

The policies of the Estado Novo and its radio programs also influenced composers of art 

music. Getúlio Vargas‘s goal was to promote discipline, patriotism, and arts in support of his 

mandate. For that reason, in 1932, Villa-Lobos assumed the position of the Superintendence 

of Music and Arts, from where he implemented his celeb program Canto Orfeónico.  

Pixinguinha (previously discussed) and Benedito Lacerda (1903-1958) were the most 

famous musicians of the radio era in Brazil. Lacerda was born in Marcaé, Rio de Janeiro in. 

Even though he was born in the twentieth century, his career follows the same path as other 

flutists already discussed: first, he joined the civic band, then the military band Escola Militar 

do Realengo, and later he became a cinema orchestra musician. In 1930, he founded the 

group Gente do Morro, a reference to the favela people. This group recorded in main 

Brazilian popular genres—especially samba e choro—and accompanied famous samba 
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singers such as Noel Rosa (1910-1937). Even if the sambas were sung, Lacerda and other 

flutists of the time made sure to insert the flute timber in the most famous introductions of 

this genre.  

As Julie Koidin observes, ―Lacerda was at the right place at the right time as the 

advent of radio, coupled with improvements in recording technology, hugely influenced the 

commercialization of music and, in consequence, the professionalization of popular musical 

groups.‖
78

 Through the radio, Lacerda was able to highlight the flute as a symbol of Brazilian 

identity in the public sphere, especially in the context of the propaganda of Vargas‘s 

presidency. The cover of his samba, ―Amigo Infiel‖ composed in 1938, shows that his music 

was authorized by the Brazilian Association of Composers and Authors according to the law 

Getulio Vargas (see Figure 4.2). In the 1940s, when the choro was losing its popularity, 

Lacerda started a duet with Pixinguinha, with whom he recorded thirty-four choros for the 

RCA Victor Label. As Koiding states, “The inventiveness of Pixinguinha‘s counterpoints 

and Lacerda‘s improvisation, technique, and swing marked a turning point in Brazilian 

popular music history.‖
79

 As previously discussed, during the 1940s diplomatic relationship 

between Brazil and the United States intensified. This duet—flute and saxophone—, came to 

represent the resulting ―alliance‖ between the two countries. 

 

                                                           
 78 Julie Koidin, ―Benedicto Lacerda and the Golden Age of Choro,‖ Luso-Brazilian 

Review 48, no.1 (2011): 38, http://www.jstor.org/stable/41342567 

 79 Julie Koidin, ―Benedicto Lacerda and the Golden Age of Choro,‖ 40. 
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Figure 4.2- Benedito Lacerda, 1938, Cover Album of samba Amigo Infiel. 

 

On Changing Locations: Northeast Regionalism and the Sonority of The Pífano 

Northeastern music also played an essential role in the nationalist discourse during 

the radio era. Banda de cabaçais—discussed before—fulfilled the modernist narrative of 

Brazilian folklore. In the 1940s, Guerra-Peixe, among other nationalists, also researched and 

composed music that alluded to such northeastern culture. The pífano, especially in the 

context of banda de cabaçais, became even more impregnated in the discourse of national 

identity.  

Northeastern music also reached the radio in the 1940s in the context of Pan-

Americanism. According to Flavia Toni, Mário de Andrade intended to publish an 

encyclopedia after his first trip to the region, but he could not do it. However, on his second 

attempt in 1938, due to the social and political environment, his methodology included 

recording and transcribing musical practices. Much of the material collected was performed 
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on the radio.
80

 In his work, Rafael Velloso compares the radio programs of Radamés Gnattali 

in Brasil and Alan Lomax in the USA, as both were part of the Pan-Americanist agenda of 

President F.D. Roosevelt. Velloso observes how the cultural industry of the radio would 

create symbols to build a Latin American identity: 

Thus, the emotions evoked during a musical landscape could be related to certain 

cultural conventions according to which these sonorities produce a specific meaning: 

for example, minor pentatonic scales of certain regional songs from northeast Brazil 

or the south of the USA would provoke associations (indexical signs ) with the 

populations of these stigmatized regions (the northeast of Brazil and the African-

Americans of the USA) that would be linked to these musical performances, arranged 

and produced by radio programs.
81

  

 

 In contrast to the Banda dos Irmão Anicetos (that appeared in the nineteenth century, 

discussed previously), Banda Caruaru
82

, achieved great success during the radio era. The 

ensemble started by serving local religious festivities, following the model of the nineteenth-

century bandas de pífanos. Carlos Pedrasse observes that ―as soon as Sebastião and Benedito 

began to be more resourceful in playing the pífanos , Manoel began to play with his children 

at events within the community, most of the time religious festivals, given that pagan 

                                                           
 80 Flavia Toni, ―Me Fiz Brasileiro para o Brasil,‖ Revista do IPHAN 30 (2003): 83, 

http://portal.iphan.gov.br/uploads/publicacao/RevPat30_m.pdf 

 81 Rafael Velloso, ―Aquarelas Musicais das Américas,‖ 223. ―Assim, as emoções 

evocadas durante a apreciação de uma passagem musical poderiam estar relacionadas a 

determinadas convenções culturais segundo as quais essa sonoridade produz um significado 

específico: por exemplo, escalas pentatônicas menores específicas de determinadas canções 

regionais do nordeste do Brasil ou do sul dos EUA provocariam associações (signos indiciais) 

com as populações dessas regiões estigmatizadas (os nordestinos no Brasil e os afro-americanos 

nos EUA), que passariam a ser vinculadas às sonoridades presentes nessas performances 

musicais, arranjadas e reproduzidas pelos programas.‖ 

 82 It was founded by Manoel Clarindo Biano, a farm worker who taught his two sons, 

Sebastião and Benedito, to play the pífano while they followed their father on his work journey 

around 1920 in the city of Ouro Branco, Alagoas. 
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festivals were rare.‖
83

 The ensemble had the same instrumentation of other traditional bandas 

de cabaçais: Manoel on the zabumba, Benedito and Sebastião on the pífanos, and on the box 

a cousin of Manoel called Martim Grande. During the migration between states of the 

Northeast, the band had the opportunity to play in the Novenas (a religious celebration). In 

one of the festivities, they met Virgulino Ferreira da Silva, known as Lampião.
84

 After that, 

they became ever more popular in the Northeast, especially with the help of local and state 

radio stations. Even nowadays, bands and performers like Lampião are still part of the 

Northeastern folkloric imaginary.  

The sonority of the bandas de pífanos appeared, for instance, in the music of 

nationalist composers such as Guerra-Peixe and Camargo Guarnieri. The most evident 

characteristics of the sonority of the pífano in the context of regionalism are the parallel 

thirds (similar to the seresta) played usually between two or more pífanos. There is also the 

use of modal scales, particularly Dorian and Mixolydian. For example, Murilo Mendes 

transcribed in his field research an arrangement of the song Asa Branca
85

 performed by the 

                                                           
 83 Carlos Pedrasse, ―Bandas de Pífanos de Caruaru: Uma análise musical‖ (State 

University of Campinas, 2002), 44, 

https://repositorio.unicamp.br/Busca/Download?codigoArquivo=481732 ―Assim que os 

Sebastião e Benedito começaram a ter mais desenvoltura na execução dos pífanos, Manoel 

começou a tocar com seus filhos em eventos da comunidade, na maioria das vezes em festas 

religiosas, pois as festas pagãs eram mais raras.‖ 

 84 Lampião was a successful popular bandit leader in Brazil, compared to a reputation to 

American Jesse James and Mexican revolutionary Pancho Villa. 

85 The song Asa Branca (White wing) refers to the bird specie (Picazuro Pegeon) is 

considered one of the anthem of the northeast recorded by Luiz Gonzaga in 1947.  He was the 

most popular artisit of the Northeast and even nowadays his songs are considered traditional and 

authentic as it is considered to represent  an important part of the regions‘ folklore. Michael 

Silvers, ―Birdsong and a Song about a Bird: Popular Music and the Mediation of Traditional 

Ecological Knowledge in Northeastern Brazil,‖ Ethnomusicology 59, no. 3 (2015): 381, 

https://doi.org/10.5406/ethnomusicology.59.3.0380 

https://repositorio.unicamp.br/Busca/Download?codigoArquivo=481732
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band of Irmaos Aniceto (see Example 4.18). In the introduction, two pífanos are playing in 

parallel thirds in F Mixolydian.  

 

 

Example 4.18- Luiz Gonzaga arranged by Irmaos Aniceto band, Asa Branca, 1947, mm. 1-10. 

Guerra-Peixa uses this sonority in many of his nationalist works. Debora da Silva 

points out in her analysis of the Concertino for Violin and Chamber orchestra composed by 

Guerra-Peixe in 1972, that the third movement recreates the sonority of the bandas de 

pífano.
86

 The composer places many duets in the part of the principal and second flute (see 

Example 4.19), and the violin soloist imitated the pífano at some moments. She also 

emphasizes the predominance of modal collections, especially Mixolydian, Lydian, and 

Aeolian. 

 

                                                           
86 Débora da Silva, ―O Movimento Armorial e os Aspectos Técnico-Interpretativos do 

Concertino para Violino e Orquestra de Câmara de César Guerra-Peixe‖ (master dissertation, 

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, 2014), 38, 

https://www.lume.ufrgs.br/handle/10183/97691 
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Example 4.19- César Guerra-Peixe, 1972, Concertino for Violin and Orchestra, mm. 1-10.87 

 

Conclusion 

 As I have discussed in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the flute as an instrument has 

always been an important part of Brazilian musical practices, including those embraced by 

nationalist intellectuals and composers. However, more than just acknowledging this and 

considering it as a cultural unit, I intended to show its relation to important historical, social, 

economic, and racial issues important to the formation of the always-shifting concept of 

Brazilianness. 

                                                           
 87 Débora da Silva, ―O Movimento Armorial e os Aspectos Técnico-Interpretativos do 

Concertino para Violino e Orquestra de Câmara de César Guerra-Peixe,‖ 39. 
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Figure 4.3- Provisional code for sonority  

 

In Figure 4.3, I offer another provisional code based on that discussed in this chapter. The 

sign of Indian primitivism is related to the process of colonization, forced conversion to the 

Catholic religion, the European view of the colonies, and the idea of original culture in 

modernism. This sign specifically refers to the native population of Brazil through the lens of 
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their transformation in Brazilian society and their participation, exclusion, or fantasized view 

in Brazilian music. The sign of African Brazilian urban genres relates to Brazil‘s social and 

political transformation from colonial, imperial, and republican periods. By analyzing the 

demographics of flute performers, I showed not only that the development of certain genres 

was directly related to African Brazilian communities in Brazil (from the repressed música 

de barbeiros in the context of slavery to the climax of choro and samba in the era of radio) 

but also, by extension, to their political activism. I also emphasize how, regardless of what 

intellectuals during the early twentieth century asserted, they actively participated in the 

construction of Brazilian cultural identity. Through further analyzing the cultural unit of the 

Brazilian Flute, I also discussed how racial ideologies at the end of the nineteenth century 

and the myth of miscegenation camouflaged the identity of relevant influential performers 

and leading figures in urban genres such as Calado, Patápio, Pixinguinha, and Lacerda. 

Finally, exploring Northeastern regionalism brings back the dialogue between the music of 

the beginning of colonization and also provides a tool for composers to explore new melodic, 

timbrical, and rhythmic approaches when portraying Brazilianness. The instrument was 

present in the performance practice not only in the genres ―beyond Brazil‖, but also in genres 

considered natives and regional by the so narrative of nationalism in addition to appears also 

in genres considered Europeans, such as the European dance genres that appears due to the 

influence of the Imperial family. This is to say, the network of the Brazilian flute is as dense 

and diverse as the network of Brazilian nationalism.  

 I conclude this chapter, also taking into consideration Chapter 3, by offering a 

network of the Brazilian flute topic (see Figure 4.4). By studying its cultural unity, I was able 

to bring connections between the main codes (primitivism, popular urban genres, Northeast 
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regionalism) and their subcodes (choro, band music, bandas de pífaro, samba, música de 

barbeiro, cinema music, serestas, colonial religious music, frevo, maxixe, modinha, and 

lundu). I also insert the code signs of races, politics, and narratives connected to those codes. 

By building this network and letting it open for future ramifications, I was able to provide 

information that relates to the Brazilian flute and Brazilianness. The code also provides a 

great tool to analyze a specific Brazilian repertoire, as I will show in the next chapter.  

  

 

Figure 4.4- Code of the Brazilian Flute 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF THREE BRAZILIAN MUSIC FOR SOLO FLUTE 

 

The perspective of New Generation Composers 

 In the previous two chapters, I propose to understand what I call the Brazilian Flute as 

a cultural unit in relation to the concept of Brazilianness. This cultural unit, or code, is not 

just musical in a narrow sense, but it incorporates all the racial, social, and political relations 

that in many ways shaped the function of the instrument from the colonization times until the 

mid-twentieth century. It might not be a surprise that around this time, the Brazilian 

repertoire for the flute, especially flute solo, began to flourish in the art music scene. This 

chapter, and considering everything discussed so far, present an analysis of three pieces 

composer between 1950 and 1983: Melopéias n.3 (1950) by César Guerra-Peixe (1914-

1993); Fantasia Sul América (1983) by Claudio Santoro (1919-1989); and Improviso (1974) 

by Osvaldo Lacerda (1927-2011). They have become part of the standard repertoire for the 

flute in Brazil, and I argue they all can be interpreted in relation to the ideas on Brazilianness 

discussed in the previous two chapters.  

 The pieces analyzed here present certain historical and ideological overlapping.  For 

instance, both Guerra-Peixe and Santoro were members of the Grupo Musica Viva and 

therefore disciples of twelve-tone champion, Hans-Joachim Koellreutter. Around 1949, both 

broke up with the group in search of a national musical language, following more closely the 

ideas proposed by Mário de Andrade in the 1930s. Lacerda, on the contrary, was never 

affiliated with Grupo Musica Viva, and were Mário de Andrade and composer Camargo 

Guarnieri who had the strongest influenced on him from the start. All pieces, however, 
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related in various ways to the cultural unit I explored in Chapters Three and Four. This, for 

instance, is expressed in certain compositional procedures such as an allusion to the sonority 

of the flute in some contexts, particular rhythms, literary references, and gestures from 

popular dances and practices. For practical reasons, the three analyses that follow focus on 

different musical elements. The discussion on Melopéias n.3 centers on rhythm in relation to 

Northeastern regionalism. In Fantasia Sul América I focus on pitch content and collections, 

and how they relate to popular urban genres, especially to choro. Improviso by Lacerda 

explores the interaction between rhythm, melody, and form. Overall, in these analyses, I 

suggest a dialogue between the composers‘ own nationalist narratives and those signs that 

point to the cultural unity of the Brazilian Flute, as delineated in the previous two chapters. 

 

On Northeast Regionalism: Melopéias no. 3 by César Guerra-Peixe 

Guerra-Peixe and Northeast 

 Melopéias n. 3 (1950) by Cesar Guerra-Peixe was the first piece for solo flute that the 

composer wrote after separating from the Grupo Música Viva.
1
 This is relevant since at the 

time he wrote this piece he was intentionally trying to develop a musical language that would 

reflect national tendencies (in contrast to his previous twelve-tone works).  In my analysis, I 

will focus on reading Melopéias no.3 through Northeastern regionalism.  

 Guerra-Peixe was born in Petrópolis, Rio de Janeiro, into a family of Portuguese 

immigrants. As a child, he received an informal music education by playing with groups of 

Brazilian popular music such Choro do Carvalhinho. Later on, when he moved to the city of 

                                                           
 1 For reference check recording: Rafael Ferreira, ―Melopéias n.3 (1950) by César Guerra-

Peixe,‖ November, 2021, Doctoral Lecture Recital, https://youtu.be/nxQP8tA9_74 

https://youtu.be/nxQP8tA9_74
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Rio de Janeiro, he started to perform in various clubs and casinos. In 1925, while he 

continued his musical activities in the city, he also studied violin at Escola de Música da 

Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, then the Instituto Nacional de Música. After 

graduating with a performance degree, he developed an intense interest in arrangement and 

composition, the reason why he returned to the Escola de Música da Universidade Federal 

do Rio de Janeiro to study composition with Newton de Menezes Pádua.
2
  Guerra-Peixe‘s 

educational path is already related to that discussed previously, namely, the close relation, 

through performers, between popular and art music practices. For instance, as a child, he 

learned to play music by ear, like barbers learned music in the nineteenth century.  

 In contrast to his early musical experiences, Guerra-Peixe experimented with twelve-

tone techniques while a member of Música Viva during the 1940s. At least in terms of pitch 

content, this compositional practice is understood as rigid, opposite to the writing style of 

Brazilian popular genres— as discussed for instance in Chapter 4 regarding the performance 

practice of choro, in which improvisation is an essential tool of its performances. This does 

not mean that improvisation is not rigid musically speaking, but that the practice is not 

generally understood as such. After advocating for twelve-tone procedures, Guerra-Peixe felt 

that there was a disconnect between his music and his audience. This frustration prompted 

him to reconsider his compositional style in the 1950s, adopting ideas closer to Andrade‘s 

discourse on national identity.  

 It is not a surprise, based on what was discussed before, that he then moved to the 

Northeastern coast of the country, specifically to the city of Recife, the capital of 

                                                           
2 Ana Cláudia de Assis, ―Os Doze Sons e a Cor Nacional: Conciliações Estéticas e 

Culturais na Produção Musical de César Guerra-Peixe (1944 - 1954)‖ (doctoral diss. Federal 

University of Minas Gerais, 2006), 110-114. 
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Pernambuco. The reasons he left Rio de Janeiro are related to his dissatisfaction with twelve-

tone techniques, the 2nd Prague Congress of Composers and Music Critics (1948), and his 

interest in Recife‘s popular culture.
3
 Although he himself did not attend the congress, 

Claudio Santoro, one of the most active composers of Grupo Musica Viva, did. When 

returning to Brazil, Santoro brought topics from this congress into the discussion
4
 to 

composers unofficially affiliated with the PCB, especially Guerra-Peixe. As observed by 

Assis, ―…as the composer moved away from the dodecaphonic practice and advanced on his 

research on Pernambuco‘s musical culture, the process of progressive and direct fight against 

the twelve-tone technique seemed inevitable‖
5
 This is reflected in the first manuscript of 

Melopéias n.3. As shown in Example 5.1, the piece was not originally titled ―Melopéia‖ but 

―não serial‖ (not serial).  

                                                           
3 Diogo Navia, ―As Melopéias Para Flauta de César Guerra-Peixe: Um Estudo 

Interpretativo‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of Minas Gerais, 2012), 22. 

 4 ―The guidelines of Prague, emphatic in condemning avant-garde trends as representing 

a supposedly decadent bourgeois culture, were no less clear in their position on encouraging 

progressive composers to approach the music and aspirations of the people, which were placed in 

opposition to the avant-garde itself, which helped to give definitive form to the debate on the side 

of communism in the period. In short, what the Congress pointed out was that musical 

composition at the time was going through a crisis which the main reason was the opposition 

between popular music and classical music.‖ Frederico Machado de Barros ―César Guerra-Peixe 

A modernidade em busca de uma tradição,‖ (doctoral dissertation, University of São Paulo, 

2013), 78. 

5 Assis, ―Os Doze Sons e a Cor Nacional,‖155. ―…à medida que o compositor se afastava 

da prática dodecafônica e avançava nas pesquisas sobre a cultura musical pernambucana, parecia 

inevitável o processo de combate progressivo e direto ao dodecafonismo.‖ 
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Example 5.1- First Manuscript of Melopéias no. 3 

 

 Instead of thinking of this piece as reflecting just a change from one aesthetical 

position to the other, I propose to consider it as ambivalent, as a negotiation between his 

interest in popular practices and the rigidity associated with the serials techniques he had 

championed. In other words, I am interested in understanding if these two contrasting ideas 

or gestures—improvisatory gestures and rigid techniques—are integral to the narrative of the 

piece. Since Guerra-Peixe‘s intention in avoiding any relation with twelve-tone music is 

undeniable, I focus my analysis initially on the seemingly improvisatory aspect of this work. 

The first hint of improvisation relates to the meter. 

 

Rhythmic Aspects 

About rhythm in the Brazilian context, Ana Claudia Assis observes:  

 Rhythm, considered by Mário de Andrade a ―socializing‖ element of excellence, was 

the main parameter used by Brazilian composers to print the nationalist character in 

their songs. However, few were the composers who really devoted themselves to the 

study of popular rhythms, as they got used to the appropriation of sound recordings or 

unpretentious transcriptions, performed by folklorists. the contact of most of the 

composers with the material of the popular demonstrations performed in an indirect 

and decontextualized, as Guerra-Peixe observed in his criticism of composers.
6
 

                                                           
6 Ana Cláudia de Assis, ―Os Doze Sons e a Cor Nacional,‖150. ―O ritmo, considerado 

por Mário de Andrade um elemento ―socializador‖ por excelência, foi o principal parâmetro 

utilizado pelos compositores brasileiros para imprimir o caráter nacionalista em suas músicas. 

Entretanto, poucos foram os compositores que se dedicaram realmente ao estudo da rítmica 

popular, pois se acostumaram à apropriação de registros sonoros ou transcrições despretensiosas, 
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Not coincidently, one of the most immediately salient aspects of Melopéias n.3. is the way in 

which Guerra-Peixe positions the bar lines in all three movements. As shown in Examples 

5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, the segmentation the composer proposes prevents the projection of any 

sense of stable meter at the beginning of each of the three movements of the piece. 

 

 

Example 5.2- Guerra-Peixe, Melopéias n. 3, (mm. 1-3), mov.1. Metric variety. 

 

Example 5.3- Guerra-Peixe, Melopéias n. 3, (mm. 1- 6), mov. 2. Metric variety. 

 

Example 5.4- Guerra-Peixe, Melopéias n. 3, (mm. 1- 5), mov. 3. Metric variety. 

 I interpret this metrical instability with the practice of improvisation. Paul Steinbeck 

mentions that ―music that is improvisatory often carries critical messages, as do the theatrical 

and intermedia performances that occur in close proximity to improvised music. To 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
realizados pelos folcloristas. O contato da maioria dos compositores com o material das 

manifestações populares realizava-se de forma indireta e descontextualizada, como observou 

Guerra-Peixe em suas críticas aos compositores nacionalistas.‖ 
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improvise is to experiment, and people who experiment—in music or any other arena—do so 

because the standard approach to things is boring, misguided, wrong, or deadening.‖
7
 I 

interpret the metrical instability in Melopéias no. 3, first, as a metaphor for the composer‘s 

intention in breaking with the twelve-tone technique. Second, I also argue that the reference 

to improvisation relates to Brazilianness, as it connects to the music composed by barbers 

and the genre of the improvisos. 

 Not unrelated to the European impromptu, the title Improviso has been used by 

Brazilian composers since the nineteenth century. For instance, Joaquim Calado (a flutist 

discussed in Chapter 4) composed an Improviso for flute between 1872 and 1875. In 

analyzing this piece, Denis dos Santos observes that ―moving melodic lines capture the 

informal, improvisatory atmosphere that is present in similar works from this time.‖
8
 He 

highlights the improvisatory aspect of the rhythm in section C as ―Calado shifts the natural 

accent of the first and second beat of each sixteenth-note group by emphasizing the third 

sixteenth-note, which are either the lower or the higher note in the grouping. The rhythmic 

character would also be frequently used by Choro composers.‖
9
 

 In the twentieth century, improvisos frequently appeared as titles of nationalist 

works. For instance, Camargo Guarnieri, who was one of the main nationalist composers in 

Brazil, composed three Improvisos for solo flute, ten improvisos for piano solo, and three 

Improvisos for string orchestra. Regarding meter in Improviso n.2 for solo flute (1942), 

                                                           
7 Paul Steinbeck, ―Improvisational Fictions,‖ MTO 19, no.2 (2013): 2, 

https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.13.19.2/mto.13.19.2.steinbeck.pdf 

 8 Denis dos Santos, ―The Music and Flute of Joaquim Antonio Callado: a Study of 

Selected Compositions‖ (doctoral dissertation, University of Kentuck, 2015), 96. 

9 Santos, ―The Music and Flute of Joaquim Antonio Callado: a Study of Selected 

Compositions,‖ 97. 

https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.13.19.2/mto.13.19.2.steinbeck.pdf
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Marion Verhaalen comments: ―Irregularity of meter is especially prominent in the long 

measures of this piece in ABACA form. It has many large melodic intervals and a rapid 

alternation of legato and staccato groups of notes.‖
10

 

 Allusions to improvisation, melodic and rhythmic, have been part of the nationalist 

reception of flute works in Brazil. However, in the case of the Melopéias n. 3, there is more 

to explore, as Guerra-Peixe varies accentuation and articulation creating more metrical 

conflict throughout the piece that might focus the interpretation. For this, I will focus now on 

the idea of syncopation, a concept that, according to Mário de Andrade, is impregnated in the 

very idea of Brazilianness.  

 In an interview in 1974, Guerra-Peixe commented how Mário the Andrade‘s 

publications influenced him in the 1930s, suggesting that he had never thought about 

nationalism and the concept of Brazilian music before reading the Brazilian Music Essay.
11

 

Influenced by Andrade‘s work on the Northeast region of Brazil, as mentioned before, he 

moved to Recife to study Brazilian folklore, leading to the publication of his book Maracatus 

do Recife in 1955, considered a reference in the subject nowadays.  When he arrived in 

Recife, he was able to experience the city‘s preparation for Carnival and was impressed by 

the complexity of the Pernambucanos rhythms.  

 Recife—home to Frevo and Maracatu—was colonized by the Portuguese and later in 

the seventeenth century by the Dutch. Frevo is this city‘s typical dance and genre, especially 

during the carnival season. As a hybrid genre, Frevo was born from the confluence of 

                                                           
10 Marion Verhaalen, Camargo Guarnieri, Brazilian composer: A Study of his Creative 

Life and Works (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005), 208. 

 11 Antonio Guerreiro de Faria Júnior, ―Guerra-Peixe e as Ideias de Mário de Andrade: 

Uma Revelação,‖ DEBATES - Cadernos Do Programa De Pós-Graduação Em Música, no. 2 

(novembro, 2014): 62, http://seer.unirio.br/revistadebates/article/view/4207 
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European and Afro-Brazilian cultures. As Yêda Barbosa explains: ―the first signs of what 

was to become frevo date back to the eighteenth century, when, in processions, black workers 

from the port district of Recife gathered during the Ternos de Reis festivities to the sound of 

marches and improvised songs.‖
12

 Like many other Brazilian genres, frevo as a musical genre 

was influenced by genres such as polkas, marchas, dobrados, and maxixes.  

  Yeda Barbosa also observes that frevo as a musical and dance genre has movements 

from different origins. The ginga, the vigor, and the improvisation, probably a legacy of the 

presence of capoeiras in the carnival, are the most evident movements.
13

 The first time the 

term capoeira appeared (1907) was to designate the people that would dance with their 

umbrellas in front of the military bands during carnival. The conflicts between social classes 

were prevalent at this moment in history, so the government created the carnival association 

as a strategy to appease disputes. The capoeiras started to appear at the end of the nineteenth 

century from the interaction between African Brazilians and military bands. This assimilation 

between the military band and frevo is only possible to see once one understands how frevo‘s 

origins related to capoeira. 

 Ivaldo Lima defines maracatu ―as a cultural manifestation endowed with various 

elements. It features dancing, singing, costumes, and musical style. A better definition can be 

taken from the fact that the word maracatu serves both to name the music made for this 

                                                           
12 Yêda Barbosa, Frevo (Brasília: IPHAN, 2016), 13. ―Remontam ao século XVIII os 

primeiros indícios do que viria ser um clube de frevo quando, em cortejos, ao som de marchas e 

músicas improvisadas, trabalhadores negros do bairro portuário do Recife juntavam-se durante os 

festejos de Ternos de Reis.‖ 

13 Yêda Barbosa, Frevo, 15.  
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manifestation, as well as for the dance and the procession itself.‖
14

 When discussing the 

origins of maracatu, many authors relate it to African religious ceremonies. Guerra-Peixe 

observes that ―modern authors agree that maracatu is a royal procession whose practices are 

reminiscences of the coronation feasts of black kings, elected and appointed in the institution 

of the King of Congo.‖
15

 The maracatu instrumentation is voice and some typical Brazilian 

percussion: afayas, taróis, mineiros, and gonguês. The singer, denominated master, is the 

lead of the group.
16

 Nowadays, maracatu has extended to the popularity of Carnaval and 

become, as much as frevo, a popular manifestation of Northeast regionalism. 

 My interpretation of the Melopéias n. 3 cannot ignore the context of frevo and 

maracatu, especially in relation to African Brazilian expressions, as experienced by the 

composer when he moved to Recife. Moreover, there are other relations or parallels that can 

be made. For instance, the music of bands appearing in Rio de Janeiro‘s urban context also 

appears in the foundation of frevo. In both places, the music bands influenced the musical 

practices of African Brazilian communities, especially black flutists in Rio de Janeiro. The 

religious aspect of maracatu’s origins can also connect with ideas on primitivism in the 

                                                           
14 Ivaldo Marciano de França Lima,  ―As ―Origens‖ dos Maracatus-Nação do Recife: 

Uma História Linear e Sem Transformações?,‖ Tempo e Argumento, Florianópolis 11, no. 27  

(2019): 257. ―O maracatu-nação pode ser definido  como uma  manifestação  cultural  dotada  de 

elementos  diversos.  Dispõe de dança, canto, fantasias  e  estilo  musical  próprio.  Uma melhor 

definição pode ser tomada pelo aspecto de que a palavra ‗maracatu‘ serve tanto para nomear a  

música  feita  por  essa  manifestação,  bem  como  para  a  dança e  o  cortejo propriamente  

dito.‖   

15 Cesar Guerra-Peixe, Maracatus do Recife (São Paulo: Rivordi, 1955), 12. ―Os autores 

modernos concordam que o Maracatu seja um cortejo real cujas práticas são reminiscências 

decorrentes das í estas do coroação de reis negros, eleitos e nomeados na instituição do Rei dm 

Congo.‖ 

 16 In the past, the musicians and masters were only male, but nowadays there are many 

groups of women who assume either the leading or the percussion position. 
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conflictual relation between native culture and sacred music. Also, the practice of maracatu 

shares the space with the discussed bandas of cabaçais, a group that also provided music for 

religious ceremonies.  

 The rhythm played by the snare and bass drums is what most characterizes the frevo 

as a dance and musical genre. Dobrado is considered the father of frevo. ―According to 

Adelson Pereira da Silva, […] the rhythmic base of frevo derives from the dobrado, and its 

rhythmic sequence in the snare drum derives from a musical genre known among conductors 

of military bands as Cento e Vinte.‖
17

 Example 5.5 shows the rhythmic pattern of dobrado.   

 

Example 5.5- Rhythm of Dobrado,  Snare drums line. 

The Dobrado, the rhythmic essence of frevo slowly appears right at the beginning of 

Melopeias no 3 (see Example 5.6). I interpret the tenuto and the staccato/legato articulation 

and changing the direction of the melody, as a way to create accents that coincide with the 

accentuation of the snare drum line of frevo. As a performer, I relate this detailed series of 

articulations with what I called at first an element of rhythmic improvisation. In the 

beginning, the composer only creates the accentuation in some groups of each three eighth 

notes (as highlighted in Example 5.7). My interpretation emphasizes the accentuation in the 

weak parts of the measure and beats, imitating the snare drum line of the frevo (see Example 

                                                           
17 Francesco Valente, ―Spok e o Novo Frevo: Um Estudo Etnomusicológico‖ (master 

dissertation, University Nova of Lisboa, 2014), 43. ―De acordo com Adelson Pereira da 

Silva,[…] a base rítmica do frevo deriva do dobrado, e a sua sequência rítmica na Caixa deriva de 

um género musical conhecido entre os regentes de bandas militares, chamado de Cento e Vinte.  
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5.6). This still poses ambivalence about whether this relates to frevo or not.  In the first 

measure, the accent would coincide with the A and F#—A will be the first beat of the music 

and in the lower register and F# will naturally be emphasized because of the tenuto mark. In 

measure 2, the staccato on the B also contributes to the accent in the G, which is also the 

lowest. Also, the slur from G to D emphasizes the accent on G. The next accent happens in 

the F# with the tenuto. The next one is in A#  and the last one is in A ( as there is a change in 

direction). 

 

Example 5.6- Guerra-Peixe, Melopéias n. 3, (mm. 1-2). 

However, when he develops this rhythmic idea in the next phrase (mm. 4-8), there is 

a long sequence that accentuates groups of three (see Example 5.6 in red for the accentuation 

of each three groups). However, especially in bar 7, the frevo rhythm fully appears as he 

accentuates the G and the D# on m.7 by changing the direction of the melody. The 

accentuation on the D# creates a new element: a group of four ascending motions (the 

melodic direction emphasizes even more this new group). By emphasizing this perspective of 

the rhythm configuration, one can read the relation to the snare line and consequently to 

frevo.  
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Example 5.7- Guerra-Peixe, Melopéias n. 3, (mm. 4-8). 

 

In the third movement, this accentuation pattern changes to another important 

instrument in Frevo: the Caixa-de-Guerra. Nilton Moreira had already observed the 

similarity with the variation of Caixa-de-Guerra line (percussion line, see Example 5.8)
18

. 

According to Guerra-Peixes‘s research, this rhythm and some variations ―is played when the 

revelry, without singing or dancing, hurriedly walks down the street to gain time.‖
19

 

Although I agree with this connection between the Caixa-de-Guerra and the third movement 

very clearly, I also see its relation to the idea of the snare drum line dobrado, as the composer 

accentuates high pitches every three sixteenth notes, but sometimes followed by a last group 

of four sixteenth- notes (see Example 5.9, mm. 2-4).  

 

Example 5.8- Caixa-de-Guerra rhythmic variation.20 

                                                           
18 Nilton Moreira, ―Sonatina para Flauta e Piano de Guarnieri e Melopéias nº 3 de 

Guerra- Peixe: Interação entre o Popular e o Erudito na Construção de uma  Interpretação 

Músical‖ (doctoral dissertation, Federal University of the State of Rio de Janeiro, 2013), 65. 

 19 Guerra-Peixe, Maracatus do Recife, 75. 

20 Nilton Moreira, ―Sonatina para flauta e piano de Guarnieri e Melopéias nº 3 de Guerra- 

Peixe, 65. 
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Example 5.9- Guerra-Peixe, Melopéias n. 3, (mm. 2-4). 

 The melodic line of the flute also references maracatu, specifically in relation to the 

Gonguê
21

. In his work, Guerra-Peixe mentions the extreme register of the instrument gonguê 

and also emphasizes that ―this instrument is like the Eb clarinet or the clarinet in the band‖ 

[...]clarifying that the gongué must be accompanied by the other instruments as if it were a 

melody.‖
22

 Moreira has already pointed out the importance of the interval leaps in the third 

movement of Melopéias n.3 in relation to the gonguê.
23

 However, I want to go further by 

relating this to other movements (see Example 5.10). In the first movement, for instance, we 

see the articulation of big intervals creating a dialogue with the main arpeggiated melodic 

                                                           
21 Gonguê is a percussion instrument performed especially in the Maracatu. According to 

Guerra-Peixe ――Gongué‖ or ―gonguê‖ is a variation of ngongue, a word of Bantu origin. It 

designates the instrument that consists of two wounds of cast iron with steel and connected to 

each other. A cable of the same material comes out from one side, where the musician holds it to 

perform. It is the same instrumental piece used in the public ceremonies of the Xangôs, where it 

is called ―agogô‖, from the Yoruba akoko. In maracatu, the dimensions of the instrument are 

larger, so that, producing stronger sounds; it can cope with the intensity of the zabumbas - drums 

larger than the ―ilus‖ (drums) of the terreiros.‖ Guerra-Peixe, Maracatus do Recife, 1955, 59. 

―Gongue‖ ou ―gongue‖ é corruptela de ngonge, palavra de pro- cedência banto. Designa o 

instrumento que consta de duas chagas de ferro fundido com aço e ligadas entre si. De um dos 

lados sai um cabo do mesmo material, por onde o músico ó segura para executar. B a mesma 

peça instrumental usada nas cerimônias públicas dos Xangôs, onde se denomina ―agogô‖, do 

ioruba akoko. No Maracatu - dimensões do instrumento são maiores, a fim de que, produzindo 

sons mais fortes, possa fazer frente à intensidade dos zabumbas tambores maiores que os Uilus‖ 

(tambores) dos terreiros.‖ 

22 Guerra-Peixe, Maracatus do Recife, 74. ―Este instrumento é como a requinta ou a 

calarineta na banda‖ [...] esclarecendo que o gongué deve ser acompanhado pelos restantes 

instrumentos como se' fôsse uma melodia. Realcemos alguns dos seus to- ques mais 

característicos.‖ 

23 Nilton Moreira, ―Sonatina para flauta e piano de Guarnieri e Melopéias nº 3 de Guerra- 

Peixe: Interação entre o Popular e o Erudito na Construção de uma  Interpretação Músical,‖ 65. 
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line (mm. 5-6, see Example 5.11). Interestingly, Guerra-Peixe emphasizes the gonguê 

sonority during the climax of the first movement, this is also a consequence of increasing 

dynamics and the exploration of the higher register (see Example 5.12). In the second 

movement, the melodic aspect of the gonguê (the jump intervals) is the basis of the 

construction of the lyric melody (see Example 5.13). 

 

 

Example 5.10- Gonguê typical sonority 24 

 

Example 5.11- Guerra-Peixe, Melopéias n. 3, (mm. 5-6) 

  

Example 5.12- Guerra- Peixe, Melopéias n. 3, (mm. 20-21) 

 

Example 5.13- Guerra- Peixe, Melopéias n. 3, (mm. 3-5) 

                                                           
 

 24 Guerra-Peixe, Maracatus do Recife, 74. 
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 On bringing elements of northeastern regionalism such as maracatu and frevo the 

syncopation found in Brazilian urban popular genres, and allusions to improvisation as 

practice, I have proposed a reading of Melopéia n. 3 in relation to a broader concept of 

Brazilianness. By writing for the solo flute, I argue that the composer, intentionally or not, 

invites us to consider all those signs around the concept of the Brazilian Flute as a cultural 

unit discussed in this dissertation. 

 

Exploring Popular Urban Genres’ Signs in Fantasia Sul América by Claudio Santoro 

Claudio Santoro and Serialism  

 Claudio Santoro composed Fantasia Sul América in 1983 after returning from 

Germany, where he worked as a professor of conducting at the Hochschule Heidelberg-

Mannheim.
25

 He returned to Brazil to assume a faculty position at the University of Brasília 

and a position as director and conductor at the Orquestra do Teatro Nacional. In contrast to 

Guerra-Peixe‘s Melopeias no. 3, Santoro composed Fantasia Sul América more than thirty 

years after breaking up with Grupo Musica Viva. José Maria Neves,
26

 Sérgio Mendes 

Nogueira,
27

 and Vasco Mariz
28

 categorize Santoro‘s compositional style into four main 

                                                           
 25 Rafael Ferreira, ―Fantasia Sul América (1983) by Claudio Santoro,‖ November, 2021, 

Doctoral Lecture Recital, https://youtu.be/QDwCfReLua8 

26 José Maria Neves, Música Contemporânea Brasileira, 1st ed. (São Paulo: Ricordi 

brasileira, 1981). 

27 Sérgio Mendes discuss in detail each phase of the composer in his Dissertation: Sérgio 

Nogueira Mendes, ―O Percurso Estilistico de Claudio Santoro: Roteiros Divergentes e Conjunção 

Final‖ (doctoral dissertation, University of Campinas, 2009), 

https://hdl.handle.net/20.500.12733/1611149. Acesso em: 4 jan. 2023. 

https://youtu.be/QDwCfReLua8
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phases: dodecaphonic (1939-1946), transitional (1946-1948), nationalist (1949-1960), and 

mature (1960- 1989) when Fantasia Sul América was composed. In his ―mature‖ works, 

Santoro combines elements associated with nationalism with those from serialism. My 

analysis, therefore, considers how Brazilianness can be heard in Santoro‘s piece by pointing 

out traditions such as the Época de Ouro and popular urban genres through a more 

atonal/serial musical language. I argue that this work proposes an ambivalent musical 

dialogue between these two seemingly incongruent musical traditions.  

 Claudio Santoro was born in Manaus, the capital of Amazonas. As a child, he studied 

violin and piano at the Conservatório de Música do Rio de Janeiro. Because of his early 

interest in music theory, he also dedicated himself to music composition.
29

 Around 1940, he 

met Koellreutter and showed him drafts of his symphonic work. After noticing his serialist 

tendencies, he invited him to join the Grupo Música Viva and study twelve-tone techniques 

with him. 

 As mentioned before, Fantasia Sul América is a late work. It is not one piece, but a 

collection of works for solo instruments under the same title.
30

 The collection was composed 

for the South America Music Competition -Young Brazilian Soloist Artists that took place in 

Brazil from 1983 to 1985.  Since then, the collection has been researched, especially in the 

terms of his compositional style. Vinicius Fraga, for instance, analyzed the performance of 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
28 Vasco Mariz dedicated one chapter to Santoro when discussing important names of the 

Brazilian Musical scene in the twentieth century: Vasco Mariz, Figuras da Música Brasileira 

Contemporânea (Brasilia: Editora Universidade de Brasilia,1970), 70. 

29 Vasco Mariz, Figuras da Música Brasileira Contemporânea, 69. As a violinist, he also 

played in the orchestras around Rio de Janeiro such as the Brazilian Symphony Orchestra, at 

Rádio Nacional, and at Cassino Copacabana. 

 30 He wrote fantasias for violin, viola, cello, double bass, oboes, clarinet, bassoon, 

trumpet, trombones, tuba, saxophone, piano, voice guitar, and flute. 
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two main clarinet recordings in addition to comparing the manuscript with an edition of this 

piece.
31

 Renato Pinto and Weslei da Silva suggest some analytical and practical tools for the 

performance of the works from tuba and trombone, respectively.
32

 José de Carvalho Oliveira 

offers a historic review of the completion in which this collection was composed as well as 

testimony from the main saxophonists in Brazil in order to discuss the performance history of 

this piece.
33

 Instead of focusing on the performance aspects of this piece, my analysis focuses 

on the ambivalence of the melodic materials (serial and national) in relation to the Brazilian 

Flute as a cultural unit.  

 In Western Art Music, the word fantasia is related to creativity and imagination.
34

 

According to William Drabkin, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the term fantasy 

was typically used in works that broke with a tradition (such as in Beethoven‘s Fantasies).  

These could be based on improvised material, and sometimes ―applied to virtuoso pieces 

based on a given theme or group of themes of a popular source.‖
35

 Sul America explicitly 

                                                           
 31 Vinicius Fraga, ―Estudo Interpretativo sobre a Fantasia Sul América para Clarineta 

Solo de Cláudio Santoro‖ (master dissertation, Federal University of Bahia, 2008). 

32 Renato Pinto, ―A Tuba na Música Brasileira: Catalogação de Obras, Análise e 

Sugestões Interpretativas da Fantasia Sul América para Tuba e Orquestra de Cláudio Santoro‖ 

(master dissertation, Federal University of Bahia, 2015). Weslei da Silva, ―A Construção da 

Performance da obra Fantasia Sul América para Trompa solo de Claudio Santoro,‖ The Brazilian 

Trombone Association Journal 3, no. 2 (2022), Accessed in December 2022, 

https://periodicos.ufpb.br/index.php/btaj/article/view/61383. 

33 José de Oliveira, and Marco Pinto, ―Fantasia Sul América para Saxofone Solo, 

Processos de Assimilação e Incorporação de Repertório,‖ Revista Vórtex 8(2), no. 13, (2020): 

online. Accessed in December 2022. https://doi.org/10.33871/23179937.2020.8.2.13 

34 ―In the general senses of ‗imagination‘, ‗product of the imagination‘, ‗caprice‘, 

derivatives of the Greek ‗phantasia‘ were current in the principal European languages by the late 

Middle Ages.‖ 

35 Christopher Filed E. Eugene Helm, and William Drabkin, ―Fantasia.‖ Grove Music 

Online. 2001; Accessed in January 2023, https://www-oxfordmusiconline-com. 

/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000040048 

https://periodicos.ufpb.br/index.php/btaj/article/view/61383
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refers to the South American continent and therefore relates to the concept of Latin America. 

In this sense, the title of this work can be taken as an invitation to consider what could be part 

of such a geographically situated imaginary.   

 At first view, Santoro‘s overwhelmingly serial language might contradict the title. 

However, even in a superficial view of the melodic material, it is possible to see that Santoro 

explores serialism with more freedom in this piece in comparison to other pieces for flute he 

wrote in the 1940s in his serialism phase.
36

 For instance, in Four Epigrams for flute alone, 

Santoro used twelve-tone techniques in opposition to nationalist aesthetics. In previous 

analyses of this piece, I showed that Santoro avoided the repetition of pitches.
37

 Years later, 

when he composed Fantasia Sul América, his work was in a synthesis of both languages 

(serial and national).   

 

Fantasia Sul América Analysis  

 Given the instrument for which the piece is written (flute), I read this piece in terms 

of its relation to the Brazilian Flute as a cultural unit, more especially in its relation to 

popular urban genres.  The piece is in simple ternary form (ABA) (see Figure 5.1). Section A 

shows a clear serial composition with little signs of national identity, while the B sections can 

be read as a reference to choro in its chromatic melodic lines.  In the third section (A‘) the 

                                                           
36 Music for solo flute has been part of Santoro‘s output since his involvement with 

Musica Viva —a total of fifteen pieces in his catalog include flute as solo instrument or as part of 

chamber ensembles. The catalogue is available in the composer official website: 

http://www.claudiosantoro.art.br/Santoro/02_flauta.html 

37 For a more detailed discussion see Rafael Ribeiro Ferreira, ―Os Quatro Epigramas para 

Flauta Solo de Claudio Santoro: Do Manuscrito (1942) à Edição (1975)‖ (master dissertation, 

Federal University of Minas Gerais, 2012). 
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music becomes serial again. However, in this section, the composer also incorporates the 

chromatic melodic line used in the B section. For this reason, I argue that the piece can be 

read metaphorically and in light of the composer‘s own trajectory, as a negotiation between 

two previously opposed aesthetical approaches to Brazilian music composition.  

 

 

A B A‘ 

mm. 1-20 mm. 21-36 mm. 37- 41 

Serial style choro intertextuality Mixed style 

Figure 5.1- Form table of Fantasia Sul América, Claudio Santoro 

 The A section is serial as the m2, m3, and the Aug 5 interval are structural to the 

melodic material of this piece. There is a constant use of the intervals in many moments of 

the piece (mm. 2, 3, and 6, for instance, see Example 5.14). The three first pitches present the 

thematic idea of this entire section and portions of section A‘. In contrast with the B section, 

the melodic lines present more leaps and arpeggiation than stepwise motion.  

 

Example 5.14- Examples of the set (014) in Fantasia Sul América (mm. 2,3,6, respectively) 

 The B section has a more cantabile style in its melodic lines and use of soft dynamics. 

It is formed by three phrases connected by short musical elements between them. The first 

and second phrases introduce a long melodic line that goes from B
5
 to Eb

4
 (mm. 21-27). At 
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this moment, I argue that there is an intertextual link with the genre choro. For this reason, 

we should now turn to some musical elements of the choro. The choro refers to not just a 

style of playing and a genre of music, but also to an entire instrumental ensemble —flute, 

cavaquinho, guitar, and pandeiro.
38

 As discussed in Chapter 4 in relation to flutist Joaquim 

Calado, three forms of Brazilian popular music influenced the choro in terms of style, 

practice, and social meaning: the modinha, the lundu, and the maxixe.
39

 In the ‘30s 

composers and musicologists such as Villa-Lobos and Mário de Andrade understood the 

genre as a clear example of cross reference—as a synthesis of the European modinha and the 

African rhythmic virtuosity of the lundu and maxixe.  

 The melodic line of choro has many distinctive features that come from the 

mentioned synthesis such as the anacrusis (typically made of three sixteenth notes) and an 

arpeggiation at the end of phrases.
40

 However, there is an overall tendency to feature 

chromaticism.
41

 Figure 5.15, for instance, shows examples of chromaticism in the melodies 

from the main themes of Flor Amorosa, Odeon, and Brazileirinho. 

 

                                                           
38 Livingston, Tamara Elena, and Thomas George Caracas Garcia, Choro: A Social 

History of a Brazilian Popular Music (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 2005), 3. 

39  Livingston, and Garcia, Choro: A Social History of a Brazilian Popular Music, 17 

40 Paula Veneziano Valente, ―Transformacões do Choro no Sec. XXI: Estruturas,  

Performances e Improvizacão (doctoral dissertation, University of São Paulo, 2014), 45-46, 

https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27158/tde-05112014 

093131/publico/PaulaVenezianoValenteVC.pdf 

41 Paula Veneziano Valente, ―Transformacões do Choro no Sec. XXI,‖ 52. 

https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27158/tde-05112014
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Flor Amorosa, mm. 1-2 

 

Odeon, mm. 1-2 

 

Brazileirinho, mm. 16-19. 

 

Example 5.15- Main chromatic motives of choros Flor Amoroza, Odeon, and Brasileirinho 

 On returning to the Fantasia discussion, I will show the relationship between the B 

section and choro. Claudio Santoro not only introduces in the B section a melodic chromatic 

line but also rhythmically brings in elements of choro on this line. The first phrase presents a 

chromatic line that extends from pitches B
5
 to G

5
 (see Example 5.16) The A- F-A A-flat in 

the third and second beats of m. 2 also features what often happens in the melodic lines of 

some choros such as Flor Amorosa (see m. 2 in Flor Amorosa melodic line above), which is 

the highlight of syncopations by using big leaps.   

 

Example 5.16- Cláudio Santoro, Fantasia Sul América, (mm. 21-22) 

  In his work, already mentioned in Chapter 3, Acácio Piedade suggested a 

Brazilian topic he calls ―Época de Ouro.‖ As one of the signifiers for this topic, he identifies 
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the bass line of the choro (baixaria
42

).
43

 On analyzing Villa-Lobos‘ Choros no. 7, Piedade 

points out the Época de Ouro topic in the guitar bassline: 

Bars 10 and 12 present a choro-bass line, here in the original guitar timbre. These 

lines, called by musicians "baixaria", appear in several forms in the music of Villa-

Lobos, mostly serving to connect parts of the melodic theme, and many times 

appearing in a pretty transformed way.
44

 

 

The Fantasia Sul América also features such a baseline in two chromatic descendant lines 

that resemble the baixaria (see Example 5.17, mm. 23-24). This chromatic descendant 

contour appears as a bridge between the first and second phrases. Interestingly, it is a wedge 

as there is also another chromatic line ascending.  In choros, such ascending lines usually 

appear as a counterpoint to the main melodic line and are typically played by the seven-string 

guitar. According to Piedade, the topic Época de Ouro evokes typical melodies of modinhas, 

                                                           
42 The contrapuntal and melodic bass, or as Kiefer classifies the singing bass, 

characteristic of choro, was and is widely used in maxixe and samba. Functioning as a second 

melody, the bass line of choro, in addition to dialoguing with the main melody, defines the 

harmony connecting chords. It is a very ornate line type, with large number of notes, making 

constant use of sixteenth notes and triplets, performed between C3 and C1, and therefore 

sounding good in instruments that, like the guitar and the euphonium, have in the registers mid-

bass to its best sound. This type of line became known as ―baixaria do choro‖, or just ―baixaria‖. 

Bruno Kiefer, Música e Dança Popular, (Porto Alegre: Editora Movimento 1983), p.15) in Jose 

Alexandre Carvalho, ―Os alicerces da folia : a linha de baixo na passagem do maxixe para o 

samba,‖ (master dissertation,  University of Campinas, 2006, 74), 

https://doi.org/10.47749/T/UNICAMP.2006.370342. O baixo contrapontístico e melódico, ou 

como classifica o musicólogo Bruno Kiefer (1983, p. 15 e 23) o baixo cantante, tão característico 

do choro, foi e é amplamente utilizada no maxixe e no samba. Funcionando como uma segunda 

melodia, a linha de baixo do choro, além de dialogar com a melodia principal define a harmonia 

conectando os acordes. É um tipo de linha muito ornamentada, com grande quantidade de notas, 

fazendo uso constante de semicolcheias e de tercinas, executada entre o C3 e o C1, e por isso 

soando bem em instrumentos que, como o violão e o bombardino, possuem nos registros médio-

graves a sua melhor sonoridade. 

43 Acácio Piedade, ―A Teoria das Tópicas e a Músicalidade Brasileira: Reflexões Sobre a 

Retoricidade na Música,‖ El oído pensante 1, no.1 (2013): 14. 

44 Acácio Piedade, ―Rhetoricity in the Music of Villa Lobos: Musical Topics in Brazilian 

Early XXth-century Music,‖ In Proceedings International Conference on Music Semiotics in 

Memory of Raymond Monelle (Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh Music Department, 2013), 4. 

https://doi.org/10.47749/T/UNICAMP.2006.370342
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polkas, valsas and serestas from the nineteenth century. In this sense, the presence of this 

topic in Fantasia Sul América extends even more its connection to Brazilianness.  

 

Example 5.17- Claudio Santoro, Fantasia Sul América, (m.23-24) 

 The following gesture that points also to choro appears in the second phrase of 

section B (mm. 24 – 25). There, the composer creates a compound line—rhythmic and 

melodic—for the flute. In the top voice of this compound line, the tremolos can be read as a 

reference to the choro’s cavaquinho line (see figure 5.18) that brings the rhythmic 

syncopation and, consequently the style of this genre. In Fantasia Sul América (see Example 

5.19), the tremolos accentuate the weak beats and create syncopations, like the cavaquinho in 

choros. The tremolo also mimics the strumming sound of the cavaquinho. The instrument is 

mainly played with a pick moving up and down, which highlights different pitches at a speed 

that suggests a tremolo  

 

Example 5.18- Typical cavaquinho accompaniment rhythm 

 

Example 5.19- Cláudio Santoro, Fantasia Sul América, (mm. 24-25) 
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 In the A‘ section, the Fantasia returns to the initial serial structure with some added 

reference to the chromaticism of the choro and the Época de Ouro topic. Interestingly, the 

chromatic line in m. 42 can be heard as a whisper from choro, as the composer uses an 

extended technique (harmonic) and a pianissimo dynamic marking for it (see Example 5.21). 

In the middle of a serial arpeggiation, this chromatic gesture comments on the choro 

references that permeate the B section.  

 

Example 5.20- Cláudio Santoro, Fantasia Sul América, (m. 42)  

 The Época de Ouro topic reappears in the A‘ section, however, in a quiet dynamic 

and with improvisatory rhythm (since the composer uses a mark that allows the performer to 

decide the speed of thirty-two notes). He also mixes the serial style with two very typical 

elements of improvisation in choro music: the grace note (see Example 5.22) and the 

glissando, which are also signs that participate in the universe of the Época de Ouro topic. 

According to Piedade, Brazil, from the nineteenth
,
 ―[…] expresses itself in melodic flourishes 

in certain phrases, harmonic patterns, typical ornamentation (many appoggiaturas and turns) 

that are strongly present in modinhas, polkas, choro and, from there, in several other 

repertoires of Brazilian music.‖
45

 The appoggiaturas and glissando appear in this section as a 

reference to this topic and consequently to choro. 

                                                           
45 Acácio Piedade, ―A Teoria das Tópicas e a Musicalidade Brasileira, 14. ―[…]se 

expressa em floreios melódicos em certas frases, padrões harmônicos, ornamentação típica 

(muitas apojaturas e grupetos) que estão fortemente presentes nas modinhas, polcas, no choro e, a 

partir daí, em vários outros repertórios de música brasileira, e mesmo em segmentos de obras de 

um estilo completamente diferente do ambiente época-de-ouro.‖ 
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Example 5.21- Claudio Santoro, Fantasia Sul América, (m.38) 

 

 

Example 5.22- Claudio Santoro,  Fantasia Sul América, (m. 44)  

 

Signs of Northeast in Improviso para Flauta Solo by Osvaldo Lacerda 

Lacerda and Nationalism 

 Osvaldo Lacerda was born in São Paulo in 1927 into a Portuguese immigrant family. 

From a young age, he studied music theory and the piano formally. Because of his father, 

Lacerda went to law school instead of music school like the other composers mentioned in 

this chapter. For almost ten years since 1952, he studied with Mozart Camargo Guarnieri 

(1907-1993). It was through him that he got in direct contact with Mário de Andrade‘s ideas 

on nationalism and Brazilianness, something palpable in his compositions. In 1962, his work 

Suite Piratininga (1962) won the national composition competition Cidade de São Paulo, 

and soon after he received a scholarship to study with Vittorio Gianinni and Aaron Copland 
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in the USA. In 1965 he represented Brazil at the Inter- American Seminar of Composers at 

the University of Indiana.
46

 Besides his work as a composer, he also actively worked as an 

educator.
47

   

Lacerda never hid his strong admiration for his mentor Guarnieri. In 1993, he wrote 

an article titled ―The teacher Camargo Guarnieri,‖ published as part of the program for a 

University of São Paulo Symphony Orchestra‘s special concert dedicated to the works of 

Guarnieri.
48

 In it, Lacerda shows how he idolizes his teacher by saying at the beginning that 

Guarnieri was the only big Brazilian composer of the twentieth century, discussing the senior 

composer‘s influence over his compositional style and career.
49

 In an interview in 2002, 

Lacerda mentioned that Guarnieri said he was at the time the only student to finish his 

composition course and he would expect Lacerda to compose in his own style. The reason, 

according to the composer, was that ―in the beginning, the student had to compose in the way 

Guarnieri wanted in order to learn composition technique. Many students quit at that level 

and did not develop good compositional technique.‖
50

 Both comments show how Lacerda 

was devoted and inspired by Guarnieri‘s didactic and compositional style.  

                                                           
46 Carlos Eduardo Audi, ―Osvaldo Lacerda: His Importance to Brazilian Music and 

Elements of His Musical Style‖ (doctoral dissertation, Florida State University, 2006), 5-7,  

https://diginole.lib.fsu.edu/islandora/object/fsu:168375/datastream/PDF/download/citation.pdf  

 47 He held positions as a teacher at the São Paulo Music School, Santa Marcelina College, 

and Paulista Music Academy in the department of analysis, counterpoint, and harmony. In the 

1960s, he also published two pedagogical books about music theory.  

48 The concert was held at the Amphitheater of Conventions and Congresses from USP 

on March 13, 1993 

49 Osvaldo Lacerda, ―Meu Professor Camargo Guarnieri,‖ Revista Música 4, no.1 (May, 

1993): 30, https://www.revistas.usp.br/revistamusica/article/download/55053/58695  

50 Antonio Carlos Guimarães, ―Selected Music for Flute of Osvaldo Lacerda‖ (doctoral 

dissertation, University of Iowa, 2003), 13. 

https://www.revistas.usp.br/revistamusica/article/download/55053/58695
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As mentioned before, it was through Guarnieri that Lacerda absorbed Andrade‘s 

ideologies on musical nationalism. For instance, in his significant catalog of songs—more 

than ninety songs for voice and piano—Lacerda features only texts in Portuguese by writers 

such as Carlos Drummond de Andrade and Cecilia Meireles. In these songs, Lacerda 

explores the diversity of religions, folkloric tales, and themes related to Brazilianness, 

following Mário de Andrade‘s philosophy on how a national composition should emphasize 

national aspects of culture, in his understanding. In an interview in 2002, Lacerda mentioned 

the importance of Mário de Andrade‘s ideas on nationalism in his composition style and how 

this was connected to his education with Guarnieri.  

Mario de Andrade was very important in my life. When I started my contact with 

Guarnieri, I did not know about the Brazilian Nationalist trait and I did not know 

much about Mário de Andrade‘s works, nor about the Open letter. By reading Mário 

de Andrade, I started becoming aware of the theory of nationalism. 

 

Lacerda, for instance, preferred to use the marks in the Portuguese language, instead of 

Italian. This also reflects Andrade‘s influence who advocate for the use of the Brazilian 

spoken language instead of importing expressions from Europe. Ednardo Monteiro Gonzaga 

do Monti observes that: 

Andrade considers that a national technical terminology must have a political posture, 

especially in a country like Brazil, where there is a great import of Portuguese culture 

as a strong spectrum. Mário de Andrade believes that the words inherited from 

European colonizers needed to go through a process of Brazilianness in order to 

become ―one more obstacle to foreignization that imported musicians, consciously or 

unconsciously brought to the country.
51

 
                                                           

51 Ednardo do Monti, ―‗Terminologia Musical‘ e ‗Origem do Fado‘: Cultura Política e 

Identidade Nacional nos Estudos Musicológicos de Mário de Andrade, Publicados na Revista 

Ilustração Musical (1930-1931),‖ Educar em Revista 33, n. 65 (2017): 74. ―Andrade considera 

que uma terminologia técnica nacional deve ter uma postura política, sobretudo num país como o 

Brasil, onde há grande lastro de importação da cultura portuguesa como um contundente 

espectro. Mário de Andrade acredita que as palavras herdadas dos colonizadores europeus 

precisavam passar por um processo de brasilidade para se tornar ―mais um obstáculo à 

estrangeirização que músicos importados, conscientemente ou inconscientemente trouxeram para 

o país.‖ 
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The two expressions that appear in Portuguese—Alegre and triunfante— (see Examples 5.23 

and 5.24) show how Mário de Andrade‘s ideas were still important to him.  

 

Example 5.23- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, (m.31) 

 

Example 5.24- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, (m.44) 

Andrade‘s ideas are also palpable in Lacerda‘s works as the composer often invokes 

in his instrumental chamber music compositions the Northeastern regionalism. This happens 

through the use of various modes, the pentatonic collection, and the whole-tone collection. 

Music theorists and musicologists such as Oneyda Alvarenga
52

 and Guerra-Peixe
53

 have 

observed that this region‘s modal tendencies come from the mixed process of colonization 

where Jesuits, Portuguese, Iberians, Africans, and Native people contributed to building the 

melodic identity of the Northeastern folk music in Brazil.
54

 Musicologist Vicente Ribeiro 

                                                           
52 Oneyda Alvarenga, Música Popular Brasileira (São Paulo: Duas Cidades,  1982). 

53 Cesar Guerra-Peixe, Maracatus do Recife (Rio de Janeiro: Irmãos Vitale, 1980). 

54 For a more detailed bibliographic review about modalism influences on Brazilian 

Music read: Vicente Ribeiro, ―O modalismo na Música Popular Urbana no Brasil‖ (doctoral 

dissertation, Federal University of Paraná, 2014), 107. The author especifies musicologists that 

considered influences from Iberian Jesuitas, Arabs, African and natives.  
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observes that ―with regard to the modal structures cited by the various researchers, there is a 

significant consensus around Mixolydian and hexachordal modes. On a second level are the 

Lydian, Aeolian, Dorian modes and the pentatonic scale, observed by at least two authors.‖
55

 

The use of this specific mode in this Improviso highlights, even more, its connection to the 

idea of Brazilianness.   

In the case of the Improviso for solo flute, Lacerda relates the idea of Brazilianness to 

primitivism and the melodic tendencies of the Northeastern culture by featuring three 

elements: the improvisatory rhythm as a representative of primitivism, the use of specific 

melodic material —the Nordestino mode, Mixolydian mode, pentatonic, hexatonic scales, —, 

and the use of expression marks in Portuguese, following Andrade‘s ideas. Through my 

analysis, I will show how these elements are somehow connected with the cultural unity of 

the flute. 

 

The Improviso for solo flute 

Osvaldo Lacerda composed Improviso for solo flute in 1974 and revised it in 1978.
56

 

Unlike the other two works discussed in this chapter, this work does not appear, at first sight, 

to sum up, any aesthetical conflict.  Its Brazilianness can be read initially in its rhythm 

configuration and its relationship with primitivism, the modal melodic lines associated with 

                                                           
55 Vicente Ribeiro, ―O modalismo na Música Popular Urbana no Brasil,‖ (doctoral 

dissertation, Federal University of Paraná, 2014), 107. ―No que diz respeito às estruturas modais 

citadas pelos diversos pesquisadores, observa-se um consenso significativo em torno dos modos 

mixolídio e hexacordal39. Em um segundo patamar encontram-se os modos lídio, eólio, dórico e 

a escala pentatônica, observados por pelo menos dois autores.‖ 

 56 Rafael Ferreira, ―Improviso (1974) by Osvaldo Lacerda,‖ November, 2021, Doctoral 

Lecture Recital, https://youtu.be/IcVGgN3ySuI 
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northeast regionalism, and the overall arch form of the piece. In my analysis, I will address 

each of these subjects.  

The rhythm with which the piece opens immediately invites an intertext with other 

flute pieces discussed in this dissertation: Carlos Gomes‘ Il Guarany and Heitor Villa-Lobos‘ 

Uirapurú (see Figure 5.2). As discussed in Chapter 4, both Gomes and Villa-Lobos use this 

rhythmic motive in connection to ideas or representations of primitivism in their respective 

contexts (Gomes, in the overture‘s main theme, and Villa-Lobos with the ―ugly Indian 

theme). 

 

Improviso, 

Lacerda 

 

mm.  

1-6 

Il 

Guarany, 

Gomes 

 

mm.159-

162 

Uirapuru, 

Villa-

Lobos 

 

mm. 19-

24 

Figure 5.2- Comparative table of the primitive rhythmic gesture 

In the Improviso, the quarter double-dotted notes suggest pitch G as a center, 

contributing to a sense of harmonic stagnation during the first two measures. The thirty-

second notes confirm the modal character of the melody that develops throughout the piece. 

On combining those two elements, the music references within the first measures primitivism 

and northeastern regionalism, both important nodes within the cultural unit of the Brazilian 
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Flute I have proposed so far. It is noteworthy that this configuration also marks the end of 

this piece, delineating the overall ternary structure of the piece (ABA‘) (see Figure 5.3 for 

overall form), which I will discuss in more detail at the end of this chapter.  

 

A B A‘ 

mm. 1-22 mm. 22- 47 mm. 47- 62 

Primitive rhythm 

G as a pitch center 

Use of Mode Nordestino 

Dense texture 

New pitch centers 

Virtuosity  

Improvisatory rhythm  

Primitive rhythm  

G as a pitch center 

Use of Mode Nordestino 

 

Figure 5.3- Overall structure of Improviso for solo flute 

 The sonority of the modern flute in a modal context is linked to Northeast regionalism 

in its relation to the banda de pífanos, previously discussed in Chapters Three and Four.
57

 In 

his research, Guerra-Peixe had already observed that modal melodies vary according to the 

physical construction of the pífano—the main solo instrument in the banda de pífanos.
58

 

Modality appears as an important sign in Piedade‘s theorization of Brazilianness: 

Northeastern topics are key pieces of the baião repertoire, and from there migrated to 

a huge portion of Brazilian Músical genres. The myth of the Músical northeast 

created the mystery of the deep northeast, which was the source lush for nationalist 

composers and continues to be, through Elomar, the armorial movement, Brazilian 

jazz, and many other strands.
59

 

                                                           
 57 The sonority of the banda de pífanos had already been included in works of nationalist 

composers such as Guerra-Peixe and Guarnieri, as I discussed in Chapter 4.  

58 César Guerra-Peixe, ―Zabumba, Orquestra Nordestina,‖ Revista Brasileira de Folclore 

26 (1970): 17. 

59 Acácio Piedade, ―Perseguindo Fios da Meada: Pensamentos sobre Hibridismo, 

Musicalidade e Tópicas,‖ Per musi 23 (2011): 107, https://doi.org/10.1590/S1517-

75992011000100012. ―As tópicas nordestinas são peças-chave do repertório do baião, e dali 

https://doi.org/10.1590/S1517-75992011000100012
https://doi.org/10.1590/S1517-75992011000100012
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Perhaps because of that, especially in a piece for solo flute, Lacerda explores the varieties 

and overlapping of these modal collections.  

In the A section, for instance, the piece presents the main melodic material (mm. 1-3) 

through a minor pentatonic scale: pitches G, Bb, C, D, and F (see Example 5.25). Pitches C 

and E appear in m. 3, suggesting G Mixolydian collection. It is important to also notice the 

presence of C# in the third measure. About this, Guimarães observes that ―the pitch C# 

appears as a non-harmonic tone but will become an important pitch later in the piece.‖
60

 Here 

he is referring to this pitch as a reference to the Nordestino mode
61

, which is a Dorian mode 

with a sharp scale degree 4
th

 (G Dorian, in this case). My interpretation, however, differs 

from Guimarães in the sense that I see the C# and its Lydian inflection as pointing to this 

plurality of modes. In other words, I hear the interplay between a G Mixolydian mode and a 

G Lydian-Mixolydian as part of the narrative.  

 

Example 5.25- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, (mm. 1-2), pentatonic scale. 

 The next noticeable change in pitch collection occurs at measure 6 (see Example 

5.26). In this case, the pitches Gb Ab Bb C D E, part of the whole tone collection, WT0, 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
migraram para uma parcela enorme dos gêneros musicais brasileiros. Criou-se o mito do nordeste 

musical, o mistério do nordeste profundo, que foi fonte exuberante para compositores 

nacionalistas e continua sendo, passando por Elomar, o movimento armorial, o jazz brasileiro e 

muitas outras paragens.‖ 

60 Guimarães, ―Selected Music for flute of Osvaldo Lacerda,‖ 35.  

61 The Nordestino mode is defined by its hybridit, usually focusing in rising or lowering 

the 4th of some modes.  
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create a contrast with the modal character of the beginning. This also serves as a transition 

between the beginning of the piece and the section that begins at m.8. The transition between 

the initial G-centered melodic collection and this whole tone scale measure is not sudden, 

since pitches C, D, and Bb are common tones to both collections. Interestingly, the composer 

also highlights this change of collection with a subito forte dynamic.  

  

Example 5.26- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, (mm. 5-6), whole tone scale 

 

Example 5.27- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, (mm. 8-9), Dorian mode. 

 In the second melodic material. Lacerda uses the G Aeolian (see Example 5.27).  

The A G Eb in mm. 4-5 (see Example 5.28), based on what precedes it, initially seems to 

confirm the collection of G Aeolian. However, if taken by itself, in relation to the whole-tone 

passage in m.6, it can also be interpreted as a subset of the WT1 collection. This creates an 

even more intricate pitch landscape: When listening to m. 4 after mm. 1-3, one might still 

hear a G-based mode. But after m.6, one can retrospectively hear m.4 as a subset of the WT1 

collection.  After this, the music moves to a G-Dorian collection.  

 

Example 5.28- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, mm.4-5 
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 In the A‘ section, Lacerda more or less follows a similar modal trajectory than in the  

A section, bringing some unity to the piece. However, it is important to point out some 

variations. In the first phase, there is an A in the initial pentatonic collection (see Example 

5.29). The Nordestino mode reappears again right after the pentatonic scale (see Example 

5.30). The ambiguous gesture of m. 4 appears mirrored (see Example 5.31), and instead of 

moving to a WT1-based line as in section A, the music remains within the WT1 collection 

(see Example 5.32). These variations in relation to the A section contribute to the overall 

form of the piece, with I will discuss towards the end of this section.   

 

Example 5.29- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, m.47 

 

Example 5.30- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, mm.48-49 

 

Example 5.31- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, m.51 

 

 

Example 5.32- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, m.51 
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 In the contrasting B section, the Mixolydian mode is constantly emphasized. It 

appears in many arpeggios that delineate important explosive gestures. It also builds 

contrasts in terms of texture, rhythms, and register (see Example 5.33).  

 

 

Example 5.33- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, m.15 

The improvisatory elements of this piece, as indicated by the title, are obvious in the 

variety of rhythmic combinations that appear throughout the music, especially in the B 

section. As discussed already in the analysis of Melopéias n. 3, improvisation is a strong sign 

in Brazilian music (a discussion that appears since the music of barbers and native music) 

and therefore linked to the cultural unit of the Brazilian Flute. In this piece, irregular rhythms 

frequently appear melodically mostly associated with modal collections (see 5.33, 5.34, and 

5.35). The combinations appear in numbers 11, 7, and 14 64
th

-notes. These rhythmic figures 

usually ornament more lyrical phrases, bringing into the music the excitement alluded to by 

the words triunfante and alegre. Ornamentation then becomes not only an element of 

virtuosity but also helps highlight the expressive state proposed by the composer.  

 

 

Example 5.34- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, m. 32 
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. 

Example 5.35- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, m.14. 

In his studies of Brazilian musical topics, Piedade observes the idea of Brejeiro in 

Brazilian music.  

The Brejeiro consolidates itself in the mythical figure of the trickster, who swings 

society with its feet, which slides and defies legality with its cleverness. That is, the 

musician in this style, shifts the strong beat and accentuates it on the weak one, 

performs the ―broken‖, and attacks a note with chromatic ornamentation that gives 

the impression of error, but that reveals the precision of a brejeira transformation.
62

 

 

Example 5.36- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, mm.24-28 

As I observed, usually this rhythmic excitement comes attached to lyrical melodies—the 

melodies that care about the primitive rhythmic previously discussed (in yellow, see Example  

5.36). Those melodies suggest a pitch center. In the case of this excerpt, the Bb is the center 

pitch. When the improvisatory rhythms appear, it dislocates in m. 24, the Bb to weak beats 

(see Example 5.37). It also happens in m. 32, where the Bb is the pitch center. (see Example 

                                                           
 62 Acácio Piedade, ―Perseguindo Fios da Meada: Pensamentos sobre Hibridismo, 

Musicalidade e Tópicas,‖ 108.  ―O brejeiro se consolida na figura mítica do malandro, que ginga 

a sociedade com seus pés, desafia a legalidade com sua esperteza. Ou seja, desloca o tempo forte 

e o acentua no fraco, realiza a ―quebrada‖, ataca uma nota com uma ornamentação cromática que 

causa a impressão de erro, mas que revela a precisão de uma transformação brejeira.‖ 
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5.38). As Piedade observes, the brejeiro gives the ―impression of error,‖ but transforms the 

northeast typical melody into a more excited and virtuosic one.  

 

Example 5.37- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, mm. 32. 

 

Example 5.38- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, m.38. 

 After discussing pitch content and rhythm in this piece, we should address the overall 

form. Because of the way rhythm, dynamics, and motives interact in the A‘ section of this 

piece, the structure can be described as an arc. I argue that this structure can be interpreted as 

the depiction of a landscape, in this case, the alleged rural and untouched landscape of the 

Northeast region of Brazil (see Figure 5.4).
 63

   

                                                           
63 Scholars have been studying the relation of music elements to landscapes. Kyle Fyr, for 

instance, argue that Maurice Ravel creates a landscape of bells in his piece La vallée des cloches, 

by telling the pianist Robert Casadesus that ―La vallée des cloches‖ was inspired by the sound of 

bells at noontime in Paris. Kyle Fyr, ―Mapping Ravel‘s ―La vallée des cloches,‖ MTO 26, no. 4 

(2020): online, https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.20.26.4/mto.20.26.4.fyr.html. Jennifer Beavers, 

also ―explores how Ravel creates imaginary landscapes and time periods though his treatment of 

timbre in his transcription of Mussorgsky‘s Pictures at an Exhibition and his own Menuet 

antique.‖ Jennifer Beavers, ―Ravel‘s Sound: Timbre and Orchestration in His Late Works,‖ MTO 

27, no.1 (2021): online, https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.21.27.1/mto.21.27.1.beavers.html. More 

specific, Breta L. Neel analysis Ginastera piece for flute and chamber orchestra Impressiones de 

La Puna. In her analysis she says that ―The piece reflects some of the traits that Ginastera 

mentions, including use of the pentatonic scale, a melancholic mood throughout, and an attempt 

to capture the vastness of the landscape.‖ Breta L Neel, ―Three Flute Chamber Works by Alberto 

Ginastera: Intertwining Elements of Art and Folk Music,‖ (doctoral paper, University of 

Nebraska, 2017), 44. 

https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.21.27.1/mto.21.27.1.beavers.html
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Figure 5.4- Graph representing dynamic, texture, and rhythmic gestures in Improviso. 

 Improviso begins with soft dynamics, like a melody that surges from a place far away 

(see Example 5.39). The texture is simple, with some notes circling around G. The piece also 

ends this way, returning to its softest dynamic (see Example 5.40), in a simple texture that 

circles around G. This is also emphasized through rhythm. At the beginning of the piece, the 

rhythm is simple, then, there is a gradual addition of triplets and sixteenth notes, growing into 

more active and complex gestures (such as a set of fast arpeggios in third-second notes). In 

the A‘ section, this sequence is mirrored, as the music goes from more active rhythms to a 

more static end.   

 

Example 5.39- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, mm. 1-3, soft dynamics at the beginning 
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Example 5.40- Osvaldo Lacerda,  Improviso, mm. 61-62, soft dynamics at the end. 

While soft dynamics and compact textures occur in the A and A‘ sections, stronger 

dynamics and broad textures dominate the B section. In the most evident strong dynamic and 

wide range line, the music goes from B
6
 to F#

3
 (see Example 5.41) in forte. Beyond the idea 

of a quiet landscape, these contrasting sections can be further interpreted as a metaphor for 

the way in which nationalist aesthetics changed: from a ―primitive‖, quiet, and untouched 

state, to the complexities of nineteenth-century, urban, and modernist representations, to a 

return to the simplicity and in a way, ―exoticism‖ of the Northeast following ideas on 

authenticity.    

 

Example 5.41- Osvaldo Lacerda, Improviso, m. 38, open texture and strong dynamic 

In this analysis, I demonstrate how to read Improviso through the lenses of 

Brazilianness and in relation to ideas on primitivism, urban genres, and Northeastern 

regionalism. The fact that Lacerda chose the flute sonority to express such an interesting 

nationalist musical architecture supports even more the relationship between the Flute as an 

important symbol of Brazilianness.   
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Conclusion 

In this chapter, I showed how elements of the Brazilian flute topic dialogues with the 

Brazilian repertoire written for this instrument. More specifically, in Melopeias no. 3, I 

interpreted the rhythmic aspect of the piece by relating it with improvisation and Northeast 

regionalism. I brought into the discussion elements of frevo and maracatu and pointed out 

how this piece can be interpreted based on these rhythmic elements. In Fantasia Sul América, 

I showed how Claudio Santoro negotiated in his mature phase with the idea of serial and 

national. I interpreted the B section as the section that highlights musical elements from 

popular urban genres, especially choro by pointing out chromaticism, syncopation, and 

reference to cavaquinho. In Improviso, I emphasized the modal aspect of the melody and 

interpret this characteristic as a reference to primitivism and Northeast regionalism.   
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CONCLUSION 

 

In Chapter 2, I outlined how ideas on Brazilian nationalism were articulated at 

various times in history. I began by contextualizing the articulation of nationalist-modernist 

discourses during the 1920s, explaining the alleged influence of such discourses in Brazilian 

culture was only promoted during the 1970s. I then argue that ideas on nationalism in Brazil 

were never fixed and that those could be examined through various times periods since the 

times of colonization.  In other to expand and contextualize my argument, I presented a brief 

review of important moments in Brazilian political history.  

First, I discussed the transition from colonial status to an imperial regime, a period 

when Brazil was still ruled by a Portuguese elite despite its independence. I emphasized how 

this transition put Brazil in a unique situation in relation to other Latin American nations, 

although like other Latin American countries, the construction of a national ideal was in the 

hands of an agro-literate elite that prioritized European heritage.  Second, I commented on 

the transition from Imperial Brazil to the First Brazilian Republic. This period was further 

divided by a military regime (1889-1894) and then an Oligarchic Federal Presidential 

Republic (1894-1930). At that time, Minas Gerais and São Paulo, as the economic centers, 

held most of the power. It was in this context that two middle-class political parties— the 

Jacobins (1890) and the Nation Social Action (1920)— brought new perspectives to the 

conceptualization of nation and nationalism. 

The 1930s articulated another important moment in the political and social history of 

Brazil, as the country transitioned from the Old Republic to the Estado Novo, the populist 

government of President Getúlio Vargas. At this time, the government was interested in 
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unifying Brazil as a nation, consequently, discourses on nationalism were emphasized and 

used as propaganda. At this time, many artists—including those who participated in the 

Week of Modern Art—actively collaborated with the government either by holding political 

positions or working with political parties. That was the case of Villa-Lobos‘ canto 

orfeônico. This project not only shows the relationship between politics and music during 

this time but also how Vargas was using methods used already as nationalist propaganda in 

Europe. Finally, I commented on Brazilian politics during the 1940s, the time when Getúlio 

Vargas officially became an ally of the United States. Once Brazil officially embraced 

democracy, the authoritarian model of the Estado Novo became unsustainable, leading to 

another shift in the country‘s political configuration. To establish a connection between these 

events and the idea of cultural nationalism, I presented four case studies: colonial music in 

Minas Gerais, indianismo in the context of ―romantic nationalism,‖ modernism in the context 

of Estado Novo, and Grupo Música Viva. With these cases, I show how throughout all of 

these periods, Brazilian composers were producing art that could be considered nationalist in 

context.  

Regarding the so-called Barroco Mineiro, a period studied in the 1950s by 

musicologist Francisco Curt Lange, I emphasized how the musical production of this time, 

mostly religious, was intrinsically connected to race, something that I discuss through the 

other chapters. Regarding the nineteenth century, I focus on the reception, at different points 

in history, of Carlos Gomes‘ Indianist opera Il Guarany (1870).   I discussed how Europeans 

in the nineteenth century thought that the opera was not savage enough, while modernist 

intellectuals thought it was ―too European‖ and therefore not representative of national 

identity. The third case highlights Villa-Lobos's relationship with both, the Estado Novo and 
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European modernism. I brought this case to show that, although Villa-Lobos was considered 

by the modernists as a model nationalist composer, his aesthetics accommodated various 

circumstances. His chameleon skills exemplify how politics influenced music aesthetics. My 

last case showed how Grupo Música Viva challenged discourses on nationalism in the 1940s. 

Based on the mentorship of Koellreutter, young composers started to confront through 

publications the aesthetics proposed by intellectuals like Mario de Andrade. However, as 

some of the composers became involved with the communist party (PCB) they came to 

embrace the nationalist tendencies they initially rejected. Besides examining the relationship 

between politics and musical production in Brazil, these case studies also illustrated the 

diverse reality of Brazilian social, political, and cultural spheres, something that will 

influence the study of the Brazilian Flute.    

 By applying ideas on musical topics and semiotics, I proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 a 

code from which to understand the Brazilian Flute as a cultural unit. My main goal was to 

argue how the flute has appeared represented throughout centuries in connection to national 

imaginaries, therefore, to an idea of Brazilianness. For that, I adopted a methodology 

proposed by Melanie Plesch, who had already set up a great tool for building a code on the 

Argentinian guitar. However, unlike Plesch, and following Michael Klein‘s understanding of 

a topic as semiotic code, I do not make a distinction between what is musical and what is not. 

I consider all signs within the code I proposed as equal. I focused my analysis on three main 

sub-codes: primitivism, popular urban genres, and Northeast regionalism.  In Chapter 3, I 

proceeded to analyze the representations of the flute, the signs in my code, in Brazilian 

iconography and literature. Primitivism appears as a strong referent from the colonization 

period to the modernist period, although conceived differently. At first, the flute appears as a 
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symbol of commonality between natives and European colonizers, while during the 

nineteenth century, within the indianismo movement, it was used as a sign of savagery. The 

network of signs around the popular urban genres sub-code is more complex and it relates to 

the African Brazilian population since the eighteenth century. In Imperial Brazil, the paints 

and texts highlight the music of barbers in the urban context of Rio de Janeiro. From this 

point, the flute frequently appears in relation to the music of bands and terno ensembles. 

When it comes to the beginning of the twentieth century, the popular and erudite musical 

practices became ever more interlaced, this was influenced by the abolition of slavery, the 

advent of the Republic, and the myth of miscegenation. At this point, the flute appears in a 

wide range of musical practices such as Italian operas, modinhas, and choros. During the 

1930s, the racial connotations of the instrument become more explicit, as painters and writers 

portray the flute in the hand of African Brazilians connected to popular genres. It is at this 

time that a mythicized Northeast regionalism appeared in the literature of Graciliano Ramos, 

where the flute takes the form of its regional model, the pífano 

In Chapter 4, I followed a similar chronological sequence as in Chapter 3, also 

focusing on the three outlined sub-codes. However, in this chapter, I focused on the sonority 

of the flute, and with it, on how it participated in various Brazilian musical practices. 

Descriptions of the sounds of the flute appeared at the beginning of the colonization period, 

as sources reported on the performance practices at the time. In the Barroco Mineiro, 

considered by Curt Lange to be the first national music produced in Latin America, there is a 

connection between the instrument and African Brazilian musicians. In imperial Brazil, the 

sonority of the flute appears in two contrasting musical scenes: in operatic productions (such 

as Il Guarany) and in the context of popular urban genres, specifically in the music of 
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Barbers. The sonority of the flute, as I previously observed in literature and iconography, is 

associated with primitivism in operatic works. Contrastingly, its sonority in popular urban 

genres connects the instruments with musical genres performed and composed by African 

Brazilians. In the nineteenth century, this sonority started to show up in alignment with the 

urbanization process of Imperial Brazil. Towards the end of the century, the flute became the 

leading voice of choro, a genre that nowadays is considered one of the main national genres 

in Brazil.  

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the sonority of the flute was highlighted 

even more in its versatility. In other to illustrate this, I brought into discussion four case 

studies of African Brazilian performers/composers, showing how their careers and 

compositions helped to emphasize even more the role of the instrument as a symbol for 

Brazillianess. It is worth mentioning that their career coincided with the popularization of the 

radio, which contributed to propagating, even more, the popularity of the instrument. For 

instance, many recordings of sambas, a genre used in the propaganda for the Estado Novo 

regime, feature flute introductions. Villa-Lobos, who used the sonority of the flute to 

represent the Uirapurú character ―ugly Indian‖ in the 1920s and to represent the popular 

genres in his Choros and Bachianas, also evidences the relevance of the instrument‘s 

sonority. The bandas de pífanos also contributed to building my code as it represented a 

specific sonority of the flute at the end of the 1930s, especially after Andrade‘s excursion to 

the Northeast.  

By taking into consideration the sonority of the flute as a sign to build the code I here 

proposed, I was able to explore this cultural unit beyond imagery. This chapter brought an 

interesting perspective in terms of the correlation between the sound of an instrument and 
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demographics. Performers and composers of the instrument actively propagated its sonority 

in many different eras in Brazil and, consequently, contributed to building what nowadays 

we understand as Brazilianness.  

Finally, I want to emphasize that on approaching my topic as a code, as suggested by 

Klein, I was able to consider all signs, musical and not musical, material, and ideological, 

without distinction. Although I referred to chronology in order to build the code, my point is 

that all of those wide ranges of associations that form the code of the Brazilian Flute are 

atemporal. Meaning, that from our contemporary perspective, are valid as we get to explore 

the possible meanings of the instrument in context.  With that in mind, in Chapter 5 I analyze 

three pieces for flute solo—Melopéias n. 3 (1950) by Cesar Guerra-Peixe; Fantasia Sul 

América (1983) by Claudio Santoro; and Improviso by Osvaldo Lacerda (1974). My goal 

with these analyses and based on what I explored in Chapters 3 and 4, was to the ways in 

which one can hear a sense of Brazilianness. In this case, it is the instrument that serves as 

the vehicle. Signs of primitivism, popular urban genres, and northeast regionalism were part 

of my analyses.  

 As a first step in a much broader study, this dissertation built a comprehensive 

network for the understanding of the flute in relation to Brazilianness. More specifically, it 

examines how the sonority, representation, and function of the instrument in context 

contributed contribute to discourses on nationalist art. Bringing into the discussion racial and 

political signs as part of the code for the Brazilian Flute, as opposed to only ―musical‖ 

elements, expands our understanding of the role of the flue in his process.  As my analyses 

showed, taking into consideration such a broad code allows us to venture into interpretations 

that were, perhaps before this dissertation, less plausible. 
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